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ABSTRACT
The US.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has issued a revised rule for loss-of

coolant acciden/emergency come cooling system (ECCS) analysis oflight water mactors to
allow the use of best-estimate computer codes in safety analysis as an option. A key feature
of this option requires the licensee to quantify the uncertainty of the calculations and in
dude that uncmtaimty when comparng the calculated results with acceptance limits pro
vided in 10 CFR Part 50. To support the revised ECCS rule and illustrate its application,
the NRC and its contractors and consultants have developed and demonstrated an uncer
tainty evaluation methodology called code scaling, applicability, and uncertainty (CSAU).

"IteCSAU methodology and an example application described in this report demon
strate that uncertainties in complex phenomena can be quantified. The methodology is

structured, traceable, and practical, as is needed in the regulatory arena. The methodology
is systematic and comprehensive as it addresses and integrates the scenario, experiments,
code, and plant to resolve questions concerned with: (a) code capability to scale-up pro
cesses from test facility to fill-scale nuclear power plants; (b) code applicability to safety
studies of a postulated accident scenario in a specified nuclear power plant; and (c) quanti
fyinguncertainties ofcalculated results. Thl methodology combine atop-down approach
to define the dominant phenomena with abotom-up approach to quantify uncertainty. The
•methodology is able to address both unceraintes for whichbias and distr'budon are quanti
fiable and uncertainties for which only a bounding value is quantifiable. The methodology
is general and therefore applicable to a variety of scenarios, plants, and codes.

FIN A6868--Quantification of Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident Code Uncertainty
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

the membership of which was composed of knowl
edgeable individuals from the NRC, three national lab
oratories, academia, and an industry consultant. The
members of the TPG were:

Existing criteria for loss-of-coolant analysis were
formulated at a time when limitations in knowledge
made conservative approaches necessary. Research
completed in the last 15 years now provides a founda
tion sufficient for use of realistic and physically based
analysis methods. Accordingly, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has recently issued a
revised rule for loss-of-coolant accident/emergency

Dr. B. Boyack, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Dr. R. Duffey, Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory

core cooling system (LOCA/CCS) analysis of light

Dr. P. Griffith, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

water reactors to allow the use of best-estimate com
puter codes in safety analysis as an option. Akey fea
ture of this option requires the licensee to quantify the
unceinty of the calculations and include that uncer
tainty when comparing the calculated results with ac
ceptance limits provided in 10 CFR Part 50. To
support the revised ECCS rule and illustrate its appli
cation, the NRC and its contractors and consultants

Dr. G. Leilouche, S. Levy, Inc.

Dr S. Levy, S. Levy, Inc.
Dr. U. Rohatgi, Brookhaven National Laboratory

have developed and demonstrated an uncertainty eval
uation methodology called code scaling&applicability,

M?0. Wilson, Idaho National Engineering Labo
ratory (Lead Laboratory Program Manager)

and uncertainty (CSAU). The methodology and its
application to a large-break loss-of-coolant accident
(LBLOCA) are described in this report

Dr. W. Wulff, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Dr. N. Zuber, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion MPG Chairman)

Objectives of the Methodology

Consistent and timely program direction was ac
complished by regular meetings of the TPG at
5-to-6-week intervals over the 15-month program
duration.

"* To provide a technical basis for uncertainty
quantification within the context of the re
vised rule.

"

7b provide a structured, auditable, and trace
able method for combining quantitative anal
ysis and expert opinion in arriving at
computed values of uncertainty.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safety
(ACRS) also provided continued oversight through
regular participation of their consultant, Dr L Catton,
in the TPG meetings, and through periodic ACRS
thermal-hydraulic phenomena subcommittee reviews.

"* To be systematic and comprehensive in defin
ing scenario characteristics, code applicabili

An independent mid-course review of the CSAU
evaluation methodology was provided by a Peer
Review Group (PRG) composed of nationally and in
temationally recognized experts in reactor safety re
search. The membership of the PRO included:

ty, code scale-up capability, and code and
experiment accuracies, together with plant
characteristics, in order to quantify the total
uncertainty.

"* To emphasize a practical engineering ap

Professor F. Mayinger, Lehrstubl A Mr Thermo
dynamik, Technische Hochschule Munchen,
Federal Republic of Germany

proach based on years of experimental re
search and plant analysis.

Mr. J. Fell, AERE Wnfith, United Kingdom

Program Management

Professor G. B. Wallis, Dartmouth College

Development and demonstration of the methodolo
gy was directed by a Technical Program Group (TPG),

Professor A. E. Dukler, University of Houston

iv

RequirementsandCapabilities,in which
scenario modeling requirements are
identified and compared to computer
code capabilities to determine its appli
cability to the particular scenario and to
identify potential limitations.

a.

Professor S. Banerjee, University of California,
Santa Barbara

Dr M. Ishii, Argonne National Laboratories
Professor N. Todreas, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (PRO Chairman)

b. Assessment and Ranging of Parameters,
in which code capabilities to calculate
processes important to the scenario are

Dr. L Ybarrondo, Scientech, Inc.

assessed against experimental data t de

termine code accuracy, scale-up capabil
ity, and ranges of parameter variations
needed for sensitivity studies.

Dr. K Thurgood, Numerical Applications, Inc.
Professor B. Mikic, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

c.

tors to the total uncertainty are obtained

The wcommendations of the PRG, provided in the
PRG report,a were factored into the development of the
CSAU methodology and its application.

Results
The desired methodology has been developed and
demonstrated by the TPG, in approximately 15
months, with an equivalent resource expenditure of 13
man-years.b
The ACRS has stated: "The CSAU Program will
provide a reasoned perspective on the accuracy of the
existing codes" and "The CSAU method, or something
similar, can be used in other areas of safety analysis,
that is, beyond the currently conceived purpose of as
sessing uncertainty associated with calculations by
thermal-hydraulic codes. In particular, its application
to severe accident studies and risk assessments could
serve not only to provide an improved perspective on
uncertainty, but also as a guide to allocation ofresearch
resources."O

Sensitivity and UncertaintyAnalysis, in
which the effects of individual contribu
and the propagation of uncertainty
through the transient is properly ac
counted.

A specific application of the CSAU methodology
demonstrates that it satisfies the objectives previously
stated. The demonstration considers application of the
TRAC-PFlIMODl computer code in calculating the

peak cladding temperature, cladding oxidatio ae,
and quantity of hydrogen generated during a large
cold4eg break in a Westinghouse RESAR-3S pressur
ized water reactor. In the application, however, the
threshold temperature required to initiate cladding oxi
dation and hydrogen generation was not reached;
therefore, peak cladding temperature became the sole
safety criterion necessary to the evaluation.

The demonstration case calculated a mean peak
cladding temperature of 1272-F and a temperature of
1572°F at the 95% probability leveL This evaluation
provides a safety margin at the 95% probability level
of 6280F with respect to the 2200PF safety criteria in
10 CFR Part 50 for this case. The demonstration case
also shows the motivation to move to best-estimate

analysis to be well founded.

a. Dr. Todreas (MITM PRO Cairman, letter to Dr. 0.
S. Beckjord, USNRC, February 24,1988.

The application of the methodology has indicated:

"

b. The TPG believes that any new application of the
methodology could be accomplished in less than one
half of this span time and resource allocation. This
assessment is justified by the amount of data and infor
mation assembled in the course of the work presented
in this report, which can be used in other applications.

The methodology can provide the basis for

prioritizing continued research.

c.AdvisoryCommittee onReactorSaft guardsý letterto
L W. Zech, USNRC, June 1988.
The methodology consists of 14 primary steps,
which can be grouped in three key elements:

"

The methodology is general and equally
applicable to small-break loss-of-coolant
accidents and operational transients.

"

A careful documentation of lessons learned

has highlightd optimum procedures for con
ducting research programs based upon
computer-aided safety analyses.

v

SThe methodology addresses questions typi
cally raised for uncertainty quantification in
computer codes with regard to the sufficiency
and efficiency of those efforts (for example,
Iman and Helton)a.

A check list of items which the TMG believes are
sufficient to quantify code uncertainty for an LBLO
CA has been developed. Because these steps are gen
eral in nature, they are considered equally applicable to
other accident scenarios. In addition, the TPG has con
cluded that the implementation of the CSAU method
ology is practical, as shown in the demonstation. The
practicality is provided through the top-down ap
proach, which focuses on primary phenomena for a
particular plant and scenario. Because of its general
ity, sufficiency, and practicality, the CSAU methodolo
gy provides a general basis for evaluating code
calculational uncertainty, and thereby for resolving
issues.

These findings suggest that the methodology can be
most useful to accident management as a plarming tool
for early application and ultimately as a technical basis
for issue resolution.

Regulatory Significance
The CSAU methodology provides a technical basis
for uncertainty quantification within the context of the
revised ECCS rule and confirms the worth of using
best-estimate codes to license and regulate reactors.
The use of best-estimate codes and uncertainty quan
tification provides the basis for reductions of ECCS
surveillance requirements, increased operating power
levels, extensions of reload cycle times, reduction of
steam generator tube plugging constraints, etc.

a. R. L Iman andJ. C Helton, "Investigation ofUncer.
tainty and SensitivityAnalysis Techniques forComput
er Models," RiskAnalyns, 8, 1, 198&
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QUANTIFYING REACTOR SAFETY MARGINS:
APPLICATION OF CODE SCALING, APPLICABILITY, AND
UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION METHODOLOGY TO A
LARGE-BREAK, LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT
INTRODUCTION
Emergency core cooling systems (ECCSs) are
required in water-cooled reactors to provide emer
gency cooling for the reactor core in the event of a
break or opening in the pressurized coolant piping sys
tem. The effect of such a hypothesized accident (a

loss-of-coolant accident, LOCA) without adequate
core cooling would be a heatup of the fuel rods, poten
tial oxidation of the zirconium fuel rod cladding, and

generation of hydrogen in the system. These processes
would eventually lead to cladding rapture and the
release of radiationinthe system, if allowedtoproceed
unchecked. In the worst-case scenario, radiation
would escape the reactor containment and contaminate
the environment. Because ofthese concerns, plants are
designed with emergency systems that will maintain a
coolable core geometry in the case of such an accident.
For a nuclear power plant (NPP) to receive an
operating license, the US. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission (NRC) requires the licensee to demonstrate,
through the use of computer codes, that the plant
ECCSs will provide adequate cooling. In 1974, when

the initial licensing procedures were established, com
puter codes bad limited capabilities for simulating the
complex phenomena associated with such an accident.
Therefore, the NRC prescribed a set of constraints to
be applied to code calculations that would ensure that
the evaluations would be conservative.
The constraints lead to the Appendix K portion of
Rule 10 CFR Part 50. Section 50.46 of this rile and

Appendix K defined criteria specying that:

"

Peak cladding temperature cannot exceed
22000F,

"

Maximum cladding oxidation cannot exceed
17%,

"

To ensure that calculations would be conservative, the

rule also provided calculational restraints, some of
which are: a multiplier of 12 on the decay heat rate,
prohibition of a return to mucleate boiling, and conser
vative assumptions of ECCS delivery to the lower

plenum.
The NRC at that time also increased research efforts
in hypothesized NPP accidents. A large number of
experimental programs were initiated to investigate
both individual phenomena (through separate-effects
tests) and systems performance (through integral
effects tests). At the same time, development of

advanced computer codes that could provide improved

simulations of such transients was initiated. The com
bination of the large experimental data bases that have
been developed and the validations of the advanced
computer codes that have occurred over the past 15
years provides a foundation that justifies more realistic
analysis of NPP ECCS systems.
In September 1988, the NRC approved a revised
1
rule for the acceptance of ECCSs. In.May 1989, the
NRC provided guidance for the use of best-estimate
codes3 The technical basis of the rule change is the
expamental research and advanced computer code3
development that have occurred in the last 15 years.
The revised rule retains the acceptance criteria based
on peak cladding temperature, cladding oxidation, and
hydrogen generation. However, the revised rule
allows the use of best-estimate analysis methods for
evaluating those parameters. These methods provide
more realistic estimates of plant safety margins. If
best-estimate methods are used, the revised rule
requires that the uncertainty of the calculations be
quantified to a high level of probability and that the
uncertainty be included when comparing calculated
results with the acceptance limits provided in 10 CFR
Part 50.

Hydrogen generation from hot cladding
steam interaction cannot exceed 1% of its

The determination of the uncertainty in the calcula
tion of peak cladding temperature for a LELOCA has
been a question of study for at least 8 yr. In 1979, the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) published a
statistical analysis of the peak cladding temperature
4
calculation for the RELAP4MMOD3 code. This
National
Sandia
was followed by two reports from

maximum potential,

"

The core geometry must be retained in a cool
able condition, and

"* Long-term cooling must be provided.
I

Laboratories on the uncertainty in the calculations of
RELAP4IMOD6.S6 More recen studies defining the
uncertainties were reported at the NRC-sponsored
safety information meetings in 1985 and 1986,7".5
which evaluated various methods that may be applied
to uncertainty quantification. Additional studies that
address code uncertainty are given in References 10,
11, and 12.

The desired methodology has been developed
and demonstrated as described in this report. The
methodology has been reviewed by the Advisory

Comnmttee on Reactor Safety (ACRS), with recogni

tion that CSAU or a similar methodology can also be

applied to continuing research and regulation.

In the context of continuing research, it was found
that, should the methodology be applied early in
a research program, it can provide the basis for
prioritization of the continued research. In addition,
the methodology is general and therefore equally
applicable to small-break, loss-of-coolant accidents
and operational transients. Further, a careful docu
mentation of lessons learned has highlighted optimal
procedures for conducting research programs based
upon safety analysis with computer codes. All of these
features suggest the methodology can be most useful to
accident management as a planning tool (early appli
cation) and ultimately as a technical basis for issue
resolution.

With the prior uncertainty evaluations, it was still
recognized that a general methodology for the quan

tification of code uncertainty with respect to the large
thernal-hydraulic codes used in ECCS performance
evaluation was lacking. To satisfy this need, the NRC
and its contractors and consultants have developed and
demonstrated an uncertainty methodology called code

scaling, applicability, and uncertainty (CSAU). The

primary objectives of the methodology are:

"* To provide the technical basis for uncertainty
quantification within the context of the new
rule.

With respect to continuing regulation and licensing,

"

a check list has been developed for the necessary steps
of the CSAU methodology. Because the check list is
believed to be general, it is considered equally applica
ble to similar methodologies which might be used by

Tb provide a structured, auditable, and trace
able method for combining quantitative
analysis and expert opinion in arriving at
computed values of uncertainty.

the vendors and utilities.

The remainder of this report is organized into Part
A, Part B, and the appendices. Part A describes the
CSAU methodology at the process level, where the
method is applicable to a wide variety of scenarios,
reactor designs, and computer codes. Part B presents
an application of the methodology to a specific scenar
io (large cold-leg break) and a specific plant
(Westinghouse four-loop PWR) using the TRAC
PFl/MODl code. The Appendices (referenced
in Parts A and B) provide additional detailed
information.

"* To be systematic and comprehensive in
defining scenario characteristics, code appli
cability, code scale-up capability, and code
and experiment accuracies, together with
plant characteristics, in order to quantify the

total uncertainty

"* To emphasize a practical engineering
approach, based on years of experimental
research and plant analysis.
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PART A
CODE SCALING, APPLICABILITY, AND UNCERTAINTY
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
1. INTRODUOTION
Consequently, it is necessary and important to

The NRC best-estimate thermal-hydraulic codes
are used to calculate postulated accident scenarios
ranging from large-break LOCAs to small-break
LOCAs and operational transients with and without
intervention by operators. For such calculations to be
relevant to NPP safety analyses, it is necessary to
address the following three questions:

determine whether or not such compensating
enuors exist and, ifso, to identify scenarios for
which these compensating errors may
produce non-conservative results.
4. Best-estimate codes are compared to a large
bank of separate- and integral-effects test
data. They will give reasonable agreement
with a number of tests, but not necessarily
with all of the data. Consequently, it is
important to identify the reasons for such
discrepancies if the code is to be applied with
confidenc to a large variety of scenarios and
plant conditions.

1. Has the code the capability to scale up phe
nomena observed in small-scale test facilities
to full-size NPPs?
2.

Can the code be applied to safety studies of a

particular scenario or a set of scenarios for a
given plant design?
3.

5.

What is the uncertainty with which the code
calculates important parameters, say the peak
cladding temperature, in a full scale NPP?

The need to examine very carefully and in some
detail questions rlated to scaling, code applicability,
and code uncertainty is predicated by the following
factors:
1.

and other adjustments.
6. Best-estimate codes may have some correla
tions or parameters that are not supported by
any experimental data or are based on data
which do not cover the range of interest to
NPP applications. Consequently, it is very
important to identify such correlations and
parameters and to assess their effects on NPP
safety analyses of a particular scenario or of a
set of scenarios.

All integral tests and most of the separate

effects tests have been conducted in scaled
down test facilities that have scale distortion.
Consequently, it is necessary to assess the
effects of such distortion on processes and/or
parameters of interest to a NPP accident
scenario or set of scenarios.
2.

necessary first to identify the parameters that
have been tuned and then to assess the effects
of such tuning on the NPP calculation.

The CSAU evaluation methodology was developed
by the NRC, its contractors, and consultants to address,
in a unified and systematic manner, questions related
to the scaling capability of a best-estimate code, to
its applicability to scenarios of interest to NPP safety
studies, and to the evaluation of uncertainties in calcu
lating parameters of interest when the code is used to
perform a calculation for a specified scenario and ?PP
design.

A code can have compensating errors because
several parameters may have been tuned to
produce agreement with certain data sets.

CSAU is a systematic procedure that leads to a
quantified evaluation of code calculation uncertainty.
The NPP, the phenomena, and the computer codes

Be-estimate codes rely upon a large number
of empirical correlations and parameters.
Such empirical relations are often tuned to
improve their agreement with certain data
sets (obtained very often from scaled-down

facilities). Consequently, it is important and

3.

Best--estimate codes will show some sensitiv
ity to noding, and some of their empirical
relations have had to be simplified or adjusted
to improve their numerical stability. Conse
quently, to perform reliable NPP calculations,
it is necessary to assess the effects of noding

3

developed to simulate the phenomena are all complex.
The CSAU method is capable of analyzing these
complexities because it subdivides the task into a
series of manageable steps applied specifically to a
single power plant (or generic group of plants) for a
single accident scenario. Thus, the application of the
method leads to a statement of uncertainty for a spe
cific set of conditions. The methodology is general
and therefore may be separately applied to various
combinations of plants and scenarios. By specifying a
single plant, the complexities of considering plant-to
plant variations are eliminated. By specifying a single
scenario, the sequence of events is restricted, thereby
reducing the evaluation task.

The CSAU evaluation methodology emphasizes a
practicalengineering approach that can be used to
quantify code uncertainty. The CSAU procedure can
be most easily conceptualized as consisting of 14 pri
mary steps, which can be grouped into three key
elements:
Requirements and Capabilities-inwhich sce
nario modeling requirements are identified and
compared against code capabilities to determine
the code's applicability to the particular scenario
and to identify potential limitations.
Asse•entandRangingofParaneters-inwhich
code capabilities to calculate processes important
to the scenario are assessed against experimental
data to determine code accuracy and scale-up
capability and to specify ranges of parameter vari
ations needed for sensitivity studies.

The complexity of the procedure is further
minimized by combining hierarchical top-down and
detailed bottom-up approaches. In the top-down
approach, the problem is analyzed from the perspec
tive of the end state. (For example, the variables most
affecting the peak cladding temperature are defined.)
In an idealized bottom-up approach, all problem
variables are evaluated (in the above example, for their
effect on peak cladding temperature). The CSAU
procedure starts with a top-down approach, where the
important and dominant contributors to uncertainty are
stressed and low-importance contributors axe given
minimal attention or are eliminated. The selection of
the dominant contributors to uncertainty is based upon
expeimental evidence, analysis and code calculations,
engineering judgment, and appropriate subjective
decision-making techniques. Following determina
tion of the dominant contributors, a detailed bottom
up approach is used to evaluate the effect of those
contributors. To resolve or close the issue, the
combined effect of the low-importance contributors is
also evaluated.

Sensitivity and Uncertainy Analysis-in which
the effects of individual contributors to total
uncertainty are obtained and the propagation of
uncerainty through the transient is propedy deter
mined.
The elements and steps of the methodology are
diagramed in Figure 1. In the following discussion, the
Requirements and Capabilities element is presented in
Section 2.1, the Assessment and Ranging of Parame
ter3 element in Section 2.2, and the Sensitivity and
Uncertainty Analysis element in Section 2.3. A check
list of actions needed to ensure success of the CSAU
process is given in Section 2.4, and a summary of
important lessons learned during the development and
demonstration of the methodology is provided in
Section 2.5. A summary of the CSAU method capa
bilities appears in Section 3.

4

4
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Figure 1.

Code scaling, applicability and unceitainty (CSAU) evaluation methodology.
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2. THE CSAU METHODOLOGY
2.1 Requirements and
Capabilities Element

all processes and phenomena that occur during a tran
sient. The most cost-efficient, yet sufficient, analysis
reduces all candidate phenomena to a manageable set
by identifying and ranking the phenomenawith respect
to their influence on the primary safety criteria. Each
phase of the scenario and system components are sepa
rately investigated. The processes and phenomena
associated with each component are examined. Cause
and effect are differentiated. After the processes and
phenomena have been identified, they are ranked with
respect to their effect on the safety criteria for the sce
nario. A phenomena identification and ranking table
(PIRT) is established to guide the subsequent uncer
tainty quantification. The rationale for these activities
is discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

The Requirements and Capabilities element

consists of Steps 1 through 6 (see Figure 1). The appli
cability of a code to the analysis of atransient in a NPP
is determined by comparison of the scenario- and
plant-dictated requirements with the simulation capa
bilities of the code. The steps needed to achieve this
objective are the selection of a specific scenario
(Step 1) and power plant (Step 2), the identification
and ranking of phenomena (Step 3), the selection of a
computer code (Step 4), the documentation of the com
puter code (Step 5), and a determination of the code
applicability (Step 6). These steps are now discussed
individually.

The processes and phenomena that the codes must
simulate are found by examining experimental data
and code simulations related to the specified scenario.
Independent techniques to accomplish the ranking
include expert opinion, subjective decision-making
methods [such as Analytical Hierarchical Process
(AHP)], and selected calculations. Examples of the
first two of these are found in Reference 13, and an
example of the last is foundinReference 14. Compari
son of the results of these techniques provides assur
ance of the accuracy and sufficiency of the process

2.1.1 Scenario Specification (Step 1). Determi
nation of a code's applicability and uncertainty is
scenario-dependent because the dominant processes
and safety parameters change from one scenario to
another. The transient scenario therefore dictates the
processes that must be addressed. Once the scenario
has been selected, the most important phenomena must
be identified. In this process, it is advantageous to sub
divide the scenario into phases. By doing so, the com
plexity of analyzing the components and phenomena is
reduced. The subdivision allows reduction of the anal
ysis to only those processes and components that are
important during each phase. By carefully defining the
scenario and its phases, the groundwork for the identi
fication and ranking of the components and processes
is laid.

2.1 A Frozen Code Version Selection (Step 4).
For consistency, the methodology emphasizes the use
of a frozen code version. A frozen computer code ver
sion is rigorously maintained, with changes allowed
for corrections only. Model enhancements and code
improvements are not allowed during the analysis pe
riod. TIis ensures that changes to the code after an
evaluation has been completed do not impact the con
clusions and that changes occur in an auditable and
traceable manner.

2.1.2 Nuclear Power Plant Selection (Step 2).
A complete scenario definition depends on the pa.licu
lar plant in which it occurs because the dominant phe
nomena and their interactions differ to varying degrees

2.1.5 Provision of Complete Code Documen
tation (Step 5). The documentation supporting the
code must be consistent with the frozen code version.

with the reactor design. The various U. S. reactor ven
dors of pressurized water reactor (PWR) systems have
individual designs. Although, overall, PWR systems
are similar, individual components differ significantly.
As examples, fuel rod design, core loading, steam gen
erator tubes, number of loops, safety injection, and
control systems differ significantly from plant to plant.
The selection of a particular plant is crucial to the
CSAU process because the resulting uncertainty is
highly dependent on the phenomena and components
identified.

Adequate documentation allows evaluation of the
code's application to a postulated scenario for a specif
ic plant. The documentation should include, at a mini
mum, the user manual, user guide, developmental
assessment reports, and (most importantly) the models
and correlations quality evaluation (MCJQE) report.
The MC/QE report provides a basis for the traceability
of the models in the code and detailed information on
the code closure relations. Information on correlation
and model sources, data bases, accuracy, scale-up
capability, applicability to NPP conditions, and ideally
the results of a line-by-line coding check is also

2.1.3 Phenomena Identification and Ranking
(Step 3). Plant behavior is not equally influenced by
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documented. The MC/QE report represents a quality

SNoncondensible gas evolution, ac
cumulation, etc.

evaluation document that provides a blueprint as to
what is in the code, how it got there, and where it came
frm References 15 through 20 are examples of the
required information. The specific objectives and re
quirements of a MCIQE document are listed in Appen
dix B.

should these be ranked as important in the PIRT.
b.

2.1.6 Determination of Code Applicability
(Step 6). A code's capability to calculate a scenario
for an NPP design rests on four elements:
1.

specified NP.
c.

Field (conservation) equations-which
provide code capability to address global
processes,

3. Numerics--which provide code capability to
perform efficient and reliable calculations,
and

Consequently, these four elements must be considered
when evaluating the applicability of the code to a sce
nario of interest to NPP safety evaluations.
In Step 6, a qualitative assessment of these four ele
ments is made by relating them to the modeling
requirements specified for a given scenario in a PIRT.
This is done with the help of the code manual and MC/
QE documents. Specifically, these two documents are
usedto:
a.

Identify in the MC/QE document closure
equations which enable the code to cal
culate a process ranked as important in
the PIRT.

d. Identify scenario calculations which
should be interpreted and/or accepted
with caution.

2. Closure equations-which provide code
capability to model and scale particular
processes,

4. Structure and Nodalization-whichaddress
code capability to model plant geometry
and perform efficient and accurate plant
calculations.

Determine whether or not code structure
and nodalization allow the modeling
of important design characteristics of a

e.

Qualitatively evaluate whether or not
sensitivity studies may be rquired.

E

Identify code deficiencies which pre
clude an application of a code to the
scenario.

Steps 1 through 3 of CSAU identify the important
transient and plant requirements for a code simulation.
Steps 4 and 5 reveal the code's capability. Integration
of the requirements and capabilities results in an
understanding of the applicability of the code to the
subject simulations. The goal is a statement of appli
cability regarding why a code is applicable for the sce
nario and plant and identification of deficiencies or
limitations important to its computational accuracy.
The stated limitations then become a part of the uncer
tainty determination to the extent they are important.

Determine whether or not field equations
provide an adequate framework for the
code to model global processes, such as:

By comparing the scenario and phenomena with the
code documentation, an evaluation is made whether
the code is applicable to the simulation. Codes typical
ly are written for a specific task, so generally the first
response is that the code is applicable. However, the

"* Multidimensional flows in the

applicability statement is more quantitative; the out
come of the analysis is a statement that the safety crite
ria are calculated accurately with a high probability.

vessel

"* Multidimensional flows in the
If inadequacies are noted, they should be fully
documented and, if possible, quantified. If the code
deficiency cannot be quantified at this time, it should
be further investigated in later steps.

steam generator

"• Boron injection and separation due
to gravity
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2.2 Assessment and Ranging
of Parameters Element

however, experience indicates that the quantification
of nodalization uncertainty can be very costly and is
highly user-dependent. Thus, the preferred path is to
establish a standard NPP nodalization for the subse
quent analysis. This minimizes or removes nodaliza
tion, and the freedom to manipulate noding, as a
contributor to uncertainty.

The Assessment and Ranging of Parameters
element consists of Steps 7 through 10 (see Figure 1).
The total uncertainty in a safety analysis includes con
tributions from code limitations, scaling effects
embedded in the experimental data (and therefore the

A very detailed, finely noded model might be

expected to best represent the impomnt phenomem.

code), and uncertainties associated with the state odthe

While finely noded models may be economical for
simulating a separate-effects facility, this approach
requires an exceptionally large model for an NPP.
Many calculations are needed in applying the method
ology, rhus an overly detailed NPP model will prove
unusable for economic reasons. Therefore, a nodali
zation selection procedure defines the minimum nod
ing needed to capture the important phenomena. This
procedure starts with analyst experience in previous
code assessment and application studies and any
documented nodalization studies. Next, nodalization
studies are performed during the simulation of sepa
rate- and integral-effects code data comparisons.
Finally, an iterative process using the NPP model is
employed to determine sufficiency of the NPP model
nodalization. Where the data base is insufficient to
judge the nodalization, a separate bias for plant noding
or assessment matrix deficiency may be added in
determining uncertainty.

reactor at the initiation of a transient. The latter uncer
tainties arise from design and operating uncertainties
associated with manufacturing tolerances and the life
of the fuel. Steps 7 through 10 are needed to quantify
the effects of the individual contributors, through
parameter ranging, as follows.
2.2.1 Establishment of Assessment Matrix

(Step 7). The determination of a code's uncertainty
must be based on a sufficient data set. Assessment stu
dies are particularly important to Steps 6,8,9, and 10,
and the minimum data base will necessarily include
both separate- and integral-effects tests.
The assessment matrix should be designed to pro
vide a data base for evaluating (a) the code accuracy to
calculate phenomena important to the scenario, (b) the
code capability to scale-up the phenomena to NPP
conditions, and (c) the influence oftnodalization on the
calculation.

2.2.3 Definition of Code and Experimental Ac
curacy (Step 9). Simulations of experiments from
Step 7 using the NPP nodalization from Step 8 are use
ful and needed as checks in determining code accuracy.
The differences between code-calculated and exper
imental data for important phenomena are quantified
for bias and deviation. Sepanrte-effects test data from
facilities up to full scale, when available, are used to
help evaluate code scale-op capability and accuracy.
Integral-effects test data are used to evaluate code
overall accuracy. These techniques are needed as con
firmatory support; however, in practice they have not
proven a sufficient basis for determining overall code
accuracy.

To develop the assessment matrix, the PIErT table is
reviewed and experiments selected that best address
the important phenomena and components. The tests
selected will include separte-effects tests that investi
gate individual phenomena and integral-effects tests
that incorporate many or all of the important phe
nomena and components. In selecting experiments, it
is necessary to employ a range of tests to demonstrate
that the code has not been tuned to a single test. To the
maximum extent possible, counterpart tests (similar
scenarios and transient conditions) in difent exper
imental facilities at different scales should be selected.
Assessments using such tests lead to information
concerning scale effects on the code models.

A more powerful, successful technique for evaluat
ing overall code accuracy determines the individual
uncer"inty contributions (arising from the code and
experiment) using the NPP model The individual
uncertainty (in terms of range and distribution) of each
contributor is determined from experimental data,
input to the NPP model, and the effect upon important
safety criteria evaluated by performing separate NPP
calculations.

2.2.2 NPP Nodalizatlon Definition (Step 8). The
plant model must be nodalized finely enough to repre
sent both the important phenomena and design charac
teristics of the NPP but coarsely enough to remain
economical. The iterative process, shown in Figure 1
for Step 8, uses the assessment matrix to provide the
rationale for the choice of nodalization, with no (or
justified minimum) change from the experimental stu
dies to the plant. In principle, nodalization can be
treated as an individual contributor to uncertainty;

The range of uncertainty of the individual contib
utors typically can be determined (or adequately
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affected by scale distortions. Results that are

estimated) from experimental data; however, the
actual distribution may not be easily quantified. For
such cases, a bounding assumption, using a uniform
distribution, will prove satisfactory.
2.2.4 Determination of Effect of Scale
(Step 10). The differences for similar physical pro
cesses, at scales up to and including full scale, should
also be quantified for bias and deviation to establish a
sttement of potential scale-up effects. The effects of
scale must be combined with other contributors in de
termining the total uncertainty. In the absence of a data
base sufficient to quantify scaling effects in the form of
biases and deviations, it may become necessary to
perform a bounding analysis and employ the results as
a separate bias (i.e, a penalty or benefit) in the total
unetainty statement.
One of the important features of the CSAU method
is that it can be used to.

"• Evaluate scale-up capabilities of a best

estimate code when applied to a specific
accident scenario and NPP,

"

Assess the effects of test facility scale distor
tions and/or of distortions of test initial and
boundary conditions on the above capabili
ties, and

"• Account, in the code overall uncertainty, for
the effects of:
a. An inadequate data base, and/or
b. Scale distortions when present in a test
facility or in the test conditions.
This is achieved by:

"

Using the MC/QE document, together with
code assessment reports, to identify dlot=e
relations and evaluate their capability to
scale-up important processes identified in the
PIRT document, and

"* Recognizing and taking advantage of the fact

that test facility scale distortions do not have
the same effect throughout a transient. Some
phases of the transient are well simulated
(scaled), while others may be affected by
scale distortions. Consequently, the CSAU
method classifies code assessment results in
two groups, according to whether or not test
data for the important phenomena were

not affected by scale are used directly to eval
uate the total uncertainly, whereas those that
may be affected are subject to futher exami
nation.
Thus, the CSAU procedure uses and integrates infor
mation from:
*

Test operating conditions,

*

Test facility design,

*

Scenario processes and phenomena, and

*

Code documentation

to evaluate the capability of a best-estimate code to
scale-up processes important to a specified scenario
from a test facility to the full-scale NPP.
The rationale for developing this approach is dis
cussed in some detail in Appendix C, which also
prescribesthe procedure to be followed for determin
ing the scale-up capability of a best-estimate code,

including a flow diagram of the procedure.

2.3 Sensitivity and Uncertainty
Analysis Element
The Sensitivity and UncertaintyAnalysis element
consists of Steps 11 through 14 (see Figure 1). The
ultimate objective of the CSAU process is to provide a

simple, singular statement of the uncertainty with the
primary safety criteria used as the basis for deter
mining the acceptability of a specific reactor design.
This objective is accomplished when the effect of
important individual contributions to uncertainty in
the primary safety criteria are determined. These indi
vidual contributions are then combined to give the
desired uncertainty statement.

2.3.1 Determination of the Effect of Reactor
Input Parameters and State (Step 11). Uncer
tainties in NP? simulations may result from uncertain
ties in the plant operating state at the initiation of the
transient. For example, the state of the fuel is a fimc
tion of the burnup history prior to accident initiation
and of the original manufacturing tolerances. Like
wise, the amount of free and dissolved nitrogen in a
pressurizer is a function of the original loading proce
dure, system, and time between load and accident.
Realistic varations in the input and process parameters
are determined with experimental data and/or analyti
cal studies. The uncertainties are best quantified as
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biases and distributions, but can be treated as separate
(bounding) biases if necessary.

A PIRT process that identifies and ranks the
important processes and phenomena related to the
plant and scenario is completed.

2.3.2 Performance of NPP Sensitivity Calcula
Uons (Step 12). NPP calculations are used to deter
mine the code's output sensitivity (in the primary
safety critera parameters) to various plant operating
conditions that arise from uncertainties in the reactor
state at the initiation of the transient. NPP calculations
are similarly used to address the uncertainties induced
by code process and scale limitations, as was previous
ly described. In this manner, the sensitivity of the
safety-related quantities to these parameters are eva
luated.

A computer code is specified. The code is a fro
zen version of a mature computer code.
The code documentation, that includes a MCIQE
report, defines its modeling capablfities, simula
tion quality, and proper use.
The code is demonstrated to contain the physical
models essential for simulating those components
and phenomena identified and ranked in the PIRT.

2.3.3 Determination of Combined Bias and

The assessments have been accomplished at vari
ous scales, and it is demonstrated that the code
models and correlations are capable of simulating
the phenomena at various scales.

Uncertainty (Step 13). The individual uncertainties

result from code limitations, scale effects, NPP inu
variations, etc. A proven technique to generat the de
sired combined uncertainty is to determine its proba
bility density distribution function through Monte
Carlo sampling of a response surface representing the
combined code output. Given a fast running code, and
therefore certain economies, the probability density
function can be generated directly from the code itself
Based upon economic considerations, it may also
prove desirable to conservatively bound an individual
uncertainty and take it as a separate bias (penalty or
benefit), as was previously described.

For those models and correlations that are less
certain because of basic and/or scale-related linii
tations, the deficiencies are identified for later

quantification of their uncertainty.

The following is a check list for the successful com.
pletion of the Assessment andRanging ofParameters
element:
An assessment matrix is developed which
includes separate- and integral-effects tests. The
test condition ranges are sufficient to span the
NPP conditions. Counterpart tests in facilities of
different scales are included for evaluating scale
effects.

2.3.4 Determination of Total Uncertainty
(Step 14). The statement of total uncertainty for the
code is given as an error band or a statement ofproba
bility for the limiting value of the primary safety crite
ria. As described earlier, the effect of uncertainty
contributors that cannot be quantified as bias and dis
tribution because the data are limited, or because it is
not economical, can be quantified as separate biases
based on bounding sensitivity calculations with the
NPP model. These separate biases are then included in
the total uncertainty.

The NPP nodalization is defined, and it is dem
onstrated that the nodalization scheme (a) can be
used to simulate the various phenomena and pro
cesses in the separate-effects tests; (b) can
similarly be used for systems simulations of the
integral-effects tests; and (c) provides represem
tive plant simulations or a separate bias can be
quantified to account for any deficiencies.

2A Check List for CSAU

Application

The nuclearpowerplant and its operating state are

A judgment of code accuracy can be made, using
(a) comparisons between code and experimental
data with the NPP nodalization scheme, (b) com
binations of individual contributor uncertainties
determined with NPP calculations, or (c) bound
ing assumptions.

The scenario is defined and logically subdivided
into physically descriptive phases.

The effects of scale on the uncertainty can be
quantified or bounded for each important contrib
utor in terms of bias and distribution, or a separate
bounding bias can be formulated.

The following is a check list for successfid comple
tion of the RequirementsandCapablitieselement:

specified.
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efficient manner is significantly increased when a
quality control (QC) program is inifiated with the
inception of the code, and strictly enforced
throughout its evolution. The QC program should
provide direction for:.

The following is a check list for successful comple
tion of the Sensitivity and UncertaintyAnalysis
element
The effects of uncertainties in the NPP initial
operating state and the code capabilities to dupli

a. The rationale for the original and subse
quent code specifications (PMOl,
PM05), and

cate that state are quantified.
NPP calculations are performed, defining the sen
sitivity of safety-related variables to plant and
model uncertainties.

b. The rationale for and contents of the

original and subsequent code structure

The individual uncertainties in terms ofthe prima
ry safety criteria (resulting from code limitations,
scale, NPP input, etc.) are combined.
Individual contributors that are not quantifiable in
terms of bias and distribution because of econom
ics or insufficieut data are conservatively bounded
and used as separate biases.
A statement of the total uncertainty of the code in
calculating the primary safety criteria is made,
using ajustified combination process.

2.5 Lessons Learned
Important lessons learned during the development
and demonstration of the Requirements and Capabili
ties element are summarized as follows. Additional
information is provided in Appendix D through the
cross references shown in parentheses.
The evaluation of a code's scalability and applica
bility and the determination of its uncertainty is depen
dent on ready access to prior research. The process is
strongly influenced by how well the results of that
research can be recovered. With respect to the PIRT
process and the evaluation of code applicability, the
following impediments were experienced:
ExperimentalResearch-The major weakness in
many experimental data reports is the failure to
focus on, and clearly describe, the phenomena in a
cause and effect relationship and in a hierarchical
format (EXO1, EX04, EX05, EX07, EXOS,
PM02). There is a widespread lack of documenta
tion relating to the rationale for the evolution of
long-term test facilities (EX06).
Code Development-The ability to evaluate the
applicability of a code is strongly influenced by
the degree of understanding of the code basis, past
and present contents, and the degree to which the
code simulates phenomena. The probability of
obtaining the necessary information in a cost-

(CDOl through CD13). Documented
evaluations of the specific features of the
code with respect to its ultimate use in
reactorsafety analysis are of particular
importance, including the user interface

(CS01 through CSl0).
The important lessons learned during the develop
ment and demonstration of the Assessment and
Ranging of Parameterselement are summarized

below. Additional information is provided in Appen
dix D through the cross references shown in paren
theses.
Code Development and Applications-Therehas
been a consistent failure to fully recognize the ultimate

use of the codes to analyze reactorsystems. This fail
re is manifest to some degree in code structures, but
more so in code assessment. The root cause is the non

recognition that modeling of reactors must be on the
basis of sufficient, but effident, nodalization. With
respect to code structure, it would be more efficient if
the user had the option to selectively use multidimen
sional modeling only in those components (Le., down
comer, plena, etc.) where such behavior is important
(CS01). Typically, code assessment studies take as
theirprimary objective an understanding ofbow well a
code can simulate the phenomena (i.e., maximum
nodalization). This is a valid objective from the per
spective of code improvement. However, all too often
additional efforts to understand the minimum nodali
zation that will capture the phenomena are not under
taken (CA01, CA02, CA04, CA07, CAO8, CAll,
EMO1 through EM05). In the arena of reactor safety
analysis, particularly that of uncertainty quantifica
tion, the question of minimum but sufficient nodaliza
tion is of paramount importance.
ExperimentalResearch-Therehas been a nominal

recognition of the importance of counterpart tests in
experimental facilities of different scale (tests run with
similar transient and boundary conditions but at differ
ent scale). However, in practice, it appears this has not
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been fuily integrated, particularly with respect to sub

This is due to the added complexity of phenomena
associated with refill and reflood and due to propaga
tion of uncertainty. For other scenarios (e.g.
SBLOCA), the individual peaks also should be ana

sequent code assessment (CA02, PM03).

While not a widespread problem, increased atten
tion to the long-term availability (up to 15 years) of
researchresults is needed (CA03, CA05, CDO1, CD10,
EXOl, PM02).

lyzed
StatisticalRigor--Although it is the desire of the
analyst to be rigorous, absolute zigor in the mathemati
cal sense is not possible. The lamr complex codes pro
hibit such an approach. Thus, the use of high-level
uncertainties, dominant phenomena, engineering
experience, and judgment guide the statistical effort.
The sufficiency of the statistics are then demonstrated,
in an engineering sense, through cross-checks, dupli
cate approaches, tie-backs to experimental data, etc.

The demonstration case documented in Pan B will
show that improvements in heat transfer, pump, and
critical flow models would provide more analysis

capabilities (CA06, CS02, CSO8, EXB2).

In summary, the ranging of parameters must be
accomplished in the context of the code structure.
Therefore, the infonmation to do so should he readily
available and in a form which lends efficiency to the
work.

Epeienc)-Important physical fidelity should not
be bypassed for the sake of expediency. During code
development, shortcuts may be taken to overcome
modeling difficulties, model integration, numerical
problems, etc., which in the end violate the fundamen.
tal physics. During assessment, model changes may
again be made for better code-experiment agreement,
while violating basic physical processes. Practical
economics may require simplified approaches; howev
er, in such cases, it must be demonstrated that the
results bound the physical processes.

The important lessons learned during the develop

ment and demonstration of the Sensitiviy and Uncer
taintyAnalysis element are summarized as follows.
PropagationofUncertainty-Ithas been shown that
the uncertainties propagate from their initiation to the
end of the transient and vary in magnitude as a function
of time. It is, therefore, necessary to calculate the enor
continuously during the transient and not in a piece
wise matma It is not sufficient to propagate uncer
tainty at one time, unchange4 to another time, without
a demonstrated rationale to do so.

Plant Uncenantv-When evaluating code uncer
tainty for plant models, various models and correla
tions of the code may be tested individually. Then the
various uncertainties may be combined to provide the
total uncertainty. When modeling an integral experi
ment with the code, all ofthe inherent uncertainties are
evaluated simultaneously (except for potential scale
effects). A possible te•minating point for evaluating
code uncertainty may be established when the ranges
of uncertainty (for example from CSAU) and from
experimental evaluation are comparable, given that the
uncertainty range is acceptable.

Multiple Values-in order to state that the safety
related variables are calculated at a 95% probability
level, it is necessary to apply the statistical procedure
to the various peaks in these parameters. For the
LBLOCA, it was demonstrated that, although the
mean peak cladding temperature for the second and
third peaks was les than for the firt peak, the uncer
tainty for the second and third peaks is much higher
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3. SUMMARY OF THE CSAU METHOD CAPABILmES
The CSAU method demonstrates that uncertainties
in complex phenomena can be quantified. The meth
odology is structured, traceable, and practical, as is
needed in the regulatory arena. The methodology is
systematic and comprehensive as it addresses and inte
grates the scenario, experiments, code, and plant The
methodology combines a top-down approach to define
the dominant phenomena, with a bottom-up approach
to quantify uncertainty. The methodology is able to
address both (a) uncertainties for which bias and distri-

bution are quantifiable and (b) uncertainties for which
only a bounding value is quantifiable. The methodolo
gy is general and therefore applicable to a variety of
scenarios, plants, and codes.
The CSAU evaluation methodology has been
applied to an LBLOCA scenario using the TRAC

PFI/MOD1 computer code. The peak cladding tem
perature at the 95% probability level was evaluated, as
described in Part B of this report.
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PART B
AN APPLICATION OF THE CSAU METHODOLOGY TO THE
TRAC-PF1/MOD1 PREDICTION OF A LARGE BREAK LOCA IN A
WESTINGHOUSE PWR
1. INTRODUCTION
The code scaling, application, and uncertainty
(CSAU) methodology described in Part A is generally
applicable to any nuclear power plant (NPP) for any
scenario. However, the application of the methodol
ogy is specific. To focus on the dominant processes
and phenomena, the scenario must be well defined.
Since the scenario and processes could vary to some
degree for various systems, the calculation must be
made for a specific system. Thus, for a specific
scenario and NPP, the processes and phenomena for
the scenario may be identified and ranked. The re
maining steps in the CSAU methodology are applied
to provide a statement quantifying the uncertainty of

the code analysis relative to a specified safety criteria.
In Part B, a demonstration of the application of the
CSAU methodology is presented. The scenario is a
hypothesized double-ended cold-leg loss-of-coolant
accident for a Westinghouse four-loop RESAR-3S
plant. The system analysis code is TRAC
PFI/MOD1. The safety criteria for which the code un
certainty is quantified is the fuel rod peak cladding
temperature. The end product of this application is a
statement of the best-estimate value of the peak clad
ding temperature for the specified scenario and the un
certainty in the peak cladding temperatue associated

with a high probability (95%).

i
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2. CODE APPLICABILITY EVALUATION
The first six steps of the CSAU procedure, as de
scribed in Part A, lead to a statement of applicability of
the code to simulate a specific transient. In the follow

fill, and reflood, are defined by the core and lower ple
num liquid mass fraction behaviors shown in Figure 2.

ing steps, the scenario, plant, and processes are eva

The blowdown period is the result of the break in the
coolant system through which the primary coolant is
expelled. Blowdown physical processes include criti
cal flow at the break, fluid flashing and depressuriza
tion, and beating of the fuel rods due to degraded heat
transfer During blowdown, some components are af
fected more than others. In particular, the heat gener
ated in the core may not be adequately removed due to
decreased heat transfer resulting from the loss of fluid.
The performance of the reactor coolant pumps will de
grade as the coolant flashes. The steam generator beat
transfer degrades because primary system tempera
tures are lower than secondary system temperatures
during this period.

luated. The code documentation and assessment are
reviewed. From these, a statement of the applicability
of the code to simulate the transient is given. Potential
limitations in the code simulation of important phe
nomena and/or processes are identified.

2.1 Scenario Specification
The CSAU methodology for spedfying the scenario
is described in Part A, Section 2.1.1.
The limiting large-break, loss-of-coolant accident
(LBLOCA) has been identified as the double-ended

guillotine break in the cold4eg piping system between
the emergency core coolant (ECC) injection nozzle
and the reactor vessel This hypothesized break is a
design basis accident for pressurized water reactors

(PWRs) and is expected to produce the maximum fuel
rod cladding temperature (see Appendix E). To facili
tate analysis, the LBLOCA scenario is subdivided into
three time periods that cha-acterize events during the
sequence. These time periods, termed blowdown, re-

During the refill period, ihe reactor system starts to
recover as the safety systems inject ECC into the pri
mary system. Refill physical processes are the opera
tion of the ECC systems, the penetration of ECC water
into the lower plenum, and potential ECC bypassing
through the broken cold leg to the containment. Tlh
important refill components and processes therefore
concern the distribution of water in the reactor vessel.
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Figure 2.

Calculated liquid fractions in core and lower plenun, showing blowdown, refill, and reflood phases.
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Finally, when ECC water has filled the lower ple
num, core recovery is initiated during the reflood peri
od as the hot fuel rods ar recovered with water. The
reflood process may be quite slow because much of the
water is boiled and transported as steam and entrained
droplets into the upper plenum and hot leg regions. If
sufficient water is entrained, carried to the steam gen
erator, and boiled within the tubes, then a back pres
sure may develop that reduces the flooding rate.
During reflood, the core and upper plenum-to-steam
generator coupling is the most important process.

prehensive discussion of the LBLOCA sequence of
13

events is found in the PIRT document..

2.1.1 Blowdown Period. The PWR LBLOCA
blowdown starts at the time the break opens and ends
when intact loop accumulator injection is initiated, a
period of about 12s. The reactorcoolant changes from
a subcooled liquid to a two-phase mixture, or pure
steam, due to fluid flashing. A schematic of the PWR
shows a two-phase primary coolant system 5 safer
the break opens (Figure 4). By 9 s (Figure 5), the core
region is beginning to dry out.

During the LBLOCA transient, two or more peaks

are noted in the cladding temperature. Figure 3 illus
trates three peaks for one of the fuel rods in the LOFW
L2-2 experiment that realistically simulated a PWR
LBLOCA (Reference 21). The first peak is associated
with the blowdown time period and is caused by the
initial stored energy in the fuel rods and degraded fuel
rod-to-coolant heat transfer. The second and third
peaks occur duing refill and reflood when the rod tem
peratures increase due to decay heat and poor fuel
rod-to-coolant heat transfer.
The following sections briefly summarize the ther
mal-hydraulic phenomena and sequence of events for
PWR LBLOCA blowdown, refill, and reflood. A
comprehensive discussion of LBLOCA thermal

hydraulic phenomena is found in the Compendium of

ECC Research for Realistic LOCA Analysis. 3 Acom-

Initial break mass flow is high, reflecting subcooled
critical flow at the break. The mass flow from the ves
sel side of the break is much larger than that rom the
pump side because of the high hydraulic resistances of
the pump and steam generator piping. As a result, flow
stagnates in the core, with flow exiting the reactor ves
sel through both the hot legs and broken cold leg.
The reactor coolant system depressurize rapidly,
causing flashing in the upper plenum, hot leg, and
pressurizer regions (Figure 4). Hashing and nucleate
boiling begin in the core. Because of the core radial
power profile, voiding in the core is nonuniform. The
reactorkinetic effects ofincreasing core void fractions
cause core power reduction. The steam volume addi
tion rate from flashing reduces the primary coolant
"systemdepressurization rate.
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The critical heat flux is reached ih the core, beat
transfer changes from the nucleate to film boiling re
gime, and the core dries out, as shown in Figure 5. The
fuel rod cladding temperatures increase rapidly due to
the degrading rod-to-fluid heat transfer, as shown ear
lier in Figure 3 for a rod in LOFT LBLOCA Experi
ment 12-2.
The low pressurizer setpoint pressure is reached,
and the reactor is tipped. Tbe reactor coolant pumps
(RCPs) may or may not be tripped, depending on oper
ator action. The intact loop RCP flow generally is by
passed around the reactor vessel downcomer to the
broken cold leg and out the break.
As the primary system pressure continues to de
dine, flashing begins in the cold leg, leading to in
creased flow resistance. The break changes from
subcooled to saturated critical flow, and the break mass
flow rate decreases rapidly. The intact loop RCPs
force relatively cold fluid from the lower plenum into
the core. The rate at which liquid reenters the core is
determined by the difference between intact-loop
cold-leg flow entering the vessel and the break flow.
The flid reentering the core cools the fuel rods, and
cladding temperature reaches a peak and starts de
creasing (see Figure 3). This first rewet occurs at high
core pressure and low core quality.
The intact loop fluid begins to flash, increasing the
flow resistance. Similarly, the intact loop pump per
formances begin to degrade due to voiding at their suc
tions. The inlet flow to the core is thereby reduced,
and this may lead to second dryout (Figure 3). The liq
uid in the downcomer and lower plenum begins to
flash, and a two-phase mixture can be forced from the
lower plenum into the core, providing some cooling.
Fuel rod heatup during the second dryout period is
small because the initial core stored energy has been
removed during the first (partial) refill. Furthermore,
continuing flashing of the liquid in the upper head,

lowerplenum, and downcomer can result in significant
steam flows and/or dispersed droplet flows, which
cool the core.
As the pressure decreases, broken loop accumulator
flow is initiated; however, this injection passes out the
break. Somewhat later, flow from the intact loop accu
mulators is initiated (Figure 2). The reactor coolant
system is still depressurizing as the ECC system flows
begin, so most of the ECC fluid may initially be carried
out of the break, along with entrained liquid from low
er plenum and downcomer.

Cold ECC water mixes with steam in the cold legs,
generating oscillations due to direct-contact conden
sation phenomena. The refilling of the reactor vessel
is initiated, although little of the total ECC injection
flow may initially penetrate to the lower plenum, as
shown in Figure 2.
2.1.2 Refill Period. Th refill period begins at the
time accumulator injection flow is initiated and ends
whenthe mixture level in the lowerplenum reaches the
core inlet. Refill begins at about 12 s and ends at about
32s.
ECC water in the reactor vessel downcomer can
flow by gravity down the annulus or be swept out the
break by pressure differential and upward-escaping
steam flow that levitates the liquid. This levitation is
referred to as the counter-current flow limitation
(CCFL) phenomenon. The reactor vessel wall and in
ternals are large metal structures at temperatures above
saturation. When mubcooled ECC fluid contacts the
metal structures in the downcomer, steam is generated
by nucleate boiling. This reduces the gravitational
head of the fluid in the downcomer and the lower ple
num leveL ECC liquid that has penetrated into the
lower plenum may be swept out again. This process of
liquid partial penetration (or dumping) and of sweep
out occurs randomly. Direct-contact condensation of
steam on the subcooled ECC fluid continues.
The rate of depressurization decreases as the differ
ence between the reactor coolant system and contain
ment pressures decreases. The rate of steam
generation due to flashing decreases, the rate of liquid
dumping into the lower plenum increases, and the
sweepout rate decreases. Vith decreasing steam flow
rates, very little ECC injection is bypassed out the
break; most of it flows to fill the downcomer and lower
plenum. The refill period ends when the liquid level in
the lower plenum reaches the bottom of the core.
2.1.3 Reflood Period. Reflood begins at the time
the lower plenum is completely filled with water. The
core begins to reflood with EQ•water after the lower
plenum is filled. This reflooding process is shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Initially, core reflood is quite rapid
because (a) the downcomer remains filled by the ECC
injection, (b) there is little loop steam flow and there
fore low loop resistance, and (c) there is no droplet va
porization in the steam generators.
Because of high fuel rod temperatures at the begin
ning of reflood, the thermal regimes in the core during
reflood encompass the entire spectrum, starting with
single-phase liquid and progressing upward through
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the core with nucleate boiling, transition boiling, film
boiling, chum two-phase flow, dispersed droplet flow,
and single-phase steam flow.

same NSSS manufacturer. The CSAU methodology
for NPP selection is described in Part A, Section 2,1.2.
For the various PWR designs, the three LBLOCA
phases described in the previous section ame applicable.
However, the various components and processes for
the systems differ due to the design differences.
Therefore, for an LBLOCA, the resulting uncertainty
is expected to be dependent on the selection of the
NPP.

Due to droplet deentrainment at the tie plate and grid
spacers, top-quenching and local-quenching occur in
addition to bottom-quenching. Higher vapor veloci

ties and liquid entrainment occur in the central region
of the core where higher-powered fuel rods are lo
cated. The entrained liquid has a cooling effect on the
fuel rod regions above.

In this demonstration of the CSAU methodology, a
generic Westinghouse four loop RESAR-3S plant
model was selected. For this plant, the core consists of
193 fuel bundles containing 264 fuel pins in a 17 x 17
array, which generate 3411 MWt at normal full-power

Some of the entrained liquid is deentrained at the
upper tie plate. The remainder is carried into the upper
plenum, where it is deentrained, forming a two-phase
pool Liquid from the pool can reenter the low-power
regions of the core through the upper tie plate because
of the lower vapor velocities in those regions. A three
dimensional flow pattern results: in the core, flow is
from low- to high-power regions, while in the upper
plenum the flow is in the opposite direction. Liquid
hfom the upper plenum two-phase pool may be ftuther
entrained and carried over into the hot legs. In travers
ing the upper plenum, this liquid may be further deen
trained on upper plenum internal structures.

operation. The core for this application has an as
sumed operating history based on a burnup of

16000 MWD/T, representing midlife in the second
fuel cycle. In the RESAR-3S plant, each of the four
coolant loops consists of a steam generator, RCP, asso
ciated piping, and ECCS. The steam generators are of
the vertical U-tube Westinghouse configuration, con
taining Inconel tubes, and the RCPs are of single
stage, centrifugal design. An electrically heated
pressurizer is connected at the hot leg to one of the
loops. The details of the plant modeling will be given
in a later section.

As the bottom quench progresses upward through
the core, more liquid is carried over to the upper ple
num pool and the level of the two-phase mixture can
reach the hot leg. If liquid carried over through hot
legs reaches the steam generators, it will be boiled by
reverse steam generator heat transfer, causing a pres
sure increase in the upper plenum. The pressure in

2.3 Phenomena Ranking and
Identification

crease reduces the reflood rate, giving rise to the steam

A ranking procedure is used since it is neither prac
tical nor necessary to evaluate all processes and com
ponents in detaiL The ranking technique is designed to
direct the examination of uncertainty to those pro
cesses having the most significant effect on the prima
ry safety criteria. In the process identification and
ranking procedure (described in Part A, Section 2.1.3),
the scenario and its operationally characteristic time
periods are examined. For each period, each compo.
nent is examined to identify the various processes and
phenomena. The processes and phenomena are then

binding effect. The core vapor mass flow rate de
creases with decreasing quench velocity, and this re
duces the amount of liquid entrained and carried over
to the hot legs. The upper plenum pressure decreases,
causing an increase in flooding rates. This cyclical
process may be repeated, with decreasing effects, until
the entire core is reflooded. For some conditions, ma
nometer oscillations between liquid in downcomer and

core can also lead to an oscillatory reflood rate.

2.2 Nuclear Power Plant to be
Analyzed

ranked with respect to their effect on the transient and
safety-related criteria.

Although the reactor systems of the U. S. PWR ven
dors are similar, details of the piping systems and indi
vidual components vary significantly. The designs of
the vessel internals and active core regions, steam gen
erators, RCPs, and ECCSs vary considerably among

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
has completed a phenomena identification and ranking
table (PIRT) project for the thermal-hydraulic phe
nomena during a LBLOCA in a Westinghouse 4-loop
PWR.13 In the report on this project, the phases of the
transient are described, along with a detailed de
scription of the potentially important phenomena
during each phase. Figures 8. 9, and 10 portray

the plants from different nuclear steam system supplier
(NSSS) manufacturers. To a lesser degree, similar
variations exist from one plant to another from the
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Component and phenomena hierAidiy during LBLOCA refill.
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these potentially important phenomena for the blow

ranked phenomena are cold leg and downcomer con
densation (ECCS bypass related) and downcomer
multi-dimensional flow. For reflood, the core reflood
heat transfer, void generation, tbree-dimensional flow,
entrainment and deentrainment in the upper plenum
and hot legs, steam binding, and the effect of non
condensible gases in the cold legs receive the highest
rating.

down, refill, and reflood phases, respectively.
The phenomena were then ranked in importance by

two independent committees: (a) a group of experts
and (b) a group of thermal-hydraulic analysts at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (MNUM). The
INEL effort employed an Analytical Heirarchical Pro
cess (AHP). The results of the independent rankings
were compared to confirm the findings. A comparison
summary of the rankings of both committees is pro
vided in Table 1. The phenomena were ranked from 9,
the highest rank, to 1, the lowest. Only the higher
ranked phenomena (9, 8, and 7) were considered by

2.4 Reactor Analysis Code

Selection
For consistency, the CSAU methodology (Part A,
Section 2.1.4) emphasizes the use of a frozen version
of a mature code, supported by assessment and doc
umentation.

the expert. As shown, the thermal-rydraulic analysts

found that many of the physical phenomena had little

impact on the primary safety criteria, the peak cladding
temperatue.

For this CSAU demonstration application, the code
selected is TRAC-PFI/MOD1, Version 14.3.15 The
NRC requested the code developer, Los Alamos Na
tional Laboratory, to freeze this version of the code on
September 11, 1987. This version has been preceded
by many code versions, and the currnt versionis dem
onstrated to be mature. A broad assessment effort has
been completed, and the code version is supported by a
set of documentation, as described in the following
section.

The findings from the independent committees
agree well. The numerical ratings of the two commit
tees for all higher-ranked phenomena generally differ
by at most a value of 2.
Toe important phenomena in each LBLOCA phase
are summarized as follows. For blowdown, the fuel
rod stored energy, break flow, and RCP degradation
have the highest rank. During refill, the highest-

Table 1.

Summaty of expert rankings and AHP-calculated results
Blowdown
Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHP)

Fuel rod
stored energy
oxidation

9

decayheat

7
8

Base

9

6
5
8

Reflood

Expert Line
Rank (AHP)

Base
Expert Line

Rank (AIP)

2
1
1
1

2
3

gas conductance
Core
DNB
post-cHi
rewet
reflood heat transfer
nucleate boiling
1-phase vapor natural
circulation
3-D flow
void generation/distribution
entrainmentM/eentrainment
flow reversalltagnauion
radiation heat transfer

Refill

8
7

8
8
8

2
8
6
9

4

2
6

1

3
6
3
1

4
2
3
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9
9

2
7
8
6
2
4
1
9
2
4
7
7
6
1
3

Table 1. (continued).
Refill

Reflood

Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHP)

Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHRP)

Blowdown
Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHP)
Upper plenum
entrainment/deentrainment
phase separation
CCF drain/fallback
2-phase convection

1
2
1
2

1
1
2
1

9

9
2
6
5

Hot leg
entrainment/deenimimnent
flow reversal
void distribution
2-phase convection

1
2
1
2

1
1
1
2

9

9

7
7

-

7

2

2

2
2

9
3

Pressurizer
early quench
critical flow in &1.

7

flashing
Steam generator
steam binding
delta-p, form losses
Pump
2-phase performance
del"a-p, form losses

9

4
3

2
9

9
2

5
3

8

8

9
1
3

9

5
9
2

Cold leglaccumulator
condensation
noncondensible gases
HPI mixing

2
-

Downcomer
entrainment/deentraiment

2

8

8

2

-

9

9

2

condensation

9

countercurrent, slug, noneq

-

hot wall

liquid level oscillations

2
1
2
1
-

Lower plenum
sweep out
hot wall
multi-dimensional effects

2
1
1

2-phase convection
saturated nucleate boiling
3--D effects
flashing
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2

8

1
5

4

9

3
2
7

7

3

2
2
2

-

7

3
7

6
7
2

7

5
6
7

Table 1. (continued).

Blowdown
Base
Expert Line
Rank (ARP)
Break
critical flow
flashing
containment pressure

9

Loop
2-phase delta-p
oscillations
flow split

7

9
3
2

Reflood

Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHP)

Base
Expert Line
Rank (AHP)

7

7
7

2.5 Code Documentation and
Quality Evaluation

Refill

7
7

7
2
4
7
7
7

2
2

9

6
9
2

made with TRAC-PFI/MODI and priorcode versions
that are relevant to the current CSAU demonstration.

2.6 Code Applicability
Determination

As described in Part A, Section 2.1.5, code docu
mentation is used in the CSAU process to determine
(a) the maturity of the code and (b) the applicability of
the code to simulate the scenario.

The objective of this step is to evaluate the TRAC
PFl/MOD1 code capabilities and limitations in
addressing the scenario and the dominant phenomena.
The CSAU methodology for determining the code
applicabft are described in Part A, Section 2.1.6. In
Sections 271, 2.2, and 2.3, the analysis requirements
were given for the scenario, plant, and important phe
nomena. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively defined the
frozen code version and associated documentation.
With the requirements specified and the analysis tools
documented, a qualitative evaluation is made to
determine iE

Table 2 lists the relevant TRAC-PF1/MODI docu
mentation. Ile theory manual contains the computer
program outline and basic methods (hydrodynamics,
structural heat transfer, reactor kinetics, and solution
strategy). Descriptions of the component models and
user information (including input requirements) are
also given. The TRAC users guide lists prerequisites
for input model preparation, plus generated and de
tailed guidelines for preparing TRAC input models.
The TRAC MC/QE document provides information
on the original source, data base, accuracy, and appli
cability of models in the code. It also describes how
the models are implemented in the code, any modifica
tions, and assessment of effects due to modification
and implementation. This report was used throughout
the work described here to (a) assess the code applica
bility, (b) determine shortcomings and errors, (c) eval
uate scaling capabilities, and (d) support the ranging of

"• Te TRAC-PFl/MOD1 code is applicable to
the scenario and plant system,

parameters. The success of using the CSAU method is

dependent on the availability ofsuch infonnation. The
developmental assessment report details the applica
tion of the code in the analysis of various experiments.
Appendix F lists the many additional assessments

"

The TRAC-PFI/MODI code is applicable
with reservation (particular models and cor
relations require further investigation to
quantify uncertainty or further assessment
and documentation is necessary), or

"

The TRAC-PFI/MODI code is not applica
ble due to shortcomings that preclude its use

to model the scenario, plant, dominant phe
nomena, or to evaluate the uncertainty in cal
culating the safety parameter.
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Table 2.

"

T"AC-PFI/MODI, Version 14.3, documentation

Code Manual and Programmers Guide
"TRAC--PFIMODI: An Advanced Best-Estimate Computer Program for Pressurized Water Reactor
Themnat-Hydraulic Analysis," NUUREG/C1-3858,1986a

"

User's Guide

"WIRACUser's Guide," NUEGIR-4442, 1985a
"

Models and Correlations Report
"TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Models and Correlations," NUREGICR-5069,1988

"

Developmental Assessment Report

"-rAC-PF1IMOD1Development Assessment," NUREG=R-4278,1985
"

Additional Assessment Reports
See Appendix F

a. Updated quarterly, as needed, via the TRAC NEWS letter.
The process of evaluating code applicability is IiMus
tratedin Figur 11.
2.6.1 Global Processes. The ability of TRAC
FFI)MODI to simulate the three distinct phases of a
LBLOCA (blowdown, refill, reflood) is first deter
mined by the governing field equations. These equa
tions must have the basic ability to model single-phase
subcooled flow (during steady state and early blow
down), two-phase flow (throughout the transient), and
single-phase vapor flow (within portions ofthe reactor
vessel and coolant loops late in the transient). A ho
mogeneous equilibrium thermal-hydraulic code
would not adequately represent all of the phenomena
given in the PIRT (Section 23). Added detail to the
basic field equations requires separate phasic equa
tions for velocity andmass, so that slip and countercur
rent flow may be evaluated, along with the magnitude
of liquid and vapor in each component (characteristic
of an unequal velocity, equal temperature, or UVEr
code). Further refinements of the field equations allow
for energy partitioning between the phases and also al
low for anon-equilibrium of the phases (characteristic
of a UVEr code).
Based on the important phenomena in Section 23,
further refinement of the field equations may be neces-

sary. A field equation is required to model and track
the injection of non-condensible gases into the reactor
system during a LBLOCA transient. Also, the track
ing of boron may be required for some transients, al
though this has not been identified as a dominant
phenomena for the LBLOCA sequence.
Additional considerations and requirements may re
quire multidimensionality, separation due to gravity,
and interphase exchange terms. The evaluation and
decision-making as to the applicability of the TRAC
PFIJMODI field equations to address the global flow
processes is summarized in Table 3.
2.6.2 Closure Equations. To support the basic
field equations, a large number of closure equations
(constitutive models and correlations) are required to
model the processes and phenomena outlined in Sec
tion 2.3. To provide confidence that the TRAC
PFI/MODI code has the capability to simulate the
IBLOCA scenario, the closure equations require an
adequate data base. The MC/QE document describes
the closure models used in the code. The document de
fines the uses of the models, the data ranges, accura
cies, and abilities to scaleup.
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Table 3.

Field equations/nodels inThAC-PF1iMOD1

Scenario and PI~r
Requirements
Non-eqilbru
two-phae flow
Noncondensible

TRAC/PFIIMODI
Model
Eristence
Six equation unequal
velocity, unequal
temlperalure
Gas mass balance in

Yes

Yes

gas flow

vapor flow field

Disolved nitrogen

No

None

Solute tracking
for boron

Yes

Solute mass balance
liquid flow field

Multidimensional
flow capability

Yes

Vessel only, 1-D, 2-D,
3-D flow field

Separation due to
gravity

Yes

Gravity pressme
diffeential in flow
field equations

Interpase excage

Yes

Mass and energy
transfer btween
phases, vaporization
and condensation

terms
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The closure equations are needed for simulation of
wall-to-liquid and wall-to-vapor drag, interfacial
drag, wall-to-liquid and wall-to-vapor energy ex
change, interphase energy exchange, and pressure
changes due to expansion, contraction, and other flow
losses. The various models require flow regime maps,
boiling curves, and fluid and material properties for
completeness. The selection, use, and evaluation of
the correlations are based on experiments and code
assessment.

"* Tbe code can address the entire scenario for a
LBLOCA (blowdown, refill, and reflood) in
a continuous calculation.

"* A the-dimensional fluid modeling capabil
ity is present for the reactor vessel region.

"

The capabilities of the TRAC-PFI/MOD1 code
closure relationships to model the requirements given
in Section 23 are summarized in Table 4.

The non-equilibrium (UVUT) field equa
tions and added non-condensible gas and so
lute balance equations are sufficient to
address the important phenomena: critical
flow at the break, pump characteristic dy
namics and degradation, blowdown heat
transfer,

2.6.3 Numerical Solution. TIe capability of the
numeral solution scheme to provide stable, accurate,
and reliable solutions of the field equations and closure
relationships must be demonstrated through the asses
sment of the code. The TRAC-PFl/MODI code has
been successfully assessed against many separate- and
integral-effects experiments.

ECCS penetration and bypass, multiple quench
fronts, liquid entrainment, upper plenum pool forma

tion, steam binding, and two-phase flow and pressure
drops.

"* The code contains a complete set of flow
regime-dependent closure relationships.

2.6.4 Components and Control. NPP modeling
requires the capability to accurately describe the geo
metric detail, flow paths, fluid and metal masses, beat
generation, and plant operations. The ThAC-PF1
code is designed on a component basis, and the inter
connection of the components determines the system.
Each component has the capability to describe the geo
metric detail, heat transfer surfaces, and control opera
tions associated with the component. Control systems
and trip logic allow for control actions to be included
in the plant model. A check list ofrequired component
modeling requirements for a PWR system and the cor
responding TRAC-PFI code capabilities is presented
in Table S.

"* A large data base and assessment evaluation
are available.

"* Qualitatively and quantitatively satisfactory
comparsons to experiments have been dem
onstrated

"

Because many different-scaled experiments
have been successfully simulated, no evi
dence exists that would preclude applying the
code to a full-scale NPP simulation of a
LBLOCA.

"* The code is fully capable of describing all

2.6.5 TRAC-PFI/MOD1 Capability to Model
PWR LBLOCA. The preceding sections developed
several checklists for the capabilities of TRAC
PFl/MOD1 to model the LBLOCA transient for a
four-loop Westinghouse PWR. Preceding steps in
Section 2.6 then reviewed the ability of the code to ad
dress the scenario, phenomena, and planLThe purpose
of these evaluations was to prepare a statement of the
applicability of the TRAC-PFI/MODI code to calcu
late the peak cladding temperature and simulate the
processes for the LBLOCA scenario in the selected
NPP. At this stage of the evaluation, the check lists in
dicate that the TRAC code is suitable for use in this
application. Moreover, it can be stated that the code is
applicable for the analysis, because:

pertinent geometric and control characteris
tics of the plant.

"* The code is frozen and supported by complete
documentation.
Providing a defensible statement of code applicabil
ity was the primary objective of this section. A sec
ondary objective was to state which code models, and
their associated uncertainty, would have the major ef
fect on the primary safety-related variables. The pri
mary phenomena and processes were given in the
PIRT process of Section 2.3. The highest ranked phe
nomena are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 4.

PhenomenaprocessesinTRACPFI/MODl
TRAC Model

Component
Fuel rod

Phenomena

Existence
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fuel rod conduction model

Rewet/top quench

Yes
Yes

Full boiling curve
Quench front tracking model
in conduction solution, axial
conduction

Reflood beat transfer

Yes

Full boiling curve, 2-D
conduction solution, quench
front modeling

Multidimensional flow

Yes

Vessel only, -l-D, 2--D, 3-D
flow field

Yes

Vaoization and condensation,

Flow distribution, Pressurizer

Stored energy
Decay heat
Oxidation

Gap conductance
Core

Model

Post-CHF

Void generation and
distribution

Pressurizer

Early rewet

Yes

Steam generator

Steam binding

Yes

Pump

Two-phase performance

Yes

Kinetics or power-time models
Rossi-Stout model
Dynamic gap width and gas
conductivity models

mass exchange, two fluid field
equations

to upper plenum via flow paths.
Primary-secondary heat

transfer, vaporization of liquid.
Full four-quandrant

homologous curves with head

loss coefficient

and torque two-phase

degradation, geometric
description for loss coefficient.

Condensation
Noncondensible gas

Yes

Vaporization/condensation

Dissolved nitrogen

No

None

Lower plenum

Sweepout, hot walls

Yes

Interphase drag, wall-fluid
energy exchange.

Break

critical flow

Yes

Subcooled, two phase, and
vapor choke flow model.

Two phase pressure
drop, flow split
oscillations

Yes

Wall to liquid, wall to vapor,
interphase drag models, tee
model, pressure gradients from
vaporization, condensation.

Cold leg/

accumulator
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closure models, mass balance
for gas field.

Table 5.

Component modeling requirements for PWR

Requirement

Component Model
Existence

Code Component

Pressure vessel

Yes

Vessel: models upper head, upper
plenum, core, lower plenum,
downcomer, structure, flow paths,
elevations, resistances, volumes.

Hot leg

Yes

Pipe; models flow area, volume,
geometry, elevations.

Steam generator

Yes

Steam generator, models flow areas,
volumes forprimary/secondary heat

transfer, boiling, phase separation,
recirculation, feedwater, steam flow,
etc.

Pump suction

Yes

Pipe; models flow areas, volumes,
elevation.

Pumps

Yes

Pump; models homologous curves,
degradation, flow area, volumes,
losses.

Cold leg

Yes

Pipe or tee; models flow areas,
volumes, elevations, branches.

Pressurizer

Yes

Pressufizer;, models volumes, flow
areas, separation, heating.

Surge line

Yes

Pipe; models volumes, flow areas,
elevations, choked flow.

Accmulators

Yes

Accumulator,models volumes, flow
areas, liquid, gas head.

ECC systems

Yes

Fills; models flow rates, pressure
dependence.

Valves

Yes

Valve; models areas, volumes,
control

Pressure boundary

Yes

Break; models pressure boundary,
control.
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Table 6.

Summary of highest-ranked processes

Stored energy
Gap conductance
Post-CHF heat transfer
Reflood heat transfer
Minimum film boiling temperature
Enrainment/deentrainment
Steam binding
Pump degradation
Critical flow

"Three-dimensionalflow
Voiding
Pressurizer flashing
Condensation
Hot wall beat transfer
Two-phase flow
Dissolved nitrogen
Noncondensible gas partial pressure

2.7 Summary of Code
Applicability Evaluation
The objective of the code applicability evaluation
was to judge whether the TRAC-PF1 code was capa
ble of evaluating the primary safety criteria for an
LBLOCA in a Westinghouse 4-loop plant. The task
accomplished is summarized as follows:
1. The scenario was evaluated, subdivided
into various phases, and reviewed.

Following the analysis of the scenario and phenom
ena, the code was evaluated to determine ifthe analyti
cal requirements were met, if the documentation was
consistent with the code version, and if the code was
mature. This investigative process demonstrated that
the scenario is well understood, the code can model the
plant in detail, and the code can model the phenomena

that were identified and ranked. The phenomena that
are likely to have the dominant effect on peak cladding
temperature were identified. The findings to this point
are summarized in Figure 12.
The information resulting from the above steps will

2. The plant was described.

be used in the following steps to define an assessment
matrix, determine an adequate noding scheme for the

3.

The major phenomena, components, and
processes of importance were deter
mined.

plant model, and focus attention on the phenomena
that have maximum effect on the uncertainty in peak
cladding temperature.
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IMPORTANT PHENOMENA
FROM PIRT

COMPARISON WITH
CODE CAPABILITY

BREAK FLOW
STORED ENkERGY
AND FUEL
RESPONSE

CODE
MANUAL

UNCERTAINTY
PARAMETERS

MASS FLOW
GAP CONDUCTANCE
PEAKING FACTOR
FUEL CONDUCTIVITY

FLEL/FLUD HT
USERS
GUIDELINE

PUM1P 2-P-ASE FLOW

DEVELOPMENTAL

ASSESSMENT
STEAM BINDING

MC/QE
REPORT
ECCS BYPASS

INITAL POWER
CLAD CONDUCTIVITY
FUEL & CLAD HEAT CAP
PELLET POWER DISTRIBUTION

MASS FLOW
PRESSLRE

LIQUID MASS FLOW
EVAPORATION
ENTRA]AENT
DE-ENTRAPIAENT
ECC FLOW DIVERSION
DISSOLVED NITROGEN
NON-CONDENSIBLE GAS
PARTIAL PRESSIRE

Figure 12. Illustration ofthe application of CSAU in the determination of uncertaintyparameters byphenome
na and code capability comparisons of TRAC-PF1/IOD1 application to a 4-loop Westinghouse PWR.
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3. ASSESSMENT AND RANGING OF PARAMETERS
In Section 2, the scenario was defined and the plant
and code were selected. The various components and
related phenomena were identified and evaluated for
their importance relative to the primary safety criteria

(the peak cladding temperature). The TRAC
PFI/MOD1 computer code was then evaluated to de
termine its capabilities and applicability to simulate
the system and transient. In this section, the exper
imental data base that supports the identified phenom
ena is defined and used to range the variability in the"
individual parameters. In addition, data sets and their
use to support the plant model nodalization selection,
investigate code accuracy, and scale uncertainty are
presented. Results from this section form the basis
from which the uncertainty in the primary safety crite-'
ria is developed in Section 4.

3.1 Selection of Assessment
iMatrix
In the CSAU application, an assessment matrix is
defined to support development of the PIRT, nodaliza
tion selection, parameter ranging, and code accuracy
and scaling determinations. The assessment matrix
providing the LBLOCA experimental data base in this
application is summarized in Figure 13 and shown in
detail in Appendix G. This matrix indicates the wide
variety of experimental facilities employed and phe
nomena investigated for LBLOCAs.
In Figure 13, the experiments used to support the
PIRT process are indicated in Column I under the
heading Contribution to CSAU. Column 2, nodaliza
tion, lists the facilities used to support the minimum
plant noding studies. In addition, Appendix G pro
vides references of nodalization studies involving
TRAC calculations for separate- and integral-effects
assessments and NPP analyses.
In assessing a code against separate-effects data, the
code is tested to determine if it can qualitatively and
quantitatively predict the phenomena and response of
the facility for a given set of conditions. The experi
ments generally are performed over a range of condi
tions that is expected to adequately characterize the
phenomena under study. The condition ranges from
these experiments therefore generally define the pa
rameter ranges for evaluating uncertainty. The experi
ments listed in the 'range of parameter uncertainty'
column of Figure 13 were used.

The first column of Figure 13 indicates the experimen
tal facilities used for this purpose.
The use of experimental results to reveal any bias
due to scale in the code models is essential. Facilities
that were used in considering scale effects are shown
in the 'scale effects' column of Figure 13.

3.2 System Description
(Nodalization)
The CSAU methodology for selecting nodalization
is provided in Part A, Section 2.2.2. The TRAC
PFI/MODI code and its predecessors (TRAC-PIA,
-PD2, and -PFI) have been applied by many users to
a large number of problems. Many of these simula
tions have been pretest and posttest predictions of
experiments and have been published through NRC
programs:
-

TRAC Development Assessment

-

TRAC Independent Assessment

-

International Code Assessment Program.

Results from the assessment programs have been
fed back as improvements in the correlations, models,
and program logic. In addition to experiment model
ing, many NPP hypothetical accidents have been simu
lated. Extensive user experience has been gained

through these detailed studies (see Appendix H)

A portion of the assessment has involved LBLOCA
experiments, primarily with the Semiscale, LOFT, and
LOBI facilities. By using the combined data base of
code assessment and code user experience, an ade
quate TRAC model nodalization for simulating a
LBLOCA sequence may be defined. To determine
adequacy, the physical phenomena expected in each
component during each period of the transient (blow
down, refill, reflood) were considered. From assess
ment studies, the degree of nodalization needed to
resolve the detail of the phenomena was determined.
Table 7 summarizes these determinations.
Column 1 of Table 7 defines a particular NPP com
ponent or coolant system region and the TRAC
components generally used for its simulation. Col
umn 2 lists the important phenomena associated with
the component identified in Section 2.3. Column 3

Comparison of code and experimental data for vari
ous parameters demonstrates the accuracy of the code.
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Figure 13. Expe rimental data base used in CSAU application to LBLOCA.
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Table 7. Large-break LOCA noding
Description/Component

Phenomena

Cells

Sources and Comments

Hot leg, vessel to steam
generator-PIPE, TEE

2ý convection, flow
reversal and stagnation,
entrainment/deentrainment,
void generation and
distribution

4-6; and for pressurizer
surge line, 2-3

Assessment IET, users

Steam generator (primary,
secondary)-STGEN, PIPE, TEE

Pressure and void
gradients, steam binding

Primary, active tubes, 6-10;,
secondary, 8-13 for tubes,
separators, and steam dome;
8-10 for downcomer if modeled

Assessment lET, users

RELAP5-2-5 cells
RELAP4-1 or more CV

Keep primary tube and
secondary tube region on
same spacing. Keep down
comer noding (if modeled) on
RELAP5-8 cells for U-tube
13-14 secondary,
RELAP4-4 CV Primary
1 CV secondary

wo

Pump suction (SG to pump
PIPE,TEE

2ý convection,
pressure gradient

4-6

Assessment IET, users
Modeling of loop seal
elevations important
RELAP5-3-5 cells
RELAP4-2 or more CU

Pump-PUMP

Cold leg, pump to vessel

24 performance,
pressure gradient,
flow resistance

2

Condensation, oscillations,
HPIS mixing, accumulator
flow, noncondensible gases

4-6, branch connects
to accumulator, ECC line

Assessment lET, SET, users
RELAP5--1 cell
RELAP4-1 CV

Assessment MBrT users
RELAPS-3-5 cells
RELAP4-2 or more CV

Table 7.

(continued)

Description/Component

Cells

Phenomena

Accumulator and ECC piping
ACCUM, TEE

Noncondensible gas

3;
for piping and valves, 5-10

Sources and Comments

Assessment IET, users
RELAP5-1 cell
RELAP4-l CV

Broken leg, pump to break
PIPE, TEE

Pressure gradient, choked
flow, containment pressure

3-7
Use choke flow model option

Assessment MET, SET, users
Not necessary to use if small
nodes if choked flow option
isused.
RELAP5-3-7 cells
RELAP4-1 or more CV

Broken leg, vessel to break
PIPE, TEE

Pressure gradient, choked
flow, containment pressure

3-7

Assessment IET, SET, users
RELAP5-8-10 cells
RELAP4-- or more CV

Pressurizer-PRIZER

Early quench, critical flow
in surge line, flashing,
steam expansion

Reactor vessel-VESSEL

Several regions as
tabulated below

A. Fuel region

DNB, post-CM, blowdown HT,
rewet 3D flow, void
distribution, entrainment/
deentrainment, flow
reversal and stagnation,
reflood heat transfer
and quench

5-10
Upper limit not necessary
for large break; 3-5 vessel;
2-3 surge line

Assessment IET, SET, users
RELAP5-8-10 cells
REIAP4-- CV for pressurizer
1 CV for surge line
3 radial rings (fuel and downcomer)
4 azimuthal sections (symmetry)
11-17 axial regions

2 radial
5-8 axial

Assessment JET, SET, users

Additional axial noding at
reflood quench is
automatically included in
conduction solution.
RELAP5-2 or 3 channels
6 axial cells
RELAP4-3 channels
23-5 axial CV

d..

Table 7.

(continued)

Description/Component
B. Lower plenum

C. Upper plenum

Cells

Phenomena
3D flow, hot walls,
sweepout

2-4 axial

Entrainment/deentrainment
phase separation, 24
convection, CCF

3-5 axial

Sources and Comments
Assessment, =ET, users
RELAP5-2 cells
RELAP4-1 volume,
2 volumes, if I/D > 1.5
Assessment, IET, SET, users
Need minimum of 3, core to
hot legs, hot legs, hot legs
to upper head
RELAP5-3-4 cells
RELAP4-1 control volume

D. Bypass--PIPE

Core bypass flow

I per azimuthal
region
I cell

Connect lower and upper plenum
with pipe component
to represent core bypass flow
so addition radial ring is
not required in vessel.

E. Upper head

Phase separation, CCF

I axial

Assessment IET, users
RELAP5-1 cell

F. Downcomer

3D flow, entrainment/
deentrainment, CCF
nonequilibrium, 24)
convection, flashing, hot
walls

Axial 9-13
4 azimuthal

Assessment IMT, SET, users
Cell definition based on fuel,
upper and lower plenum axial
noding.

RELAP5-2 channels (split
downcomer)
6-8 axial cells
RELAP4-2 azimuthal (2
channels),
2 or more axial

defines the number of cells required based on user ex
perience and assessment calculations that provides ad

By modeling all four loops, concerns of pressurizer
placement are avoided.

equate detail. The bases for the selections and other
comments are given in Column 4. Also noted are typi
cal nodalizations used in similar calculations using
other computer codes (RELAP5, an unequal-velocity,

3.2.2 Plant Model for LBLOCA and TRAC
PF1/MOD1 Code Uncertainty Quantification.
The NPP system model is divided into the four coolant
loops and the reactor vessel. The reactor vessel is sub
divided with a radial, azimuthal, and axial grid system.
Where appropriate, divisions in the grid structure rep
resen logical boundaries (support plates, flow orifices,
core barrels, etc.) within the reactor vessel of the plant.
The loop model is now described in detail, followed by
the reactor vessel model

unequal-temperature code and RELAP4, an equal
velocity, equal-temperature code). In general, the de

gree of nodalization was determined from experience
with simulations of integral- and separate-effects
tests. The following sections further describe the bases
for selecting the nodalization.

3.2.1 Details and Symmetry. The LBLOCA is

3.22.1 Loop Model. All four loops are modeled
identically except that (a) the pressurizer is attached to
Loop 1 and (b) Loop 2 contains the cold-leg break be
tween the pump and reactor vessel Each loop models
the hot-leg piping, steam generator primuay and sec
ondary fluid volume and heat transfer pump suction
piping, and pump discharge cold-leg piping. Each
loop also contains modeling of the accumulator and
high.- and low-pressure injection ECCSs. The piping
connections and cell definition are shown in Figure 14.
Nodalization experience from separate- and integral
effects test and plant simulations were used to define
the noding. With this approach, noding sensitivity stu
dies were not made to determine uncertainty, as this
has been accomplished in previous simulations. All
four loops are simulated so that effects of combined
loops on the uncertainty analysis are eliminated. Only
previous nodalization experience for LBLOCAs was
considered. Intermediate- or small-break LOCAs
may require more detailed nodalization in the steam
generator and pump suction regions. The minimum
number of cells for each component, consistent with
describing the expected phenomena, was chosen.

generally analyzed by subdivision into three time peri
ods: blowdown (rapid decompression), refill (ECC
injection), and reflood (core cooling). The plant
nodalization must be defined in sufficient detail so that
each component can resolve the basic physical phe
nomena occurring in each of the time periods. A com
ponent may require more nodes to adequately model
phenomena during refill than during blowdown. In
this case, the nodalization required for the refill period
would determine the number of cells needed.
As stated in the TRAC-PFI user guide, "Ifcost was
not a factor, we would model each feature in fine detail
S.. , however, there is an incentive to keep the model as
small as possible, consistent with resolving the physi
cal phenomena of interest." There is sufficient experi
ence to indicate that the nodalization specified in
Table 7 well supports the simulation of an LBLOCA
for a PWR system. Excess detail leads to a problem
definition that is too large for some machines or too
costly to run.
Symmetry was an important concern in determining
an adequate nodalization. Four azimuthal reactor ves
sel sections are specified, one for each loop, and all
four loops are modeled rather than combining the un
broken loops into one. The next more detailed logical
nodalization, eight azimuthal sections, increases the
cost dramatically and is not mandatory for simulating
peak cladding temperature during a LBLOCA, provid
ing full-scale ECC bypass effects are subsequently
quantified.
There are no large-break four-loop LOCA experi
ments in the assessment data. By modeling four loops,
however a conservative approach is taken. It is be
lieved that by modeling asymmetric conditions (result
ing from combining loops), any asymmetry could
drive the transient and possibly affect event timing and
skew three-dimensional effects in the reactor vessel

3.2.1.1 Hot Leg-The hot leg connects the
reactor vessel to the steam generator inlet plenum.
This component is modeled with a TRAC PIPE com
ponent consisting of five cells. The hot-leg pressure
drop is not large, and important phenomena should be
adequately modeled for a LBLOCA. For Loop 1, the
hot leg is modeled with a TEE component to allow for
the connection of the pressurizer surge line. The pri
mary tube of the TEE is modeled identically to the
PIPE components in the other loops.
3.2.21.2 Steam Generator-TheU-tubes
are modeled with four horizontal levels or eight cells
for the boiling region of the steam generator. The
dominant phenomena to capture are steady-state heat
balance and steam binding during reflood. The model

is suitable for providing reverse heat transfer and
vaporization of entrained liquid in the U-tubes during
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reflood. TRAC and RELAP5 simulations of
LBLOCAs for LOFT and Semiscale typically use
three to five axial levels for the tube region. The sec
ondary side is noded consistently with the primary in
the tube region; three cells were added for the separa
tor and steam dome regions. The downcomer model
ing provides for feedwater injection and recirculation
flow.

3.2. 1.7 Pressurizer-Tepressurizer tank

is modeled with the five cell PRIZER component. A
study by Sandia indicated that similar results can be
obtained for inflow and outflow from the PRIZER
component with between 4 and 13 cells. The lower
cell in the pressurizer is smaller to adequately simulate
the emptying time of the component and provide more
realistic donor properties to the fluid equations. The
surge line, noded with three cells, is modeled with the
secondary tube of the Loop I hot leg TEE component.

3.2.1.3 Pump Suction-The pump suction
region, connecting the steam generator outlet plenum
to the pump inlet, is modeled with a PIPE component.
The important consideration for this component is to
conserve the elevation changes; this was accomplished
with five cells.

3.222 Reactor Vessel Noding.The numeri
cal advancement algorithm for the one-dimensional
loop components is nearly fully implicit and is not con
strained by the Courant material transport limit The
loop solution can be fairly rapid; however, a 4-loop re
presentation costs significantly more than a 2-loop re
presentation. The three-dimensional reactor vessel

3.2.2.1.4 Reactor Coolant Pump--The
PUMP component in TRAC requires that a minimum
of two cells be used. The PUMP component complete
ly models the pump characteristics ad pressure gain.
The input model conserves the fluid volume within the
pump.

numerics are semi-implicit and are constrained by the

Courant limitation. Thus, the noding in the vessel usu
ally dictates the allowable time step in the solution. An
exception to this is the limitation due to condensation
in the cold leg, but similar condensation phenomena
occur in the downcomer. Very fine reactor vessel nod
ing will therefore require smaller time steps and in
creased solution times. The trade-off between noding
and run time in the reactor vessel component is there
fore more important than it is in the loops.

3.2.2.1.5 Cold Log-The pump discharge
cold-leg region is modeled with a TEE component.
The secondary tube of the TEE provides for ECC in.
jection. In this model, the cold leg is noded with four
cells. The primary phenomenon to capture is the ther
mal condensation effect from the low-temperature
ECC water mixing with the loop steam flow. This phe
nomenon is difficult for thermal-hydraulic systems
codes to simulate, and small cells are desirable for this
purpose. With small cells, the time step control can
force very small time steps to be used during periods of
ECC injection, greatly increasing the computational
cost. Larger cell sizes allow for larger time steps.

This section considers nodalization of the vessel
downcomer, plenums, and core regions, along with
their related geometries. The noding is described in
the following sections. Figure 15 shows the compo
nent elevations for the plant, and Figures 16 and 17 il
lustrate the selected cell definition.
The reactor vessel has been modeled with three ra
dial rings, four azimuthal sectors, and 15 axial levels,
for a total of 180 fluid cells. In addition, the guide
tubes have been modeled by eight one-dimensional
pipe components with five cells per tube, requiring an
additional 40 cells.

3.22.1.6 ECCS-The accumulator is modeled
by an ACCUM component and a VALVE component
controlled by a pressure trip. The accumulator ECC is
injected into the secondary tube of the cold leg TEE
component. The high-pressure injection system
(HPIS), low-pressure injection system (LPIS), and
charging system injection flows are all combined into
a single pressure-flow table and added to the accumu
lator flow in the cold-leg TEE secondary tube. A
FILL component is used with a pressure trip for the
pumped ECCSs. The associated piping is modeled
with TEE components Large cells, representing the
long piping runs of the ECCSs, are used because the
primary variable of interest is the net mass flow in
jected into the cold legs. The ECC connection for the
broken loop is just upstream of the break.

The nodalization of the vessel model is adequate for
the uncertainty calculations. It is typical, or more de
tailed, than most of the previous Semiscale and LOFT
LBLOCA simulations.
The model has been reviewed by code developers
and analysts at Los Alamos National Laboratory. They
strongly suggested the use of eight azimuthal sections
instead of four. However, the present application used
four azimuthal sections, accompanied by specific
checks evaluating how this might influence the calcu
lation of peak cladding temperature.
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3.22.1 DowncomerNodlng-The noding
for the downcomer is two-dimensional, with an
azimuthal and axial definition. Geometrically, the
downcomer has four connections from the cold legs
and four penetrations from the upper plenum to hot
legs. This would suggest that an appropriate noding
would include eight equal azimuthal sections. Sym
metry can be retained with four azimuthal sections,
each containing one hot and one cold leg and thereby
reducing the vessel nodalization by one halM The loss
of resolution (multidimensional flow) associated with
four azimuthal cells has been accounted for through
the use of full-scale data from UPTF. A study by
BNL,22 based on a separate-effects test with the BCL
ECC bypass and the TRAC-PD2 code with four azi
muthal sections, suggests that the hot leg penetration
be placed in the center of the cell. Four azimuthal sec
tions were selected for the plant model, preserving
symmetry and minimizing impact on calculated peak
cladding temperature.

top of the core is characterized by a relatively small

The axial noding for the downcomer is based upon
the number of axial levels required to define the core
region, with added axial levels to model the upper and
lower plenum regions.

Additional upper plenum flow paths are modeled.
The guide tube modeling provides a flow path from the
upper head to the region above the core using one

The PIRT diagram shows that important downsom
er phenomena are multi-dimensional flow, hot walls,
condensation, and countercurrent flows. The axial
level division chosen uses ten axial divisions in the
downcomer. The metal surfaces are modeled for wall
to-fluid heat transfet
3.2.2.2.2 Lower Plenum Noding-The
lower plenum noding contains three axial levels. The
calculation must account for multi-dimensional flow,
hot walls, and lower plenum voiding (sweepout). For
the code to adequately model the sweepout effect,
analysis has shown that at least two cells are required
below the downcomer skirt, as diagramed in Figure 18.
The division between the bottom two lower plenum
cells is defined by the tie plate in that region. An addi
tional level models the lower plenum region from the
bottom of the downcomer skirt to the inlet of the active
core region.

32.2.23 Upper Plenum Nodlng-Forthis
discuion, the upper plenum is defined as the region
between the top of the active core and the top of the
reactor vessel. From the outlet of the active core to the
nozzle region, two cells are defined. The geometric di
vision is at the top of the upper core support plate. The

flow area and high vapor velocities that can entrain liq
uid droplets during the transient. By providing two
cells above the core region, some of this liquid can de
entrain (due to a larger flow area and lower steam
velocity above the core) and be retained in the upper
plenum. This nodalization also provides for a more

realistic transporting of fluid from the upper plenum to
the hot legs.
The axial levels containing the hot legs are slightly
larger than the diameter of the hot leg nozzles. The
elevation spans of the nozzles are therefore contained
within a single axial level.
The regions above the hot-leg nozzles are modeled
with four axial levels. Boundaries between these lev

els coincide with hardware interfaces in the plant: up
per core support plate, top of the downcomer, top of
guide tubes, and top of the reactor vessel.

dimensional, five-cell pipe components (one per ra
dial/azimuthal section). Another flow path simulates
the upper head cooling flow from the top of the down
comer annulus. The flow leakages to the downcomer
from the upper plenum at the hot leg nozzle penetra
tions are modeled with the vessel vent valve option.
The region above the core is therefore modeled with
seven axial zones, three radial rings, and four azimuth
al sections. Details of this modeling are shown in
Figure 17.
3.222.4 Core Reglon-The fuel region of
the vessel model is divided into five axial regions and
two radial rings, with four azimuthal sectors. The ax
ial power profile is described by six values at the cell
edge boundaries, and the radial profile is defined by
two values. The inner radial/azimuthal cells contain
5346 fuel rods each; the outer radial/azimuthal cells
contain 7392 rods per cell, each representing an aver
age rod in the region. Each fuel rod is modeled with
eight nodes, providing for seven circumferential vol
umes. Volumes 1 to 4 represent the oxide fuel, fol
lowed by a single gap volume and two cladding
volumes. Supplemental fuel rods are added to the core
model as required for sensitivity and uncertainty
calculations.
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3.L3 Plant Model Summary. The combined no
dalization for the loops and reactor vessel is potrayed
inligure 19. The plant nodalization shown for the un
certainty quantification is quite detailed, especially
considering that alarge number of calculations will be
performed. The basis of the model shown is a finely
noded best-estimate PWR model developed by
LANL. Some details were removed for economic =ea
sons; most of the model reduction was accomplished at
BNL. During the model reduction, BNL demon
strated,as by comparing full and reduced model re
sults, that the blowdown peak cladding temperature
was not affected.
For the loops, the primary reduction was obtained
by reducing the cells in the steam generators by ap
proximately one half, with smaller reductions in the
cold legs and ECC injection systems. The vessel was
reduced from four radial rings, eight azimuthal sec-

tions, and 17 axial levels to the 3 x 4 x 15-cell model
described here. Reducing the eight azimuth sections to

four changed the azimuthal detail in the downcomer

but should have little effect on the peak cladding tem
perature. The elimination of two axial levels, one in
the lower plenum and one in the upper plenum, may

slightly reduce the code capability to simulate entrain

ment/deentrainment and countercurrent flow, but

agai should not affect the peak cladding temperature
significantly.
A SNL study24 reduced a finely noded four-loop
PWR plant model with a detailed vessel model (a total
of 776 cells) to a simplified model consisting of two
loops (three combined intact) and reduced vessel mod
el for a total of 320 cells. SNL obtained reductions of
1350Fin both the blowdown and reflood peak cladding
temperatures when using the reduced model as com
pared to the detailed model. The model used here lies
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between the two models used in the SNL study. There
fore, the model used here is considered an acceptable

compromise between accuracy and economy.

3.2A Comparison of Plant Model to Exper

Imental AssessmenL Table 8 compares the noding

used for TRAC assessment (LOFr LBLOCA tests25)

and this CSAU NPP application. In general, the nod
ings are similar. There is no major phenomenon to be
simulated in the hot legs requiring the eight cells used
in the assessment, so five cells were used in the NPP
model. The five cells used in the pressurizer were
based on the Sandia NeptUnis study, with a small cell at

the bottom to capture the emptying time. Three or five
cells would capture the pressurizer phenomena for a

LBLOCA. The variation in the pump suction (five
versus three cells) is due to configuration of the LOFT
split pump circuit. The addition of four cells in the
ECC circuit best simulates the geometry (length, ele
vation, tees, and valves).
Thee are minor differences in the reactor vessel
noding. The LOFT model represented the core with
three radial rings, the NPP model with two. Odthr than
this, the vessel models are similar except in the upper
plenum. Above the active core, cells were added in the
NPP model to simulate the geometry of the core sup
port plate, top of downcomer, guide tubes, and upper
head. In general, it is concluded that the NPP noding
and that used for code assessment with LOFT are quite
simila=
Assessments of TRAC with the SCIF and CCXF
experiments also provide good agreement with the
NPP nodalization. The same axial noding is used for
most of the assessments. For SCTF, only one azimuth
al sector was used, as the experiment is twodimensional. For CCIF, three radial rings were used
for the core region, as compared to two for the NPP
model.
3.2.5 Hot Channel Analysis for the NPP Mod
el. In the previously described NPP model, there is no
representation of the hot fuel channel hydraulics. Al
though a hot rod is simulated using the TRAC supple
mental rod option, this method uses the average
hydrodynamic fluid conditions of the region in which
the hot rod is embedded to determine rod-to-fluid heat
transfer. This conforms to the consensus that the aver
age hydraulic conditions drive the core response and
lends considerable economy to subsequent uncertainty
calculations. To confirm the acceptability of the three
ring model, an additional TRAC model was devel
oped, consisting of four radial rings in the reactor
vessel. Region 1 was small, containing four hot as
semblies, one for each sector. Rings 2 and 3 repre
sented the remainder of the core, similar to the base

model, with Ring 2 containing 4 fewer fuel rod assem
blies. This revised model was then used to perform
comparisons with the base NPP model to determine a
bias for the differences between three- and four-ring
models.
In the comparisons, the differences between the hot
rod peak cladding temperature using the three- and
four-ring models were found to be negligible (see Ap
pendix I). Therefore, the three-ring model was used
for evaluating uncertainty, and a small bias was added
to compensate for the missing hot channel hydraulics.
3.2.6 Use of Supplemental Rods. In order to
model the hot rod and determine the associated uncer
tainties, the TRAC supplemental rod option was used.
As described above, these rods are connected to hydro
dynamic cells representing average power fluid condi
tions. Frthenmore, the heat transfer from these rods
does not affect the solution for the average conditions.

"This option is particularly attractive for determining
the effects of power peaking factors on the peak clad
ding temperature.

Through the use of a code update provided by the
code developers at LANL, an uncertainty input array

was developed (see Appendix J). This array provided

for multipliers on prescribed variables within the code.
The locally calculated TRAC variable was first com
puted, then multiplied by an input uncertainty factor.
In this way, the CSAU application had the capability to
alterthe convective heat transfer coefficient, minimum
film boiling temperature, gap conductance, fuel con
ductivity, and other parameters.
The plant model included 40 supplemental rods,
most of which were used for CSAU uncertinty com
putation and the remainder for sensitivity studies. The
supplemental rods were located in Ring 1, Sector 4
(the Loop 4 quadrant, opposite the break quadrant).
32.7 Plant Nominal Conditions. In this section,
nominal steady-state plant conditions are specified.
The core conditions represent a burnup of 16,000
MWd/t, midlife in the second fuel cycle for a
base-loaded plant operating at 3411 MWt. The nomi
nal, cold, beginning-of-life gap width is used. One of
the uncertainty parameters investigated is the gap
conductance that will be ranged to cover gap width
uncertainty.
Tables 9, 10, and 11 specify the plant initial, bound
ary, and fuel conditions used in the uncertainty analy
sis. Table 9 lists the reactor coolant system heat
balance parameters. Table 10 lists the fuel rod geome
try and the gap gas composition. Table 11 lists the fuel
rod power distributions.
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Table & Comparison of noding for LFr large-ra analysis and the selected noding for the
nuclearpower plant
Component

L2-2

[2-3

L2-5

LP-02-6

NPP

8

8

8

8

5

3

3

3

3

5

Surge line

3

3

3

3

3

SOGprmary

10

10

10

10

10

SOsecondary

7

7

7

7

7

Pump suction

3

3

3

3

5

Pump

2

2

2

2

2

Coldleg

5

5

5

5

4

Accumultor
and ECC

a

8

8

8

12

Vessel

192

192

192

192

180

Lower plenum
(axial)

3

3

3

3

3

Core (axial)

5

5

5

5

5

Upper plenum
(axial)

4

4

4

4

7

AzxRxZ

4x4x.12

4x4x12

4x4x12

4x4x12

4x3x15

Reference

Pss
Assessment

PD2
Assessment

PD2
Assessment

LA-UR--5-3723

itO
Nlinutes:

Hot leg
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Table 9.

Initial and boundary conditiom for CSAU aculations
Value

Parameter

Table 10.

Corepower

3411 MW

Pressurizer power

2252 psia

Core/eactor coolant system loop flow

38,759 lbm/s

Core inlettemperaturet

565.9°F

Core exit temperature

625.84F

Steam generator steam flow

10401 bm/s

Steam generatorpressure

1000psia

Steam generator steam temperature

545.0 0F

Steam generator feedwater temperature

436.-F

Pump speed

1186 rpm

Core average linear power

5.578 kW/ft

Fuel rod specifieations
Relative
Power
Distribution

Gas Composruon
(%)

Radius
(ft)

Composition

U0 2
U0 2

0.88

Helium

94.7

2

6.719 x 10-3
9.501 x 10-3

0.92

Air

4.4

3

1.164 x 10-2

U0 2

0.965

Argon

0.5

4

1344 x 10-2

1.235

Xenon

0.34

5
6

1.368 x 10-2

Gas

Krypton

0.06

1.457 x 10-2
1.558 x 10-2

Zr4

Ring Number
1

7

Zr4
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Table 11. Fuel rod power distribution

"* Break mass flow rate
"* Pump head and torque degradation
"* Stored energy (gap conductance, fuel rod

Linear Heat Generation Rate

peaking factor, fuel conductivity, convective

(kWlft)

heat transfer)

Axial Peaking
Factor

Ring 1

Ring 2

0.550

3.41
6.63
7.12
7.07
6.51
3.54

2.82
5.49
5.89
5.85
5.39
2.92

Radial peaking factor

1.111

0.919

Hot rod axial peaking

1.314

1.070
1.148
1.140
1.050
0.570

"

transfer)

"* Delivery and bypassing of ECC
"* Steam binding (core liquid entrainment to up
per plenum and hot legs, boiling within U
tubes)

"* Noncondensible gases (partial pressure and
dissolved nitrogen).
The ranging of break flow, pump performance,
stored energy, and heat transfer was determined from
data and applied to the calculations. As explained be
low, a ranged multiplier (single value) was not applica
ble in the evaluation of ECC bypass and steam
binding;,the biases and distributions due to these mod
els were evaluated differently, as discussed, respec
tively, in Reference 26 and Appendix K.

factor
Hot rod peak LHGR

Blowdown and reflood heat transfer (mini
mum rewetting temperature, convective heat

9.35 kW/ft

3.3 Ranging of Parameters for
Uncertainty Evaluation

3.3.1 RangIng Break Flow Uncertainty. The
TRAC-PF1/MODI break flow model bias or discrep
ancy and the uncertainty were determined by modeling
a series of Marviken tests. The code consistently un
deqrdicted the break flow rate, but the prediction im
proved with increasing pipe length (Appendix L). The
evaluation presented in this section, extracted from the
above reference, quantifies the deficiency and uncer
tainty in the TRAC-PF1/MOD1 ciftical flow model.
The procedure determines a multiplier to apply to the
code such that the calculated flow matches the exper
imental flow over a data base of 12 Marviken tests:

Figure 20 presents the decision diagram applied in
the CSAU methodology demonstration. First, the im
portant phenomena identified in the PMRT process
(Section 2.3) are shown. These phenomena are then
compared with code models used to simulate the pro
cesses. With the code models identified, evaluations
are then made to determine if the correlations contain
modeling uncertainties that would significantly affect
peak cladding temperature. The evaluations consist of
analytical calculations, reviewing code assessments of
SET and lET tests, and engineering judgments based
on model evaluations. When it was determined that
significant uncertainties existed, the parameters were
ranged for use in code evaluation later in the

measured flow rate
predicted flow rate

(1)

procedure.
The Marviken data base, given in Table 12, contains
tests with diameters varying from 0.66 to 1.64 ft,
nozzle lengths varying from 0.3 to 3.7D, and inlet sub
cooling temperatures of 9 to 90*F. Figure 21 shows
the noding used for the TRAC calculations, with the
noding in the straight section varying from 1 to 4
nodes, as given in Table 13.

"Theobjective of this section is to outline the ranging
procedures used, give the results of ranging, and pro
vide complete references for interested reades. The
models and parameters that are candidates for uncer
tainty calculations are shown in the center of Figure
20. Those that were demonstrated to be important dur
ing the parameter ranging (described in subsequent

The criteria for nodalization for the straight section
of the nozzle was to have at least two equal size nodes

sections) are shown at the right of Figure 20 and
include:
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Figure 20. illustration of the application of CSAU to the determination and selection of important uncertainty parameters for a LBLOCA simulation of a West
inghouse 4-loop PWR with TRAC-PF1IMOD1.

Table 12.

Marviken test used for R. ranging

Diamete of

Discharge Pipe
Test Nmnber
(A)
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25

0.984
0.656
1.64
1.64
0.984
0.984
0984
1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64
0.984

model for the small cell predicted critical mass fluxes
of 40.3 and 622 Ibjft2 at the same dimes. The liquid
superheat in the Marviken calculations were less than
0.2O, so the effect of cell size will be even smaller
than in the NPP calculations.

Subcooling
Temperature
(-F)

54
54
54
54
54
54
9
9
54
90
54
9

14D

Comparisons of calculated and experimental results
are presented using two methods. Firs a scatter dia
gram shown in Figure 22 shows that TRAC consistent
ly predicted lower mass flow rates than the
expeiment. The second method plots the results as a
function of 14D and determines curve fits, as done by
Rohatgi and lb,;7 and expressions for the standard de
viations. These results are summarized as follows:

3.0
3.0
3.6
3.6
3.7
3.7
3.7
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.3
1.7

Subcooled Choling Flow Multiplier and Standard
Deviation:

to avoid the influence of the area change cell on the
break flow. Furthermore, the node sizes of the 12 Mar
viken runs were kept as close to each other as practicaL
The sizes of the nodes nar the break were smaller than
in the NPP calculations. The last node before the break
has DX/D < 1.5 in the Marviken calculations and
DXYD> 1.5 for the NPP calculation. The TRAC code
has a change in the model at DX/D = 1.5, which was
not known at the time the calculations were completed
(before the MCIQE document was available).

R. = 0.696 exp

0.649

S. = 0.9 exp

1.737

D

(2)

(3)

7To-phase Choking Flow Multiplierand Standard
Deviation:

The switch in the model at DX/D = 1.5 affec the
computation of the homogeneous equilibrium critical
mass flux at the break. This mass flux is calculated
fiom an isentopic process (Equation 8-89, Reference
21). The stagnation conditions are evaluated with new
cell centered static quality. For the smaller cell, the

R

stagnation conditions are evaluated from the actual cell

= 0.778 exp

S,,,,,,,

centered conditions. The NPP calculations and the
Marviken calculations were examined for the last cell
fluid conditions. It was observed that the fluid condi
tictis were very close to the saturation conditions. In
the NPP calculation, the vapor was saturated and the
liquid superheat was equal to orless than 0.40 F and the
superheat only occurred during the first 3 s of the
traiiseu.

(4)

0.679

-2.027 exp

-2.16

D

(5)

For the nominal TRAC calculation, the 1dD is com
puted for the cold-leg break location. The value of Rt
is then computed and input in the code via the
NAWME
input option. For uncertainty calcula
tions, the nominal value is perturbed by +18, +28, plus
measurement error of+0.1 for subcooled choking and
+0.15 for two-phase choking.

Separate calculations of the critical mass fluxes for
the isentropic expansion from the actual NPP condi
tions in the last cell before the break to the break pres
sure indicated that the critical mass fluxes computed
for two models in the code were very close. The model
for the long cell predicted critical mass fluxes of 40.2
and 62.1 1bUtft2 at 1 and 3 sinto the transient. Tm

3.3.2 Ranging Pump Model UncertaInty. The
TRAC-PFI/MODI pump is based upon a model that
describes pump behavior by single-phase homologous
curves, two-phase, fully degraded homologous
curves, and void-dependent degradation multipliers
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DX1
DISC-IARGE
PIPE
DX1

DX2. CONVERGING

N. STRAIGHT SECTION

NOZZLE

NSLO1054

FIgure 21.

Nodalizadon for Mar&= tests.

Table 13. Nodalzation (Refer to Figure 21)

Test
Number

Diameter

(ft)

Cell size in
Diiscre Ppe
DXt, (ft)

12
13
15
16
17

.98
.66
1.64
1.64
.98

1.15
1.15

18
19
20
21
22

.98
.98
.98
1.64
1.64

1.15

24
25

.1.64

1.15

J"8

Ceil Size in

No. of Cels

onverging Section
DX j(ft)

secion

1.15
1.15
1.15

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
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in Stidig

Cen Size in

Su

Section

0A9
0.33
0.75
0.75
0A9

4
2
4
3
3

0.97
0.97
1.90
1.90
1.22

0.49
1.15
0.75
0.75
0.75

3
3
2
2
2

1.22
1.22
1.20
1.20
1.20

0.75
O.49

1
2

0.52
0.84

-1

o1

4

2

I

I

0
0

Figure 22.

1

2

Cmparisons with the Marviken data using TRAC-PFl/MOD1.

for head and torque. The code default values are based
on Semiscale test data. The pump bead model is given
in the MC/QE document's as:
H

==

H1, + M(a) (H wRaD- Hi)

Data forevaluating the homologous curves and deg
radation multipliers were provided by Westinghouse.
These data are based on a 113-scale pump model with
the same specific speed as the fuli-size pump. To eval
uate scale effects, Rohatgi and Yu used data from
Combustion Engineering 1/5-scale test2 s and
CREARE 1/20-scale test,2 as given in the assessment
matrixin Section 3.1 and in Table 14.

(6)

where H20 Hi0' HuAD, and M(a) are two-phase
head, single-phase head, fully degraded head, and
void-dependentdegradationmultiplieis. A similarex
pression for pump torque is
T2 = T1* +

3n3.10 4

N(a) (T ==

DT'd

The analyses indicate that the pump model and un
certainties developed from the Westinghouse
1/3-scale pump data can be used to represent the
full-size pump in the uncertainty study. They also
indicate that performance of large pumps degrades less
than for small pumps and that models developed from
low-pressure data will overstate pump degradation.
Therefore, the model developed for the CSAU demon
stration predicts early pump performance degradation
during a LBLOCA which affects calculated peak clad
ding temperature conservatively during blowdown.

(7)

with a similar definition of terms.
An analysis of the TRAC pump model (Appendix
M observed that the model does not account for inlet
pressure. specific pump speed, and pump size effects.
The objective of that study was to obtain single-phase
and fully degraded two-phase homologous curves,
bead and torque degradation multipliers, and uncer
tainties for a full-size Westinghouse pump with spe

cific speed of 5200. These curves include many

3.3.3 Uncertainties In Fuel Stored Energy
Parameters. As given in Section 2.3, the dominant
phenomena affecting the blowdown peak cladding
temperature is fuel stored energy. In a report by

two-phase-flow-dependent parameters and size
effects that are used in the TRAC-PF1jMOD1 uncer

tainty analysis.
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Table 14.

Rated pump parameters and operating conditions at full scale and in various test programs

Westnghouse

Westinghouse

1/1

1P3u

1/3 of
Bingham
Williamette
pump

1/5 of Byron 1(20 of Byron
Jackson
Jackson
pump
pump

Rated
volumetric
flow rate (gpm)

94,6000

6210

11,300

3500

181(219)

3148

290

64A

390

252

252

392.7

Rated total

1190

1150

3580

4500

18,000

8480

5200

5190

4317

4200

4200

6700

S/W

A/W&

A/W

S/W

A/W&
S/W

S/W

15-2250

15-420

20-120

15-1250

A/W at 90
S/Wat 400

435-1305

Parameter
Scale

B&WPump

PWR

KWU UMp

C-E Pump

115, RS111

head (ft)

Ratespeed
(rpm)
Specific speed
rpm (gpm°-5/
75
(ft)P.

Pressure (.tia)

SW

a. A/W is air/water mixture; $/W is steam/water mixture.
W. Wulff,14 sixteen parameters were identified that af

fect the stored energy in nuclear fuel rods. The uncer
tainty of each of the parameters was evaluated for
effect on peak cladding temperature, and the results
were ranked in order of importance. The dominant pa
rameters were gap conductance, rod peaking factor,
fuel thermal conductivity, and convective heat transfer
coefficients.
The uncertainty of each of the parameters was eva
luated at the one-sigma level, and the set was reduced
to the eight primary uncertainty parameters given in
Table 15. The effect of each of these parameters was
then evaluated by a closed-form analytical solution
developed by Dr. Wulff. 14 The results of these calcu
lations, shown in Table 16, clearly illustrate that gap
conductance, convective heat transfer, fuel thermal
conductivity, and rod peaking factors are the dominant
contributors to peak cladding temperature uncertainty.
This analysis therefore reduced the 16 candidate stored
energy contributors to the important set of four.

3.3A Ranging of Minimum
Film Boiling Tem
film boiling temperature

perature. The minimum
was identified as animportant parameter in the core re
flood calculation. However, since some rewetting may
occur during the blowdown and refill phase, it was
decided to range this parameter and use it throughout
the tranient to evaluate its effect.
The MC/QE report"8 shows that the TRAC
PFI/MOD1 code uses amodified homogeneous nude
ation temperature model (see Shumway, Appendix N)
with a multiplier that is a function of wall and liquid
thermodynamic properties. Dr. Shumway compared
the current TRAC model with the data set shown in
Table 17 and made the following recommendations to
the TPG:
1. The homogeneous nucleation temperature
model should be used as the Tmin lower
bound, which is approximately 36F less than
the TRAC model.
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Table 15.

Elements of stored energy uncertainty

B.
Parameter
Gap conductance

Reference

1-sigma

Value

C.ange

1931

-951.8

Stored

Values

Energy
(Btu/A)

979.2

24.535

B- (B/)
(Bt4.89)

4.893

Peaking factors

1.41736

+1.03218

1.46297

20.418

0.776

Fuel thermal conductivity
(Btu/h-At- OF)

2.538

-0.116

2.422

20.360

0.718

Power
(Bt/h- 3 )

4.702 x 107

+2%

4.796 x 107

20.123

0.481

Fuel heat capacity

5.631 x 104

+579

5.688 x 104

19.833

0.191

Cladding thermal cord.

9.669

-0.581

9.088

19.773

0.134

Convective film coeft
(Bho-ft"op

7058

-20%

5646

20.003

0.361

oCladding
BtU/ft - heat
o capacity

3.989x 104

+1.206x103

4.110x 10'

19.654

0.012

(Btijft3-op)

0.012
2. The TRAC model plus 3600F should be used
as the upper bound.

relations based on tube data. Using tube bundle data
increases the heat transfer rate by 30% to 40%. This
conclusion led to a multiplier of 1.50 as a one-delta
value at the high end.

These bounds are shown in Hgure 23. A higher value
of Tm= could be selected, but increased Tn= produces
lower peak cladding temperature due to early
rewetting and may provide nan-realist results when
used in conjunction with the current TRAC heat trans
fer models. In the NPP calculations, a value of 180oF
was used for the upper bound.

For post-critical heat flux (CHIP) data, the range of
unc
isnotwel•defined. Inorder to study anun

certainty multiplier for post-CHF, an evaluation of a
TRAC-PFI/MODI assessment against experimental
data was made. Review of a TRAC calculation shows
that the code-selected heat transf is predominantly
Mode 4, post-CHF (film boiling and steam cooling).
The MQQBreportUs shows that the Mode 4 heat trans.
fer from wall to liquid combines radiation with a
Bromley film boiling correlation for void less than 0.5
and radiation with a Forslund-Rohsenow dispersed
flow correlation for void fractions greater than 0.75.
For 0.5 < - < 0.75, these two methods are combined.
For wall-to-vapor heat transfer in Mode 4, a steam
cooling convective model is used.

3.3.5 Ranging of Convective Heat Transfer
Coefficlent Throughout the LBLOCA transient, the
fuelrod conducon solution ishighly dependent on the
correlations describing the boiling curve. 15 1s From
these correlations, heat transfer coefficients for wall to
vapor and wall to liquid are evaluated. The range of
uncertainty in these evaluations has a significant effect
on the calculated peak dadding temperature.
The TPG consensus was that for single-phase liquid
or vapor flow, the calculated heat transfer coefficients
may below. This judgment is a result ofthe use of cor-

Evaluation of the post-CHP heat transfer model was
performed by Shumway (see Appendix 0). For the
comparison, the TRAC subroutines were driven with
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Table 16.

Thermal response of fuel and peak cladding temperature change
TRAC Blowdown B.C.

Step Change

Initial Clad
Temperature
Rise

Change of
initial
Temperature
Rise

Pcr

(10/s)

Parameter

-13.0

Gap conductance

Change in
Pcr
(F)

1133

94.3

Pealing factor

1355

38.9

1058

19.1

Fuel thernal
conductivity

1316

-0.2

1066

27.2

Power

1341

24.3

1051

11.9

Fuel heat capacity

1316

0

1041

1.6

Cladding thmma!

1318

1.1

1042

2.7

condition
1300

-16.9

1046

7.7

Cladding beat capacity

1278

-38.5

1041

2.0

Reference case,

1316

Convective beat

tansft coefficient

Table 17.

1039

Experiments formue in rangingT.
P

G
(1b-f. 2

Dh.

Name

%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

435
Beccer
Becket
Becker
Becicer
Janssen

435
1015
1015
1015

Janssen

102
1000
55
580
1305
60
40
15

Bennett

L&igh-U
ORNL

10. Semiscale
11. REC1T

12. Dhir

.0328
.0489
.03U8
.04B9
.0410
.04•.0
.0413
.0505
.0307

.0446
.0394
.2625
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Material

102.
102.
102.
102.
13.9
13.9
81.9
3.07
41-164

Tube
Tube
Tube
Tube

2.7-8.6
4.1-29
4.1-59

Rods
Rods
Rods

Tube
Tube
Tube
Tube
Rods

SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

Ss
S5
85-7x

1400

__1200

1000

800

~600

200

L,

.

.

.

.
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101

I

103
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PRESSUIE (PSIA)

104
NLOI 1166

Figure 23. TRAC-PFI/MODI Tro. uncertain
measured data (from the INEL post-CHP experi
ments3°) for pressure, mass flow, void fraction, and

Forshund-Rohsenow correlation. A penalty bias was
determined, as discussed in Section 4.

phasic temperatures ShUmway illustrated, by the Use
of a scatter diagram of TRAC-calculated heat flux and
measured data, that the code overpreficted heat flux at
high void fractions (see Figue 24). Further review of
the TRAC film boiling heat transfer package revealed
that the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation at voids
greater than 0.75 caused the high code-calculated heat
flux. With the Forslind-Rohsenow correlation re
moved, the TRAC-calculated heat flux is below the
measured data, as shown in Figure 25. When all corre
lations in the heat transfer package are multiplied by
0.75, the error is reduced, as shown in Figure 26.

3.3.6 Ranging for Effect of Steam Binding.
Reflood experiments have shown that liquid droplets
entrained to the steam generators are vaporized within
the U-tubes. The boiling of the liquid droplets pro
duces a pressurization in the upper plenum which
reduces core inlet flow. The steam binding effect
slows the rewetting of the fuel rods and leads to higher
reflood peak cladding temperature.
In previous sections, where code model capabilities
to simulate specific phenomena were evaluated using
the MC/QE report, two models related to steam bind
ing were identified as major contributors to uncertain
ty. The first of these is the TRAC interface sharpener
model, which affects the rate that liquid leaves a pool
interface, and the second is the interfacial drag co
efficient (CQ), which provides for the entrainment of
liquid droplets in the core region above the quench
front.

To minimize the enrr, a yet smaller multiplier (ap
proximately 0.6) would be required. However, this
would penalize performance of the code in other heat
transfer modes, particularly high-void steam convec
tion (Mode 6). Based on this analysis, Shumway sug
gested that the multipliers for the heat transfer package
during the uncertainty study be ranged from 0.75 to
1.25 at the one-sigma level and that the effect of the
Forslund-Rohsenow correlation on the NPP calcula

The procedure to range these models, as suggested
by B. Boyack to the TPG (see Appendix P), compared
TRAC calculations of SCTF Tests 601 and 602. Dur
ing these comparisons, multipliers on the Rozen

tions be evaluated. The evaluation was performed by
using TRAC supplemental rods with and without the
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correlation (minerface sharpener model) and interpbase
drag terni (CO wer varied with the objective of match
mig the upper plenum mas and liquid canyover to the
hot legs. Dr Boyack presented to the TPO results oh
tained by R. Shire that indicated that the best ranges
were:
1. A multiplier of 20 on the Rozn corelation,
increasing liquid flow from the interface, and
2. A multiplier of 10 on the interfacial drag co
efficient in the core only.
These two multipliers allow delivery of liquid to the
upperplenum at rates consistent with SCIFdata. Fur
ther evaluation indicated that no change in the interfa.
cial drag multiplier is needed in the upper plenum to
provide reasonable entrainment/deentrainment simu
lation there. These results are then used in sensitivity
calculations to study the effects of steam binding. Bias
results and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
3.3.7 RangIng for ECO Bypass EAC bypass phe
nomena occur during the refill period of an LBLOCA.
The phenomena are complex, as they involve interao
tion of many processes such as condensation, flashin&
interpbase momentum transfer, entrainment, and deen
trainmenL The flow is multiimensional and counter-

current. There is no one code parameter that
characterizes the ECC phenomena, and therefore a
separate bias in the peak cladding temperature due to
these phenomena has been conservatively bounded.
The reference NPP calculation predicts a hot rod
temperature hutory withthreepeaks. Te secondpeak
occurs just after the lower plenum fills and the refill
phase ends. Figure 27 shows a schematic of four
important variables during this phase of an LBLOCA.
The refill phase begins with the initiation of ECC
injection into the intact cold legs (time t%and ends
when the lower plenum is filled at time th Figure 27
also indicaes three othertimes: t, t,, andt,. Tnetdis
th time when the steam flow rat from the downcomer
to the lower plenum has decreased to a critical steam
flow rate and ECC will begin to accumulate in the
system and eventually reach the lower plenum. Mume
t. occurs when the lower plenum inventory reaches a
minimum. Time t is the time when there is no net
steam flow from the lower plenum to the downcomer
These timings divide the refil phase into pheno
menologically distinct intervals. There is complete
ECC bypass during the first interval, t, and there is
partial bypass during the second interval, td. How
ever, the lower plenum does not receive any ECC
during these intervals. The lower plenum fills during
the third and fourth intervals, t, and tb,. During the
third interval, there is countercurrent flow and slower
lower plenum filling than during the fourth interval,
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SCHEMATIC OF LBLOCA IN NPP
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Figure 27.

Sdchemac of LBLOCA in NPP.
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FILLMIG
PERIOD

when there is no steam flow from the lower plenum
into the downcomer

were CREARE (2/15), BCL (1115), and CREARE
(1/5). Recently, full-scale data from UPTF Test 6 be
came available and have primarily been used to esti
mate the bias in the peak cladding temperature due to
the uncertainty in modeling ECC bypass phenomena.
As the UM test data were quasi-steady (for forced
steam and ECC injection flow rates), only quasi
steady test data for the subscale facilities were consid
ered. The nodalization used to model these tests was
identical to that used for the Npp calculations (same
number of hydrodynamic cells in the downcomer and
lower plenum regions). Wherever possible, the cell
sizes were proportional to those in the NPP model.
The important geometric data for these facilities are
listed in Table 18.

The ECC bypass performance affects the filling rate
and, as a result, the duration of the refill phase. During
refill, the core is voided and the cladding heats up al
most adiabatically. Any uncertainty in modeling the
ECC bypass phenomena will lead to biases in the dura
tion of the refill phase and in the early reflood peak
cladding temperature. These biases are related by the
average cladding heat up rate as:

APCr= dr./dt (Atz

(8)

where APCr, AtN and dcr/dt are the biases in peak
cladding temperature and the refillperiod and the clad
ding heatup rate. The bias in the refill phase duration
is obtained from the biases in the four sub-intervals
listed. The biases for these sub-intervals are obtained
by simulating separate-effects tests. The measure of
uncertainty of the code models is through two ratios.
The first ratio is:

No information about the delay period is available
from subscale facilities, but the lower plenum invento
ry traces were available for UPT Test 6 and the results
of the calculations are listed in Table 19. This table
shows that the delay decreases with the reduction in
the steam flow rate. An average delay ratio is estab
lished from this table:

measured delay
delay in
S= predictd
in LP
LP filling(9
filing(9)

<Rt> = 2.67

.

(11)

Data are available for both the subscale and fail
scale facilities, and the results of UPTF Test 6 are
listed in Table 19.

This ratio is a measure of uncertainty of the second in
terval, during which the steam flow rate is smaller than
the critical steam flow rate and there is, after a delay,
delivery of ECC to the lower plenum. The delay is the
time period needed to achieve a sufficient mass in the

table:

system before the ECC is delivered to the lower ple
num. This delay is a function of steam flow rate and
decreases with the decrease in the steam flow rate.
Similar delay has been observed in the separateeffects tests.

<

The average filling rate is obtained from the

= 0.5.

(12)

In addition to the above ratios, the code's ability to

scale this phenomena was also assessed. Figure 28
shows a comparison of ratios of predicted and
measured lower plenum filling rates for the three sub
scale facilities and UPTFTest 6. The conclusion from
this comparison is that TRAC-PFI)MODI underpre
dicts the filling rate in the UPTF full-scale and Creare
1/5-scale facilities and overpredicts the filling rate in
the small subscale facilities. The filling rate overpre
diction implies that the code will predict early filling
of the lower plenum, a shorter refill period, and there
fore lower reflood peak cladding temperature in the
subscale facilities and the reverse for the large-scale
and full-scale designs. This leads to the conclusion
that the code is conservative for full scale and non
conservative at small scale.

The second measure of uncertainty is the ratio of

predicted-to-measuj lower plenum filling rate:
predicted LP filling rate
measured LP filling rate

This ratio represents the uncertainty in the third and
fourth sub-intervals. The remainder of this section de

scribes the steps involved in obtaining the uncertain

ties (the above two ratios) and biases for LBLOCA

APCT at full scale.

The ECC bypass phenomena have been investigated
since the early 1970s. Many subscale facilities have
been designed and used for experiments. The facilities
(with their scales shown) considered in this application

Based on the above studies,2 the bias in the pre
dicted refill period was estimated as:
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Table 18.

Test facility geometric Parametersa
BCL (2/15)

Creare (1/5)

Vessel
diameter, ft

LP vol, ft3

Actual

Scale

Actual

Scale

0.2

2.03

0.14

0.958

0.066

15.98

1.1

0.125

0.146

0.102

0.119

0.413

0.048

4.495

0.257

2.690

0.153

1.509

0.086

4.987

0.783

3.353

0.526

2.822

0.443

0.010

2.048

0.0019

Scale

14.44

2.92

6.365

LP depth, ft

Scale

Actual

17.49

DC height, ft

1045.

UpTF

Actual

PWR

0.853

DC gap, ft

Creare (1/15)

0.032

33.2

10.66

0.820
21.79
8.136
879.3

0.499

0.21

0.335

0.14

0.156

2.461

2.428

0.064

Coldleg
dia, ft
DcIjD

0.168

0.168

-

0.165

-

0.163

-

0.154

0.96
1.25
1.28
0.84
1.01

are namrowerin sub
a. Scale is the ratio of actual dimension to PWR dimension. Lower plenums are deeper and gaps
scaled facilities.

Table 19.

Summary of UPTF results ClTst 6)

Calculated

Expeiiment

Wg"
Run

(Ibis)

mLP
(ibis)

131
132
133
135
136

880
660
440
970
220

923
1852
1541
>0
1420

a. W. =

ti

tg

tia

(s)

(s)

(s)

43
43
43

49(54)
52
50

6(11)
9
7

43

-

43

45

2

Steam flow rate.
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mir
(Ibis)

ti

t

tha

(s)

(s)

(s)

0

43

-

439
794

43
43

63
59

0

43

-

1129

43

50

Rm

LP

Rt

20
16

0
0.24
0.52

2.22
2.29

7

0.73

3.50

Lp 0

REARE (1/15)
8RLNS

2.0
0

+

I

+

I(-

-

I

1.5 -I

0

BEL (2/15)
12 RUNS

C1/15

0
1.0

+

,

82/15

CREARE (3/15)
6 RUNS

3 LPTF (1/1)
4

C1/5

Ul/1

1.19

1.13

0.7

0.50

S

0.38

0.36

0.1

0.20

4

NON-CONSERVATIVE

-

CONSERVATIVE

o
0.5

=i

00
LIn

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

I1I
1.0

1.2"

SCALE
%
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(QLP)pred / ('P-)exp

NS0)1 162

Figure 28. Comparison of ratios of predicted and measured lower plenum fill rates for three subscale facilities
and UP2 test 6.

downcomer; and to elevate the system pressure sligh
ly. The elevated pressure reduces the pumped and ac
cumulator ECC flows below those obtained with no
dissolved nitrogen.

The cladding heatup rate during this period was ob
tained from the NPP calculations as:

dTrrdt - 9.4*F/s

.

The MC/QE report1 s shows that the TRAC
PFlIMOD1 code does not model dissolved nitrogen;
therefore, the predicted reflood peak cladding temper
ature does not reflect its effect. Separate calcu
lations° were performed to estimate the bias in the
refill phase duration and the early reflood peak clad
ding temperature to account for dissolved nitrogen.
FIgure 27 of the previous section shows a schematic of
important variable responses: cladding temperature,
lower plenum mass, steam flow rate between lower
plenum and downcomer, and downcomer mass during
an LBLOCA. The refill phase begins at time ti and
ends at time tb. The effect of dissolved nitrogen is to
extend the refill phase and increase the early reflood
peak cladding temperatmre.

(14)

Therefore, the uncertainty in the early reflood peak
cladding temperature at full scale is no less than:
PCT =-34F

.

(15)

Most of the contribution (93%) to the above uncertain
ty occurs during the second sub-interval of the refill

phase.

3.3.8 Ranging for Dissolved Nitrogen. The
accumulators in Westinghouse pressurized water reac
tors contain ECC water in equilibrium with a nitrogen
gas space at 600 psia. During the refill phase of an
LBLOCA, the system pressure drops below the accu
mulator gas pressure and water begins to flow from the
accumulator into the cold legs, where the pressure and
nitrogen solubility are lower. The dissolved nitrogen
in the accumulator water emerges within the cold legs
and also in the upper part of the reactor vessel
downcomer. The effects of the nitrogen are to reduce
the condensation rate, to displace ECC into the

The bias in peak cladding temperature is computed
(similar to that for ECC bypass) from:
APCTN2 = (Atb)M2 x dTJdt

(16)

where APCTN and (Ati,)N2 are the biases in the peak
cladding temperature and duration of reflood due to
dissolved nitrogen in the accumulator and dT'Jdt is the
68

cladding heatup rate obtained fror the reference NPP
calculation.
Dissolution of nitrogen in the cold legs was esti
mated using Henry's law and assuming no nitrogen
solubility in the cold legs. This provided an upper
bound estimate of the total rate of nitrogen emergence
of about 22 lbmls from the three intact loop accumula
tors The results of these calculations are summarized
in Table 20. The last column in this table indicates the
estimated volume fraction of nitrogen in the gas space
of the downcomer.
An estimate in nitrogen effect on condensation was
18
made using TRAC models for the effect of noncon
densibles on the interfacial mass transfer. It was con
cluded from this calculation that condensation will be
reduced by 80% or more. For a conservative estimate
of bias, it was assumed that there is no condensation

during the refill phases.

Simple models for the primary reactor coolant sys
tem and accumulators26 were developed. It was as
smned that there was no condensation. These models
were applied to the refill phase of an LBLOCA, using
information from the reference NPP calculation.
These bounding estimates indicated that the system
pressure was higher when the dissolved nitrogen was
accounted for in comparison to the system pressure
predicted in the reference NPP calculation, as shown in
Figure 29. The effect of higher system pressure was a
reduction in ECC injection rate of 14% averaged over
the refill period. Figure 30 compares the integrated
ECC flow as predicted by the nominal NPP calculation
and the bounding calculation.
No systematic tests have been performed to
investigate dissolved nitrogen effects. UPTF Test 6
used a total nitrogen injection of2.2 lbm/s to model the
dissolved nitrogen. This is an overestimate of the
dissolution of nitrogen, as the emergence rate of 2.2
lbm/s for a PWR was estimated when the nitrogen
solubility in the cold leg was neglected. The UPTF
Test 6 was simulated using TRAC-PF1/MOD1 both
with and without accounting for the injected nitrogen.
The conclusions from these calculations were that the
delay between the time of ECC injection and the time
of initiation of liquid delivery to the lower plenum was
reduced when nitrogen injection was considere& The
computed delays are listed in columns 6 and 7 of Table
21. This is a beneficial effect. The effect of nitrogen
on the filling rate was not condusive, as indicated in
Columns 4 and 5 of Table 22. These observations from
the simulations of UPTF Test 6 were considered in
estimating the bias in the refill phase.

The refill phase in the NPP calculations begins with
the initiation of ECC into the intact loops at 11.5 s and
ends when the lower plenum is fall at 33.5 s. This
phase is frtber divided into the bypassPeriod (11.5 to
22.9 s) and the filling period (22.9 to 33.5 s). Conser
vative estimates of the biases were made for these peri
ods. The bias in the bypass period was O.A s, and the
'filling period bias was 1.51 s. No credit for the benefi
cial effect of nitrogen in reducing the delay was taken
due to the uncertainty in estimating this effect. The net
bias in refill phase is:
(Atib)N2

=

1.9s

(17)

The bias in the early reflood peak cladding tempera
tare due to dissolved nitrogen from the above equation
is:
(APCT)N2

=

17.8 0F

(18)

3.4 Code and Experimental
Accuracy
Step 9 ofthe CSAU methodology (described in Part
A, Section 2.23) addresses the determination of code
and experimental accuracy. The objective of this step
is to make an evaluation of potential biases in the code
predictive capability.
During development and assessment of the code,
biases (inaccuracies) in the models and correlations are
investigated. The models and correlations (flow

regimes, drag relationships, heat transfer correlations,

etc.) may then be modified to improve the predictive
capability of the code. Once the code is frozen, the
final package of models and correlations may still
consistently overpredict or underpredict certain
parameters. The resulting inaccuracy is termed a code
bias.
Biases occur for several reasons. First, code devel
opment and assessment are incomplete; not all
improvements are implemented. Second, bias may be
due to scale effects. If counterpart experiments are
compared and a bias appears at one scale and not
another, the bias may be due to models which include
scale effects. Third, biases possibly exist due to com
pensating errors. One model may compensate for an
error in another model for some condition, but discre
pancies could exist for some other set of conditions.
In the CSAU application, scatter plots have been
used to investigate code accuracy and determine bias
and uncertainty. In these evaluations, a code output
parameter is selected that is also measured in the
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Table 20.

Estimate of cold-leg dissolved nitrogen'

Tune
(s)

AXN2

(x 10-4)

(ib)

12.1
22.9
23.8
33.5
39.6

3.10
2.19
2.14
1.60
1.40

1709
63889
69511
118320
144511

AM.o

AMN2
(Ib)

AMstwam

0.55
26.89
28.9
42.77
48.94

1468
11125
11154
11154
11154

AVs. DC
3
(ft )

Qb)

906
565
524
361
70
-b

a. AXN2

=

XN2. ACC -

AM=

=

f

AMN2

=,

AMstean

ff

n2, DC

=

nitrogen mole fraction

XN2

=

solubility of nitrogen

t

lb/l 3)

(lb/ft

1.09
0.1
0.1
0.09
0.13
__b

"aN2, DC

1.69
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.21

0.0014
0.0017
0.016
0.163
0.22

-C

__c

XN2, CL

Ma dt =

total accumulator injection

MN2dt

total nitrogen emerged

aA

AN2

Psteaz3
)

,

dt = total steam flow, lower plenum to downcomer

b. Obtained from the reference NPP calculation.
c. Densities are obtained at the system pressure.
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NPP system pressure.
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I£rEGRATED ECC (INTACT LOOPS) (NPP)
33.52

50

ThE (S)
Figure 30.
Table 21.

•SLO 1163

Integrated ECC (intact loops).
UPF Test 6 timing resultsCalculated
Mass Flow Rate

ti

Run

(Ib/s)

(s)

131
132
133
135
136

880
660

43
43
43
43
43

a. tjaN2
tia

440

968
220

tia

(s_)
9
7
2

= delay with nitrogen included
=

delay with nitrogen excluded
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ti

(s)
43
43
43
43
43

t

iaN2
(_)

tia
(s)

20
16

20.6

7

21.8

Table 22.

UPTF Test 6 filling rate results

Calculated
Experiment
Mass Flow Rate
Run

(ibis)

131
132
133
136

880

a. mtLp
mL,,N2

Filling Rate
(ib/s)

mLP, N2

(ibls)
0

9232
1852
1541
1420

660
440
220

mLP

(ib/s)

439
794
1129

0
1330
791

= lower plenum filing rate with nitrogen excluded.
=

delay with nitrogen included.

experiment. Once the experiment is modeled and a
code calculation completed, the code-calculated value
may be compared directly to the experimentally mea
sured value. With the calculated values plotted on the
abscissa and the experimental values on the ordinate,
the scatter of data about the 45-degree line graphically
portrays the agreement between code-calculated and
experimental data. The data compared may also be
statistically analyzed for the mean value and standard
deviation (bias and uncertainty). Two examples for the
TRAC-PF1/MODI code, prepared by W. Wulff of
BNL, based on the experiments listed in Table 23, are
given below.

as determined from the expressions
Xj =

Temp(RAC) - Temp(exp)

(19)
(20)

mean = X =(Z Xj)/n
standard deviation = Sx

[1X (xA!)/n- 1)]1/2

(21)

3.4.2 lET Comparison. Many TRAC comparisons
with LOFr LBLOCA tests have been performed with
previous versions of the code. However, the LOFT
LP-02-6 test, performed in 1983, was a best-estimate
LBLOCA test which was simulated with TRAC
PFI/MOD1.2- From the code predictions and exper
imental data, the scatter diagram shown in Figure 32
was prepared. Results from this evaluation indicate
that TRAC generally overpredicts the cladding tem
perature in a statistical determination, with a mean and
standard deviation of:

The following comparisons are needed for confir
mation of the results but were not used directly.
34.1 SET Comparison. Recent reflood experi
ments have been performed at the Japan Atomic Ener
gy Research Institute (JAERI) as part of the
international 2D/3D experimental program. The faci
lilies include the 2D Slab Core Test Facility (SC1I'F) 31
32
and the 3D Cylindrical Core Test Facility (CCTF.
Counterpart tests in these facilities were included in
the experimental matrix. Table 24 compares the geom
etries of the JAERI facilities with the design PWR for
the facilities. The experiments used for the scatter plot
analysis were listed in Table 23.

Mean

=

23*F

Standard deviation

=

120OF

Beyond determining a bias and uncertainty, these
comparisons have an additional significance in that all
of the potential shortcomings of the code are evaluated
simultaneously. If the code has a scaling bias, model
deficiencies, uncertainties in correlations, etc., they are
all accounted for in an integral experiment determina
tion of code accuracy. In the CSAU process, we are in
terested in the primary processes, determined by PIRT,
and their effect on the safety criteria (peak cladding

Comparisons between TRAC-PF1/MODI-calcu
lated and experimental cladding temperatures are giv
en in Figure 31. The mean value and standard
deviation computed from the data are:
Mean = 18.58*F
Standard deviation = 89.57°F
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Table 23.

Test for scatter plots
Test
LOFT

Period
Blowdown
Reflood

LP-02--6
-

SCM

CCTF

-

604

605
611
613

71

72
76
78

LOCA should not be significantly affected in scaled
down test facilities designed and operated according to
the power-to-volume scaling criterion. To evaluate
this statement, all available experimental data on
blowdown peak cladding temperature were examined.
These data, from facilities at widely varying scales
(some four orders of magnitude), axe shown in Figure
33, where the blowdown peak cladding temperature at
various elevations is plotted as a function of local lin
ear heat generation rate. The trend with scale is indi
cated by the 300 data points on this figure. The TPG
concluded, therefore, that:

614
0

temperature for LBLOCA). This step includes all
code models, important and unimportant, of large or
small effect. This step therefore provides a global
assessment, which includes all code biases and
uncertainties.

3.5 Effect of Scale
One of the important features of the CSAU method
is that it can be used to:

"* Evaluate the scale-up capability of a best

estimate code when applied to a specific acci
dent scenario and NPP.

"* Assess the effects of test facility scale distor
tions on the above capability.

"

Account, in the code overall uncertainty, for
the effects of an inadequate data base and
scale distortions when present in a test
facility.

To address these three topics, the CSAU method
requires an evaluation of experimental data (test facil
ity design and operation) as well as of the code. The
procedure to be followed is prescribed in Appendix C,
which also presents, in some detail the rationale for
developing it and illustrates the procedure by applying
it to an LBLOCA scenario.
In what follows, we provide results that support the
discussion and confirm the conclusions presented in
Appendix C. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
the CSAU method to evaluate the effects of scale.

Any and all scale effects (ifpresent) on blow
down peak cladding temperature are included
within the 95% tolerance lines of Figure 33.

However, processes that take place in the core dur
ing the refi/ and refloodphases of an ILBLOCA are af
fected by scale in power-to-volume designed and
operated test facilities. Again, the reasons are dis
cussed in detail in Appendix C. Briefly, in such faili
ties the downcomer and plena are distorted.
Consequently, processes important during refill and
reflood, that is ECC bypass and liquid carry-over to
the steam generators (steam binding), are affected by
these distortions. Furthermore, various uncertainties

accumulate and propagate from the beginning of the

transient to the time of the second and third tempera
ture peaks. Accordingly, in contrast to the blowdown
peak cladding temperature, it is more difficult to deter
mine bias and uncertainty for reflood peak cladding
temperature.
Nevertheless, reflood peak cladding temperature
data from facilities at widely different scales were also
analyzed with the purpose of determining bias and un
certainty. To reach this objective, it was necessary to
decouple processes that occur in the core (which is
well scaled) from those that occur in the plena (which
have scale distortions). Consequently, the parameter
chosen to correlate the data was the temperature rise,
as measured from the beginning of reflood to reflood
peak cladding temperature, as a function of the cold

flooding rate. The results are shown in Figure 34 (lin

ear coordinates) and Figure 35 (logarithmic coordi
nates). These two figures indicate the same results as
for blowdown. That is, no strong effect of scale is evi
dent in the reflood data when processes in the core are
decoupled from those in the plena by means of the
coordinate system of Figures 34 and 35.

3.5.1 Evaluation of Experimental Data. For rea
sons discussed in more detail in Appendix C, processes
that occur in the core during the blowdown phase of a

The following statement can be made with respect
33
to the results shown in Figures , 34 and 35:
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Table 24.

Comparisons of SCTP CCTF facilities

Core Geometry
Number of beater rods
Length of rods (ft)
Diameter (ht)
Rod pitch (ft)
Core flow ar

2
(Wl
)

SCTF
(2D)

CCTF
(3D)

2048

2048

12.01

PWR
43425

12.01

0.0351
0.0469

0.0351
0.0469

2.443

2.691

12.01
0.0352
0.0469
51.24

2000

. 1500
I-

zhi
Q.

,.

1000
-1'

500
500

1000

1500

TRAC CALCULATI ON (F)

Figure 31.

2000

Comparison of TRAC--cculated peak cladding temperature vs SCTP, CCTF experiment.
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Figure 32. Mustration of test by tst determination of code plus experiment ammuinty.
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Figure 33. Maximum measmued dadding temperature firom several scaled experimental facilities (301 data
points) during blowdown.
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Rate-dependent processes that take place in
the core during an LBLOCA are well simu
lated in test facilities designed and operated
according to the power-to-volume scaling
criterion.
This statement Lupports the discussion and confirms

the conclusions presented in Appendix C
The results shown in Fgures 33 and 35 justified and
prompted a further analysis whose objectives were to:
1.

2.

certainties in calculating peak cladding temperature
during an LBLOCA in a full-scale NPP.

3.6 Summary

Obtain simple engineering correlations that

ment, the assessment matrix was defined and the pri

This analysis, together with the engineering correla
tions, is presented in Appendix Q. The results show
that the dominant processes are heat generation and
conduction in fuel rods during blowdown and heat
transfer by convection to the fluid during reflood.
3.5.2 Evaluation of TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Scaling
Capabilities. The CSAU procedure to evaluate the
scale-up capability of a best-estimate code is pre
scribedin Appendix C. Following this procedure, the
TPG assessed the capability of TRAC-PFl/MOD1 to

scale-up processes important to an LBLOCA scenar

io, from test facility to full-scale NPP. It was con
cluded that the code had this capability. However,
following this procedure, the TPG also identified four
processes or results in the code that required further at
tention because of scale effects. These were:
Qitical two-phase flow through breaks,

2. Two-phase flow through pumps,
3.

These four issues, due to the effects of scale, are ad
dressed in more detail in Appendixes K. L, and M and
Section 3.3.7, together with their impact on code un

Elucidate the physics of blowdown and re
flood by establishing the dominantprocesses,
and

capture the physics.

1.

were (and are) not available to establish code scale-up
capability to model these processes. The last two
items required further attention, and additional evalua
tion, because scale distortions of the lET facilities af
fected these two processes forreasons noted above and
discussed in more detail in Appendix C.

ECC bypass, and

4. Liquid entrainment to steam generators

(steam binding).
The frst two items required fiurherexamination and
evaluation because data from full-scale test facilities

In the assessment and ranging of parameters ele
mary uncertainty parameters were ranged. The
assessment matrix consists of separate-effects experi

ments that investigated various phenomena associated
with an LBLOCA and integral effects for blowdown.
Many of these tests have been simulated with the
TRAC-PFI/MODI code, and assessment nodalization
was used to develop NPP nodalization.

To quantify the code calculational uncertainty%the

variables associated with the models having the most

effect on peak cladding temperature were investigated
for their uncertainty distribution. These parameters
and their ranges will define input perturbations for
code sensitivity calculations.
A method of demonstrating code accuracy with ex
periments was illustrated by the use of scatter plots for
separate- and integral-effects experiments. From
these data, a bias and deviation were quantified. The
CSAU procedure also illustated that the scale effects
do not prohibit the use of the TRAC code for calcula
tion of LBLOCA peak cladding temperature. It is
demonstrated that for a very large range of scale, bias
and deviation can be quantified and the results do not
indicate that scale effects prevent the useful applica
tion ofthe code. The individual variables to be used in

the final peak cladding temperature uncertainty evalu

ation are summarized in Table 25. Results of the eval
uation are presented in Section 4. The processes in the
assessment and ranging of parameters element are il
lustrated in the block diagram of Figure 36.
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Table 25.

Individual contributors to peak dadding temperature uncertainty

Contributor and Range
Break flow
1-Level

T•ypical Sources of
Variability in Contributor
Scale and code
limitations

2-Level
Gap conductance,
-2-Level
-1-Level
+1-Level
+2-Level

Reactor initial state

Convective heat transfer
coeffcient
-1-Level
+1-Level
+2-Level
+3-Level

Experimental data
and code limitations

Pump
1-Level
2-Level

Scale and code
limitations

Peaking factor

Reactor initial state
and manufacturing
tolerances

-2-Level
-1-Level
+1-Level
+2-Level

and manufacturing
tolerances

Code limitations

Fuel conductivity

Reactor initial state

-1-Level
+l-Level
Steam binding

Equations in
Section 3.3.1

0.20
0.54
1.46
1.80

0.75
1.25
1.50
1.75

Minimum film boiling temperature
Negative
Positive

-2-Level

Multiplier

Head and torque
degradation
curves

0.94
0.972
1.028
1.056
Nominal-360 P
Nominal+180*F

and manufacturing
tolerances

0.90
0.95
1.10

Scale effect

Determine bias

Scale effect

Determine bias

a. Ranging parameter.
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Figure 36.

as applied to an LBLOCA and TRAC-PFI/MODl.
Illustration of Element 2, Assessment and Ranging of Parameters, of the CSAU methodology

4. SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
another statistic (the 95th percentile, for ex
ample). Nonetheless, it is necessary to estab
lish certain biases which can be propagated
uniformly, through the probability distribu
tion function, and to state the conditions
under which such propagation would be
justified.

This section presents demonstrations of the remain

ing steps in the CSAU procedure that lead to an evalua
tion of the uncertainty for this application. A series of

full-scale NPP calculations, based on the important
parameters identified earlier, are performed using the
TRAC-PFlIMOD1 computer code. The calculations

are used to determine the peak cladding temperature
sensitivities to individual and coupled variations in the
important parameters. A probability distribution func

tion is then determined through response surface and
Monte Carlo techniques (Appendix R). The treat
ments of other contributors to uncertainties that ae not
easily quantified in terms of bias and distribution are
also discussed. All contributors to uncertainty are then
combined to quantify the total uncertainty of the calcu

lated peak cladding temperature. For confirmation,
the result is then compared with experimental
information.
This uncertainty evaluation for a PWR LBLOCA

shows that:
The peak cladding temperature for a four
loop Westinghouse NPP experiencing a
double-endedLBLOCA modeled by TRAC
PF1/MOD1 (using the specific nodalization

discussed earlier and accounting for all phe
nomena identified as significant, including
those not modeled by the code) is bounded at
the 95th percentile probability level by
15720F. That is, Pr (PCT < 15720F) = 0.95.
Another important result of this study is related to
the propagation of uncertainties in time:
0

The uncertainty in the peak cladding temper.
ature (defined here as the difference between
the 95th percentile and the mean) at any point
or within any interval is a consequence of the
preceding time behavior. It is not constant
with time and generally tends to increase with
time. The most significant consequence of
this condition is to require uncertainty evalu
ations for each majorphase of a scenario. For
example, it will be shown that the uncertainty
(T95 - mean temperature) varies from 285OF
in the blowdown period to 5780 F in the late
reflood period. Thus, it is observed that un
certainties determined early in time do not
propagate unchanged and that uncertainties
established for one statistic (the mean, for ex
ample) cannot be applied indiscriminately to

4.1 Determination of
Calculational Matrix for
Sensitivity Analysis
The PIRT process identified the phenomena having
the greatest effect onpeak cladding temperature during
an LBLOCA (see Section 23). This process yielded
the seven dominant phenomena summarized in Table
26. Computerized sensitivity studies generally cannot
directly address the uncertainty due to the listed phe
nomena. Instead, the phenomena must be cast into
more manageable physical parameters. The code
model capabilities to calculate these parameters may
then be evaluated through sensitivity studies. For ex
ample, the stored energy in the fuel pin is a function of
the thermophysical properties of the fuel, gap, and
cladding, as well as those of the coolant (phasic tem
peratures, mass flow rate, void fraction, etc.) and the
geometry. The subdivision of the important phe
nomena into physical parameters is shown in Table 27.
To use the response surface technique, each of the
input parameters must have an associated range of
variation (+ one or two levels) and have an underlying
probabilityT distribution function. In practice, the true
distribution of the data typically is unknown, in which
case the assumption of uniform distributions is accept
able. This choice does not imply that the data are ac
tually unifurm. The uniform distribution requires only
that the end points (the range) be specified and does
not imply that any value of the parameter is more like
ly than any other value; it is often referred to as the dis
tribution that maximizes lack of knowledge. This
choice of the range, based on data considerations, is
conservative. Table 28 shows the parameter uncertain
ty ranges relative to the nominal values represented in
the TRAC-PF1I/MOD1 code.
The peaking factor variation is based on calculation/
experimental comparisons 3 3 (see Section 3.33), as is
the gap conductance. The fuel conductivity was taken
fomn MATPRO (Section 3.3.3), while the break Rm
and pump ranges were based on Marviken data
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Table 26.

Dominant phenomena from the
PIRT process

Break flow

Pump 2- phase flow

Stored energy

Steam binding

Fuel rod to fluid heat transfer

ECCS bypass

Noncondensibles

Table 27.

Treatable uncertainty parameters

Break flow

Rm

Stored energy

Gap conductance

Surface heat transfer

Peaking factor
Fuel conductivity
Heat transfa coefficient
Tmmi

Pump 2- phase flow

Head and torque curves

Steam binding

Interfacial drag in: pool,
core, upper plenum, and
hot legs

ECCS bypass

nterfiaca drag in the
downcomer

Noncondensibles

Noncondensibles

Westinghouse data, respectively (Sec
adortary
tions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
The heat transfer coefficient is one of the most im
portant uncertainty parameters and includes five re
gimes: single-phase liquid (Dittus-Boelter), two
phase subcooled nucleate boiling (Chen), transition
boiling, film boiling with dispersed droplet field, and

single-phase vapor (Dittus-Boelter). In determining
what ranges to use for these heat transfer parameters,
note that all of the surface heat transfer correlations in
TRAC are inside, ratherthan outside, correlations; that
is, they relate to pipe flow rather than flow around a
fuel rod in a bundle of rods. The effects of inside
versus outside flows are accounted for first, then the
ranges of uncertainty. The effect of changing from an

Table 28.

Parameter uncertainty ranges for NPP
calculations

Parameters

Range

Peaking factor

+5.6%

Gap conductance

+80%

Fuel conductivity
Heat transfer coefficient

-25%/+50%

Break Rm(1)

0I+2SB*
0/+2Vp

Pump (2)
Trin

-360 F/+1800F

a. SBisthebreakstandarddeviationbasedonlarviken
data.
b. Sp is the pump standard deviation based on propri
etary Westinghouse data.
inside to outside flow correlation for single-phase liq
uid or vapor flow has been shown3 4 to be simply a
multiplication of the single-phase Dittus-Boelter cor
relation by the pitch-to-diameter ratio (1.32 for a
Westinghouse PWR) In addition, experimental data
indicate that the uncertainty is + 40% around this nom
inalvalue. For TRAC, this wold correspond to an un
certainty range of 0.79 to 1.85 for the single-phase
beat transfer coefficients.
- For the subcooled and nucleate boiling regimes
where the Chen model is used, there are no studies
showing how an inside coefficient should be varied in
order to reflect outside flow. From continuity consid
erations, the Dittas-Boelter portion of Me Chen corre
lation should blend smoothly into the single-phase
model; but no published evidence for this has been
found.
The film boiling regime with dispersed flow field
model (referred to as Mode 4 in TRAC) implements
the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation. Shumway
(Section 3.35) has shown that, as implemented, this
model is significantly optimistic when compared to
separate-effects data. He has also shown that remov
ing the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation leaves the
predictions ofdata some 30% low. Alternatively, if the
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Forslund-Robsenow correlation is reduced by 74%,
the comparison to data shows a mean error near zero
and a scatter of about-25%/+50%. leading to multipli
ers of 0.75/1.5.
In ranging the complete heat transfer surface, the
multiplicative range used is 0.75/1.75; but inpreparing
the probability distribution function and the statistics
shown in the tables in Sections 4.1 through 4.4, a sam
pling range of 0.75/1.5 is used. Subsequently, the

Forslund-Rohsenow effect is accounted for by means
of a bias (see Section 43.2). Further, as shown in Sec
tion 4.5, on the average TRAC (with no Forslund
Rohsenow correction) predicts reflood experiments
conservatively.

amount of data available and the structure of the calcu
lational matrix.
The amount of data needed to describe an RS is dis
cussed in the standard texts,3-5-37 specialized publica
tions,38-39 and the general technical literatUMre.4 4 1 In
the present case with seven parameters, a complete de
scription at a three-level polynomial formulation us
ing a central composite design" would require more
than 2000 TRAC calculations! Similarly, for a five
level polynomial formulation, more than 70,000 calcu
lations would be needed! Clearly, providing such a
level of data input is not possible. Equally important
was the need to be aware of the realistic constraints im

posed by finite financial resources.

The transition heat transfer regime in TRAC makes
use of the surface heat flux at CHP and Mode 4 heat
flux defined at a temperature Tmn and interpolates be
tween them. The Trai. data base has been discussed in
Section 33.4, and the model used in TRAC lies 36*F
above the most conservative data bound and 360OF be
low the other bound. As such, TRAC is considerably
conservative in its modeling of Tmi. The uncertainty
range is taken as -36°F/+180, which is still conser
vative with respect to the data.

Table 29 shows the final calculational matrix. A
large number of short blowdown calculations were
used to guide development of this matrix, and the ver
tical and horizontal layout relates to the differences be
tween TRAC calculations with and without the
supplementary rods (Section 3.2.6). Specifically, eight
TRAC calculations are listed, and 23 supplemental
rods per calculation yield 184 cladding temperature re
sponses. In Table 29, the vertical column describes the
changes in fuel and cladding properties, while the hori
zontal row describes the variations altering the hydrau
lic behavior. Although the minimum film boiling
temperature is a heat transfer parameter, it was used as
an input variation to ascertain its effect on the entire
transient without other hydrodynamic variations.
These 184 traces provide the basis for the RS fit
(Appendix R).

The purpose of this study is to estimate the uncer
tainty in a best-estimate calculation of an LBLOCA.
The word uncertainty has, however, not yet been de
fined. The new Rule1 and Regulation Guide 2 point out
that the 95th percentile of the probability distribution
(presumably the cumulative distribution of the peak

cladding temperature) is sufficient; and, although the
95th percentile is itself not an uncertainty, it shall be
accepted as an indication that any important uncertain
ties have been accounted for

4.2 Effect of Reactor
Parameters and State on
NPP Calculations

There are a number of ways that the underlying
probability distribution function may be established
for the peak cladding temperature. Some ways require
more calculational effort than others. The one chosen
requires the establishment of a response surface
(RS). 3 For our purposes, an RS is established by re
gression analysis (RA); 36 and this can be viewed sim
ply as a multinomial least-squares fitting process of
the calculated peak cladding temperature in terms of
the important parameters selected above. The purpose
of the RS is to replace the code by a fit to the output of
interest (here the peak cladding temperature). A num
ber of underlying assumptions have to be made con
cerning the behavior of the output relative to that of the
input (e.g., the output is a continuous fimction of the
input); and, as discussed below, the order of the
polynomials is restricted by considerations of the

The previous section defined the parameters to be
varied among the TRAC calculations. Peak cladding
temperature results for these calculations are given in
Tables 30, 31, and 32 forthe blowdown(O to 20s), ear
ly reflood (20 to 60 a), and late reflood (60 to 150 s)
periods, respectively. Figures 37 through 41 show
cladding temperature responses for representative pa
rameter variation calculations. These figures show the
effect of some of the ranged parameters throughout the
phases of the transient Of particular interest is the
failure of the pump variations to have a significant ef
fect on blowdown peak cladding temperature (509F
maximum, Tables 30, 31, 32, and Figure 38). Similar
conclusions were found for the fuel thermal conductiv
ity variations (Tables 30, 31, and 32).
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Table 29.

Calculatlonal test matrix

Major Run
Sulemental
roitts

As-built
code

Peaking factor

-5.6
-2.8
+2.8
+5.6

SGapconductance

-80

Fluel conductivity
am

-10
-5

Heat transfer
coefficient

-25
+25

-46
+46
+80

+50

Cross products
HG, KF

-46,-10

a. L = variation level.

_

_

+10

(HC)

HG, HC
HG,KF
HG, HC
HG, HC
HG, KF
HG, HC

Break
+.L

Nominal
(%)

+75

-46,-25
-80, +50
-80,-25
-80, +25
-80,+75
+46,-25

_

Break
+2L

Pump

Pump

+.L,

+2.L

Break +21.
Pump +1L

Tmin
-36 0 F

Tmin
+180 0F

Table 30.

Rod

Blowdown peak cladding temperatume (OF~) for CSAU rods (0-20 s)
CSAU
Variation

No.

1

Nominal

CFM
One Level

CFM

Two Level

Pump
One Level

Pump
Two Level

TMin

-36FO

180017

Cole

Entrainment

X-Product
CF, Pump

9
11 Pf
12
13
14

Nominal
-5.6
-2.8
+2.8
+5.6

1103
1080
1092
1114
1126

1285
1252
1269
1299
1315

1321
1283
1299
1332
1348

1121
1096
1108
1135
1148

1166
1139
1153
1180
1193

1090
1069
1080
1103
1114

1125
1099
1112
1137
1150

1290
1258
1274
1305
1321

16 Hg
17 Hg
18
19
20 *Kf

-80
-46
+46
+80
-10

1276
1175
1062
1040
1114

1562
1409
1218
1186
1308

1576
1438
1249
1216
1337

1335
1218
1069
1045
1144

1398
1269
1112
1089
1189

1265
1162
1049
1029
1101

1337
1209
1078
1054
1137

1558
1413
1224
1191
1310

21
22
23 Hc
24
25

-5
+10
-25
+25
+50

1108
1094
1216
982
853

1296
1263
1386
1182
1045

1326
1296
1429
1206
1081

1134
1101
1258
982
860

1179
1146
1294
1029
909

1096
1083
1305
975
838

1130
1114
1251
1013
799

1301
1270
1411
1198
1078

26
27
28
29
30

Hg,Kf
HgHc
Hg.Hc
Hg,Hc

+75
-46,-0
-46,-25
-80, +50
-80, -25

626
1195
1328
923
1481

867
1423
1522
1184
1674

871
1449
1553
1227
1695

626
1234
1377
972
1530

664
1285
1414
1035
1566

626
1166
1416
891
1548

640
1225
1373
905
1531

896
1423
1537
1225
1679

31 HS,Hc
32 Hg,IIc
33 Hg,Hc

+46,-25
-80, +25
-80, +75

1162
1116
626

1312
1409
882

1357
1431
921

1197
1175
626

1233
1242
702

1249
1072
626

1188
1135
644

1337
1427
919

V

I
C,

it

Table 31.

First reflood peak cladding temperatres (M) for CSAU rods (20-60 s)
CSAU

Rod
No.
9
11 Pf
12
13
14
16 Hg
17 Hg
18
19
20 Kf
21
22
23 Hc
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
:3A
33

Hg,Kf
HgHc
H9,Hc
Hg,Hc
HgHc
HgHc
THaLi
HgHc

CFM

Variation

Pump
Level
One

(%)

Nominal

One Level

Two Level

Nominal
-5.6
-2.8
+2.8
+5.6

997
968
981
1011
1024

1233
1197
1215
1251
1267

1240
1204
1222
1258
1276

-80
-46
+46
+80
-10

1288
1080
963
946
1015

1562
1341
1182
1159
1258

1567

-5
+10
-25
+25
+50

984
984
1206
1033
592

1245
1213
1441
1033
849

1252
1220
1470
1029
847

+75
-46,-10
-.46, -25
-80, +50

788
1364
1562
1045
1792

756
1369
1587
1053
1816

628
1087

-80,-25

615
1098
1312
828
1542

+46, -25
-80, +25
-80, +75

1157
1072
709

1384
1299
851

1414
1312
824

i.

i

TMin
180¶'

PumLp

Two Level

Entainmnent

X-Product
CF, Ptup

721
693
707
736
748

988
959
973
1000
1015

1188
1153
1171
1206
1222

1121
901
676
658
739

1269
1071
957
945
1002

1530
1294
1141
1119
1213

982
1254
835
642

729
707
1224
585
536

995
977
1220
669
594

1200
1168
1441
981
806

1549

610
1083
1306
813
1526

624
1096
1353
837
1567

507
916
1326
738
1553

613
1089,
1314
801
1528

707
1317
1555
1018
1774

1166
1063
725

1175
1067
705

1211
1071
711

1177
910
590

1175
1056
702

1386
1267
819

988
961

S975

1002
1015

"1346

1274
1069

1123
1173
1265

1004

954
939
995
975
1211
700

604

1312
835

981
955
968
993
1006

995
968
981
1008
1022

1276
1065
945
934
999

1285
1078

988
966
1216
680
615

1002

963
950
1011

Table 32.

Second reflood peak caddimg temperaures (*F) for CSAU rods (60-150 s)

Rod
No.

CSAU
Variadion
(%)

Nominal

CFM
One Level

CFM
Two Level

Pump
One Level

Pump
Two Level

TMni
-360 F

TMin
180°F

Core
Fntrainment

9
11 Pf
12
13
14

Nominal
-5.6
-2.8
+2.8
+5.6

959
928
939
973
990

1098
1062
1080
1116
1134

1141
1103
1123
1161
1182

943
912
928
959
973

950
921
936
966
981

981
948
964
997
1013

464
451
457
471
480

1065
1024
1045
1085
1105

1126
1089
1107
1144
1164

16 Hg
17
18
19
20 Kf

-80
-46
+46
+80
-10

1126
1004
941
932
968

1308
1159
1069
1056
1112

1353
1207
1116
1105
1157

1110
990
923
916
952

1128
999
930
923
961

1161
1029
961
954
990

1018
567
442
435
471

1189
1098
1053
1047
1071

1330
1188
1098
1087
1141

21
22
23 Ec
24
25

-5
+10
-25
+25
+50

964
952
1251
441
428

1105
1087
1438
660
471

1148
1132
1504
711
554

948
936
1249
408
403

955
943
1242
426
392

984
973
1303
765
424

468
460
1251
403
363

1069
1060
1431
453
433

1334
1116
1481
790
486

26
27
28
29
30

HgKf
HgHc
HgHc
Hg,Hc

+75
-46,-0
-46,-25
-80. +50
-80,-25

426
1013
1328
491
1512

504
1173
1530
563
1704

576
1222
1593
642
1771

426
997
1324
486
1510

392
1009
1317
460
1504

520
1036
1378
480
1551

334
583
1341
403
1549

435
1105
1495
504
1647

486
1202
1575
552
1760

31 HgHc
32 Hg,Hc
33 Hg,Hc

+46, -25
-80, +25
-80,+75

1216
613
457

1395
847
543

1458
972
601

1222
662
462

1202
707
433

1269
869
525

1213
577
334

1402
757
473

1436
959
504

X-Product
CF,Pump
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Figure 37. Effect of critical flow on PCT.
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Figure 38. Effect of critical flow on pump degradation.
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Figure 39. Effect of crtical flow on gap conducance
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Figure 40. Effect of critical flow on convective beat trsfer.
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Figure 41. Effect of citical flow on minimum film boiling temperature.
Tbe purpose of the sensitivity calculations was to
provide the necessary data for the response surface
methodology (a combination of curve-fitting and
Monte Carlo sampling that generates a probability dis
tribution function). This process defines the mean value and standard deviation of the calculated peak
cladding tempera.ur. Abnefdiscussion of the curve-

fitting and parameter sampling as used in this analysis
is given next, folowed by the peak cladding tempera
ture evaluation.l

highest degree
but Box and B emkerO state that, "&e
that may be fitted to the observations
of polynomial
factoria is p-l."
from ap-4evel
ition of Table 29 shows that the design
An examim
s a 7-factor, mixed (3-to-S) level, and
implemented i
ial order is different for the various
the polynom]
factors:
4th order

rer coefficient

4th order
4th order

up, TMIN

2nd order

421 The Response Surface. Certain problems

Heat transi
ictance

experiments at the nominal point. Ibis provides infor-

Break, pm
Fuelcon• ictivity

Gapccnd

with lack of fit affecting the quality of the RS arise
when a computer code is considered. In normal exper
imental design, this difficulty is resolved by redundant

mation to prepare quantitative statements about lack of
fit if the underlying, not modeled, uncertainties meet

certain statistical requirements. When the experimen-

tal data are produced by a computer code, there are no
unmodeled uncertainties and no statement can be made
conerning lack of fit. Some discussion of an equivalent problem is found in Plackett and Burman,4I but
generally the question oflack of fit is reduced to an examination of the root-mean-square (RMS) error between calculation and fit. But the RMS error may
always be driven to zero by taking a sufficiently elaborate fit. No general theory is available for guidance,

3rd order

possible to use a full second-order
It is theref •oeknrowns)
but not full third- or fourth

surface (36,
IIn performing the analyses, different
order surface
rd- and fourth-order terms produce a
mixes of thi
dS error, depending on the LBLOCA
minimum RI
n be seen in Table 33. The data become
phase; this ca
to fit with a polynomial at later times.
more diffical
ted, and tests using higher-Order terms
This is expec
under our self-mposed ground rules do
not permitted
'RMS erros.
show smaller
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Table 33.

Optimizing the response surface based on minimizing the no
RMS

Stage of Transient
Blowdown

Fit

Linear
Linear and crossproducts
Fl second order

Quartic 1 (52 terms)
Best quartic (70 terms)
Early reflood

Linear
Full second order

Quartic 1 (67 terms)
Quartic 2 (best, 67 terms)

Late reflood

Linear
Full second order

Quartic I
Best quartic (60 terms)

("F)
56.5
51.7
26.8
17.4
9.6
91.3
50.6
46.8
24.5
133.2
86.0
47.2
42.8

42.8
It is noted that the quartic fits produced anRMS that
is, in all cases, less than 5% of the mean peak cladding
temperature, hence can be considered small and pro
vides little incentive for further improvement. It is
also clear that the data become more difficult to fit
with a polynomial as time increases; this is to be

sample size is examined. Figure 42 shows studies va
rying between 2,000 and 50,000 histories for each of
the three surfaces (blowdown, early reflood, and late
reflood). While there is still some variation at 50,000
histories, it was considered acceptably small and the
50,000-histoiy probability distribution functions were
considered to be converged. Robustness can be also
considered from the viewpoint of the RS polynomi
orde= Table 34 shows the results of 50,000-history
studies for the three surfaces. These studies indicate
that the probability distribution functions quite reason
ably describe the response of the TRAC code to varia
tion of the seven parameters in Table 28, and the
complete uncertainty distribution functions for each
phase of the transient can be found in Figure 43. No
tice that the widths of the probability distribution func
tions increase with time and that the structures become
more complex For the late reflood probability distri
bution function, there is a double peak. There is evi
dence that during reflood there is an early rewetting

expected.

Within the ranges of the underlying parameters, the
RS can be looked at as defining a surface of the form
PLCr = f(xt, ... , X7 ). Ofinterest is knowing what frac
tion of the surface exceeds any given value for peak
cladding temperature this produces the cumulative
distribution function.
If the surface is linea, there are analytical tools to
provide this information; for a complex surface, the
usual procedure is to randomly pick values of the
X -. , X 7 (seven at a time) and calculate the peak dad
ding temperatum If this is done many times, a histo
gram can be prepared defining the frequency response
(so many calculated values of the peak cladding tem

portion, characterized by larger-than-nominal heat

perature between 1000 and 1050, etc.). Normalized,

transfe coefficients, and a late rewetting portion, char
acterized by smaller-than-nominal heat transfer coef
ficients. (None of the other parameters seem to be
important in this regard.)

this produces an estimate of the probability distribu
tion function.
4.2.2 Monte Carlo Sampling. To calculate aprob
ability distribution finction from a RS, the surface
must be sampled in a statistically acceptable way. Be
cause the surface is algebraic, a crude Monte Carlo
sampler is used (Appendix R). Statistical sampling of
a surface contains the number of sampling histories as
a free parameter. For each sample set, a probability
distribution function is produced and the behavior of
the probability distribution function with increasing

At the beginning of this section, it was noted that un
certainties do not generally propagate unchanged in
time. Studies show that tolerance bands often tend to
widen as time increases. In the present situation,
another aspect is also important. The space-time inter
val included in each of the three phases increases with
time, and hence may be presumed to tend to broaden
the probability distribution function.
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Table 34.

Blowdown, early reflood, and late reflood response surface development
(50,000-history study)
Sample
Mean

FA

95th
Percentile

MCF

RMS

(OF)

Blowdown:
Linear

1112
1128

Line + crossproducts
Fall second order

Quartic 1 (52 terms)
Best quaitic (70 terms)

1147
1159
1162

1418
1423
1430
1442
1447

56.5
51.7
26.8
174
9.6

904
961
968
978

1314
1387
1394
1399

91.3
50.6
46.8
24.5

724
761
726
758

1219
1319
1338
1336

133.2
86.0
47.2

Early Reflood:
Linear
F•l second order

Quartic 1 (67 terms)
Best quartic (67 terms)
Late Reflood:
Linear
Full second order

Quaric 1 (67 terms)
Best quartic (67 terms)

"300

500

700

133642.8

900

1100

1300

1500

1700

Figure 43. Probability distribution functions for the three phases of the LBLOCA (50000 history study).
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uniform probability distribution function
range. These are labeled as "Other Modeling
Uncertainties" but may also imply incorrect
modeling from the beginning.

4.2.3 Preliminary Results. At this point, the dis
tribution function for the eight calculations (as shown
in the calculational matrix, Table 29) and the 23 fuel
related variations have been obtained (Figure 43). The
mean value and standard deviation associated with
each of these distribution functions is given in
Table 35.

4.& 1. 1 The Hot Channel.Using asupplementa
ry rod as a substitute for a hot channel may be even less
accurate than expected because the hydraulics are also
incorrect. A more detailed model, with a third radial
core zone (four-ring vessel model), was not
economically practical to use for this demonstration
application. Therefore, it was decided to perform only
two TRAC calculations with a four-ring vessel model
A mini-data base was therefore created from the four
ring and appropriate three-ring runs to determine the
mean and 95th percentile differences. These results
were used as a bias to be combined with the results
from Table 35. The results from this set ofcalculations
are found in Table 36. The variation is nearly linear in
time, with a rapidly decreasing penalty (becoming a
benefit as time increases).

Additional uncertainties, as shown by the dotted box
in Step 13 of the CSAU methodology (Fgure 1), must
also be quantified. These uncertainties are addressed
next.

4.3 Additional Uncertainties
The CSAU procedure provides for additional mar
gins of uncertainty due to an insufficient data base for
a particular parameter or lack of a specific modeling
capability. Several unmodeled or mismodeled phe
nomena have been identified in this application. The
biases and deviations for these phenomena must be
quantified in order to combine them with uncertainties
obtained in previous steps.

4.3.1.2 Modeling Limitations. There are a
number of modeling limitations in the code. It was dis
cussed earlier that the heat transfer surface is valid for
internal flows, while the dominant code application in
the core is for external flow. This results in a potential
benefit worth 30 to 50 0F at the 95th percentile as the
LOCAproceedstrmmghitsphases. However, because
of the inability to validate the pitch--to-diameter cor

4.1.1 Accounting for Unmodeled or
Mlsmodeled Phenomena. Three types of effects
were not considered when the test matrix shown in
Table 29 was constructed and the system nodalization
was defined:

rection in the pre-CHF two-phase regime, it was not

"* Phenomena requiring more detailed nodaliza

"
"

tion than was economically practical: a
fourth radial ring describing a central hot
channel;
Phenomena that are incorrectly modeled in
the code: the implementation of the
Forslund-Rohsenow correlations;
Phenomena requiring simultaneous multiple
variations of the relevant constitutive rela
tions and correlations or having insufficient
experimental data available to justify even a

Table 35.

further considered.
The Forslund-Robsenow (F-R) correlation, as im
plemented in the TRAC Mode 4 heat transfer regime,
has been suspect for some time. Shumway (see Ap
pendix 0) has shown that the TRAC-PFI1MODI
Mode 4 heat transfer modeling is considerably and
quite non-uniformly optimistic; but that when the F-R
correlation is removed, the result is quite conservative.
From an experimental analysis, a completely different

Preliminary view of the peak cladding temperature uncertainty
Peak Cladding Temperature

(OF)

Reflood
Mean value (from Table 34)
95th percentile bound
(from Table 34)

"T95- TMcan

Blowdown
1162
1447
285

93

Early
978
1399

Late
758
1336

421

578

conclusion is obtained; TRAC-PFI/MODI is conser
vative in both blowdown (LOFI) and reflood (CCTF/
SCIF) comparisons. These results are quantified in
Table 37. Because it is uncertain that the excellent
comparisons between calculated and experimental
data for the LOFr/SCF/CTF experiments will re
main valid at full scale, the eight TRAC supplementa
ry rod results, with and without F-R activated, were
averaged and used as a bias. This is also shown in

"* Steam binding phenomena
"• ECCS bypass phenomena.
4.3.2.1 Effects of Nitrogen Addition from
the Accumulators Two aspects of nitrogen injec
tion are important, back pressure in the accumulator
and the effect on condensation heat transfers The re
suIts of investigations of nitrogen by the TPG group
(Section 3.3.8) are summarized as follows:

Table 37.
Table 36.

The hot channel bias: 3-rng/4-ring:

"
Additive Bias

Phase

(OF)

The allowed operating range for nitrogen
back pressure in an accumulator was deter
mined to be sufficiently small that it would
not affect the calculations;

Blowdown:
Mean
95th percentile

63
45

Early reflood:
Mean
95thpercentile

25
-54

Late reflood:
Mean
951h percentile

fluid to reach the downcomer and the mo
mentum change in the downcomer are large;
therefore, dissolved nitrogen will separate out
in the downcomer and leave the reactor cool
ant system through the broken cold le& The
effect on condensation is large; and a 3.7-s
delay in the time to reach peak cladding tem

-14
-157

perature, which corresponds to an ISF bias

"* Both the time needed for the accumulator

in early reflood peak cladding temperature,
was calculated (see Section 33.8). While this
effect may be complete before late reflood,
the bias is carried forward to the late reflood

4.3.2 Other Modeling Uncertalntles.Three other
sources of uncertainty identified in PIRT that must be
considered are:
*

peak cladding temperature.

4.12.2 Steam Binding Phenomena An ex

The effects of nitrogen injection from accu
mulators

Table 37.

aminationofTRAC modeling ofinterphase frictionin
dicates that the modeling leads to some disagreement

The effct of the Forslund-Rolisenow correlation
Temperature Difference
(Rel)

o

I

Refined
Blowdown

Calculation
(FR=0.26) - (FR=1.0)

47

LOFt
mean (EXP-TRAC)

-23

SCTF/CCTF
mean (EXP- TRAC)

Early

Late

84

160

-18.5

94

between predicted and measured entrainment. There
fore, the uncertainties in upper plenum levels, entrain
ment into the steam generators, and various other
interphase drag-related phenomena are expected to be
significant.

To estimate the effect of these uncertainties, a study of
UPTF Test 6 data and a bounding analysis (see Section
33.7) were performed. These studies indicate hat the
TRAC calculation is uniformly conservative, by a
minimum of 34-F, diring the refillAefood process.

A series of calculations led to a set of multipliers
(see Section 33.6) that adequately allow prediction of
two SCTF experiments. Using these multipliers, a
single otherwise-nominal TRAC calculation was re
started at the end of blowdown to determine the addi
tive bias. The results indicate a slight (-91301F) benefit
during early reflood and a substantial (106°F) penalty
during the late reflood phase. The magnitude of this
last bias indicates the desirability of developing a more
realistic TRAC model.

4.3.3. Impact of Processes Rated Low by
PIRT. Under this heading, additional effects of the
process which led to the final calculational matrix
(Table 29) are examined. The PIUC process only al
lowed items labeled most important to leave CSAU
Bement 3; and, as stated earlier, not all of the compo
nent parameters entering a class 9 item were cared
through to Table 29. Questions are examined concern
ing (a) what impact some of the items left out might

The above tendency to show a small decease forthe
early reflood peak cladding temperature and alarge in
crease for the late reflood peak cladding temperature is
physically based, as reflected in UPTF Test 10 results
(see Section 33.7) and the TRAC model changes (in
creased interphase drag and Rozen correlation multi
plier). UPTF results indicate that a significant delivery
of entrained liquid to the steam generator is delayed by
about 35 s after the start of core recovery. During this
period, liquid accumulates in the upper plenum, hot
legs, and steam generator inlet plenums. Therefore,
significant vapor generation in the steam generators
does not occur until after this accumulation period.
From the nominal NPP calculation results, the early re
flood peak occurs at 9 s after the start of core recovery
and is therefore not affected by steam binding. How
ever with the increased interphase drag in the modi
fied NPP calculation, any liquid entering the core
during the refill period was caried farther up into the
core, increasing heat transfer and reducing the peak
cladding temperature. "Thiscauses the slight decrease
(benefit) in the early reflood peak cladding tempera
ture. For the late reflood peak (47 s after the start of
core recovery), a steam binding effect on peak clad
ding temperature is expected. The NPP calculations
indicate that this was the case. The late reflood peak
cladding temperature did not occur until 102 s after the
start of core recovery, allowing for an increased tem
perature rise (due to vapor generation in the steam gen
erator U-tubes with attendant back pressure) and the
1060F penalty achieved for this calculation.

have, (b) whether a large uncertainty or a low-impact
item might change into a marginally high-impact item,
and (c) whether acombination of low-impact items (or

low-uipact and high-impact items) might create syn
ergisms resulting in significantly greater-than
expected results. Mathematically, the question is
whether the sum of small effects can become large and
whether significant nonlinearities exist.
An examination of the Expert Ranking Table in Sec
tion 2.3 shows that a detailed answer to these questions
is dificult because of the large unuber of parametets.
Closure on such questions cannot be provided by
mathematical rigo, All. that can be done is to provide
evidence that offer a reasonable level of surety based

onengieeringjadgment.
A series of extra supplementary rods was carried
along, providing information on:
1.

the cladding thermal conductivity on the peak
cladding temperatur
2.

*

ity and specific heat on peak cladding

temperature.

3. The effect of compounded thermal-hydmulic
runs made through blowdown between the
pump (medium-impact) and the break (bigh

impact) to investigate synergisms at this level
(rather than only at the low-impact levels).
4. The effect of setting the pump form loss coef
ficient to zero.

Delay in initiating refill
Lower plenum filling rate.

The effect of compounded second-level

(end-of-range) values of daddingcondnctiv

4.3.2.3 ECCS Bypass Phenomena. An addi
tional entrainment phenomena concerns bypass and
downcomer modeling. Specifically, the questions
relate to
*

The effect of an extreme reduction (50%) of

Except for Item 3, none of these studies show any

unexpected results:
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1. 50%variations in the cladding conductivity
(5 times the full-range variation) is worth
less than 365OF (whether by itself or com
pounded with break, pump, or T. varia
tions) during blowdown and becomes
piogressively less as time increases.
2. The compounded end-of-range (second lev
el) study is worth less than 13-F (whether by
itself or further compounded with pump,
break, or Tin variations) in early reflood and
less in the other phases of the transient
3. In all cases, the break second-level and pump
first-level variation had the largest effect;
and this was carried as the dominant cross
product through refloodL. However, there is a
negative interaction between the pump and
break which reduces, rather than increases,
the effect of the compounded variation. Thus
the order of the peak cladding temperature is
nominal < pump < pump+break < break, as
can be seen in Tables 30 through 32.
4. Setting the pump loss coefficient to zero had
no effect on the peak cladding temperature.
(Pump effects are dominated by the two
phase degradation curves.)
Except for the pump-break crossprodluct, all these and
any other parameter variations have been excluded
from further consideration (except for those dealt with
earlier as biases); and it is concluded that there is no
need for further justification of Table 29.
4.3.4 Intermediate Results. These four biases
discussed above are summarized in an intermediate
view of final uncertainty in Table 38.

4.4 Combining the
Uncertainties
Table 38 shows two types of information. The first
type comes from a probability distribution function
with a specific statistical pedigree; the others do not.
Only the hot channel bias has a statistical pedigree. By
pedigree, it is meant there is a statistically viable com
bination process.
It is well known that it is allowable to add mean val
ues, although the underlying rules which permit such
addition are seldom understood. Misconceptions also
abound as to the meaning of the various central limit
theorems. In order to combine the biases and the prob
ability distribution function results of Table 38, it was
assumed that:

1. The biases (stated as differential peak clad
ding temperatures) are independent of the
TRAC probability distribution function re
sults and independent of each othet
2. The bias is constant over the time intervals of
each LBLOCA phase.
These two assumptions permit the last three biases to
be algebraically added and combined with both the
mean and 95th percentile for each LBLOCA phase.
Assumption 2 is incorrect, since the bias would have to
jump betweenphases; however; in general, itis reason
ably conservative. Indeed, if the biases and the TRAC
probability distribution functions were normally dis
tributed, a root sum of squares might be used for esti
mating the 95th percentile.
The major concern is treatment of the hot channel
bias, since distributional information is available. The
hot channel results can be combined with the TRAC
probability distribution function. However, the large
benefit biases implied by the differential-95th values
are nearly as large after combination. The TPO de
cided that both large-benefit and penalty biases have
similarphysical bases; however, from aregulatoryper
spective, penalties are easier to justify on the grounds
of conservatism. Thus, the majority TPG viewpoint
was to (a) disregard the distributional aspects, (b) ui
lize the mean value, (c) assume it meets the two as
sumptions, and (d) add it to the other biases.
The methods in the previous paragraph permit using
the summed bias line in Table 38. By reconsidering
the Forslund-Rohsenow (F-R) correction from a sta
tistical viewpoint, the actual conservatism of the esti
mate is illustrated. A series of supplementary rods
were caried along in the calculation with the F-R cor
relation multiplied by various values; interpolation
produced the specific results for a multiplier of 0.26.
For each base CSAU case, the peak cladding tempera
ture with and without F-lR activated were compared.
The eight values were arranged, and the difference
provides an indication of the effect of setting F-R to
0.26. Table 39 shows the TRAC-calculated peak clad
ding temperature for the late reflood phase of the tran
sient, along with the cumulative probability up to that
peak cladding temperate. The difference between
the two averages, 160*F, is a difference without a firm
statistical basis, except that all values but one are well
above the mean and hence should not be simply added.
The final addition of 160*F is a number that is too
large, perhaps by one half, and indicates a degree of
conservatism in the treatment of this bias.
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Table 38.

intermediate view of the peak dadding temperature uncertainty in the context of biases
Peak Cladding Temleratw
Reflood

Mean
95thpercentile

"TRACpdf resuls,

Blowdown

Early

Late

1162
1447

978
1399

758
1336

APCT
RlF)
Reflood

63
45
47
0
0.
0

Mean
95th percentile

Hot channel:
Follsnd-Rohsenow
Entrainment
ECCS bypass
Nitrogen effects
S-mined biases

Table 39.

Early
25
-54
84
-9
-34
18

Blowdown

Biases

Late
-14
-157
160
106
-34
18

11-6

Estimating the probability associated with the Forslud-Robsenow bias for late reflood

Case
Nominal
Break 1-level
Break 2-level
Pump 1-level
Pump 2-level
Tin -36-F
T,,,+180 0F
Cross product
Average PCr

FR =(°F)
026PCr

FR = iPCr
(OF)

h(T<PCI)

959
1097
1141
943
950
981
464
1125
957

0.71
0.81
0.83
0.70
0.71
0.74
0.20
0.83
0.71
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1087
1251
1290
1091
1051
1102
779
1289
1117

PITG<PCrD
0.81
0.91
0.93
0.81
0.78
0.82
0.58
0.93
.0.82

Table 40 indicates the final estimate of the com
bined LBLOCA uncertainties at the mean and at the
95th percentile. These ame obtained by simple addition
of the summed biases to the results obtained from the
50,000 history studies of the best quartic RSs.

Consider, however, what would happen to Figure 46.
A value of 1O0 PF was added to each LOFt data point
in the 301-point blowdown data base (Figure 44). The
7.5- to 10.5-kW/ft histograms were then plotted with
and without the 1000F addition, as shown in Figure 48.
The result is a slight shift in the histogram. The TRAC
calculations with and without the added biases are now
superimposed, as shown in Figure 49. The added
biases still produce a significantly conservative result.
The percentile estimate of the blowdown peak clad

There are several unlikely comparisons in the final
results. The RS analyses shows that both the mean and
95th percentile values become smaller in time. After
addition of the summed biases, the mean continues to
become smallerbut the 95thpercentile becomes larger.
This implies a fracturing of the time-dependent proba.
bility distribution function in a way that seems unlike
ly. Therefore, further comparisons of these final
uncertainties with any available experimental data
should be performed.

ding temperature is considerably conservative com

pared to the experiment. There is a degree of fredom
in the choice of the linear heat generation rate range.
There are no TRAC linear heat generation rate values
greater than 10 kW/ft, but there are many below 7.5
kW/ft. Therefore, an asymmetric interval with a nomi
nal 9.5 kW/ft was chosen. Using symmetric ranges, or
other arbitrary choices, a much better fit could be
made. However, a linear heat generation rate of at
least 11 kW/ft would be required before any LOFr ex
perimental data exceeded 1400 * . In other words, un
til the linear heat generation rate data range is allowed
to exceed 11 kW/ft (some 15% above the nominal peak
TRAC value), the TRAC probability distribution func
tion is conservative, whether summed biases are added
or not.

4.5 Confirmation and
Conservatism of the
Uncertainty Analyses
In this section, the relationship between the results
obtained and experimental data is evaluated. In addi
tion, it is determined that a TRAC-PFI/MOD1
LBLOCA calculation, with the selected nodalization,
is a conservative estimator of peak cladding tempera
ture durng both blowdown and reflood.

4.5.2 Reflood. Although the TRAC calculation for
the full-scale NPP shows the occurrence of two major
reflood peaks, the experimental data available do not
always exhibit such phenomena. Therefore, it is un

4.5.1 Blowdown. Figure 44 presents the five
facility blowdown data previously referred to with
TRAC calculation results superimposed. From this
plot, histograms of the experimental data were pre
pared by binning the peak cladding temperatures for
various ranges of the linear heat generation rate. Fg
ure 45 shows the normalized histograms for two
ranges of the linear heat generation rate with the
TRAC distribution function superimposed. The com
parison well represents the phenomena observed in the
experiments. Figure 46 shows the same results with
the TRAC probability distribution function shifted by
the summed biases from Table 38; the singular in
crease in conservatism attribumble to the simple addi
tion of the biases is evident.

certain whether the CCTF/SCrF experiments apply to
the fmt second, orneitherrefloodpeak. It is assumed
that the experiments apply to the second reflood peak,
because the initial conditions for the early peak do not
correspond to those of the experimental data base.
The TRAC modeling of CCTF/SCTF is acceptable,
on average, as can be seenin Figure 50. Indeed, an av
erage TRAC calculation predicts a peak cladding tem
perature about 18*F too high. This implies that, on
average, the Forslund-Rohsenow biases are not re
quired for the TRAC calculation to agree with the ex
periments. As noted earlier, the problem is that
theexperimental facilities are subscale and contain dis
torted plena and downcomers as compared to the plant.
Although TRAC models these facilities well on aver
age, questions remain concerning scaleup. If only the
core heatup is considered, however, the concerns of
plena and downcomer effects do not apply. Figure 51
shows 215 reflood data points. These data show the
core temperature rise as a function of the cold reflood
rate (coolant injection rate divided by the core
flowarea). The base temperature is the cladding

Several questions are raised here relative to tuning
and to the adequacy of the LOFT thermocouple mea
surements. Figure 47 shows a direct TRAC/LOFr
blowdown comparison for 27 maximum cladding tem
perature datapoints. TRAC predictions are on average
23*F higher than the experimental values, indicating a
general adequacy and slight conservatism ofTRAC for
this LOFT test. Indeed, if the summed biases are add
ed, TRAC is 133 0F too high. Even if the LOFr mea
surements were low by as much as 1000 , the TRAC
positive summed biases would still be 33*F too high.
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Table 40. Estimate of total LBLOCA peak dadding mperature uncertainty
Peak Cladding Temperature
(oF)
Reflood
Source
TRAC response surface
Mean
95th
Summed biases:
Adjusted mean
Adjusted 95th
T95 - TMe.n

I

2300

Blowdown

Early

Late

1162
1447
110
1272
1557
285

978
1399
84
1062
1483
421

758
1336
236
994
1572
578
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experimental facilities (217 points) during reflood.
Figure 51. Measured temperature rise data from scaled
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temperature at the start of core recovery at the eleva
tion of the hot spot. Because the reflood rate used is
independent of bypass or other phenomena, the result
ing multi-facility data plot is, within its bounds, a
scaleless representation of the reflood temperature rise

points discussed in the previous paragraph. This is
done in Figure 52, where both frequency histograms
are overlayed. These histograms have very similar
properties, except for an offset of between 105 and
1250 F From a probabilistic viewpoint, they describe
(within a constant offset) the same phenomena. One
could use nonparametric analysis (Chapter 9 of Refer
ence 41) to determine a confidence interval for this off
set This comparison between the TRAC calculations
and the experimental data shows that TRAC conserva
tively predicts the late reflood temperature rise by
about 105*F at the mean and 125*F at the 95th percen
tile, before the addition of any biases.

process. In other words, about 95% of all experimental

data points, independent of scale, are expected to fall

inside the boundf

Analysis indicates that a plot of this sort would be
14
expected with a slope of UIR7 rather than Ul-*
;
hence, it is believed that within experimental u
.e

tainty, this display can accurately be expected to be a

scale-free representation of the reflood data. Unfortu
nately, in the range of most interest (4 < Ut <5 ins),
there are only 12 experimental data points. This makes
direct comparisons of the type used for blowdown
(where there were more than 50 data points in the in
tervals ofinterest) less than adequate. Therefore, a dif
ferent procedure, utilizing two different methods of
comparison between calculation and experiment, is
used.
Figure 51 shows a data display with a relatively
stable bandwidth over a range of a factor of 30 in U1 .
It is inferred that the underlying probability distribu
tion functionhas the same f3rm, independent ofthe the
magnitude of UR, but that the parameters will be fimn
tious of UR. Consequently, each of the experimental
data points are rescaled by multiplying them by
(UpJ4.5).1-14 The 4.5-in./s value is a compromise on
the TRAC late reflood cold injectionrate, which varies
between4.27 and 5.09 ins Theplot in figure 51 wiil
be rotated abound the regression line at UR = 4.5 in./s,
and the mean regression line and the upper 95% lines
will be a constants at 610 F and 2250, respectively.
This produces 213 pseudo data points at 4.5 in./s from
which the frequency histogram, shown in ligure 52, is
created.
The matrixin Table 29 provides nearly uniform cov
ering of all the important interactions and nearly uni
form coverage of each underlying parameter. As such,
the raw TRAC output, by itsel, provides a basis for di
rectly establishing a histogram. Fgure 53, for exam
ple, shows the TRAC data as a histogram and the
probability distribution function derived from a
fourth-order RA through the TRAC data (the smooth

line). While the RA-derived probability distribution

function does not capture the 3% ofthe data at the rigbt
side, it does show that the histogram is a very reason
able approximation to the probability distribution
function (and vice versa). Indeed, within one degree,
both representations have the same 95th percentile [Pr
(DT < 350*F) = 0.95]. Thus the TRAC histogram may
be used in place of the derived probability distribution
function to compare with the 213 experimental data

The above demonstration of TRAC conservatism
compared to experiment made use of a scaled set ofex
perimental data points in comparing with the TRAC
calculated values forlt reflood. Another comparison
would be to simply plot all the TRAC-calculated re
sults on the experimental data plot Figure 54 repeats
Figure 51 without the experimental data display, all
calculated results are shown for both reflood periods.
If Table 29 is examined in conjunction with Tables
30 through 32, it is seen that all important cross
products are included. That is, Tables 30 through 32
contain about all the maximum values that can be
expected within the underlying parameter ranges.
Since the test matrix is a nearly uniform overlay on the
parameter space (test points are nearly evenly spaced
on apercent of range basis), it is expected (as shown in
Rgure 53) that the TRAC results are themselves a rea
sonable representation of the underlying probability
distribution function.

The 95% experimental data bound indicates that
only 5% of any new data should (on average) fall out
side the lines. Based on the raw TRAC data, some
19% of the late reflood data falls above the upper 95th
percentile bound. However, after subtracting the scale
factor, then only between 4.3% and 6.2% would lie
above. This is seen as a reasonable match (the ex
pected tail would be 2.5% for a symmetric
distribution).
Although the late reflood.TRAC calculations can ra
tionally be related to the reflood experiment base, this
is not true of the early reflood TRAC results. Figure
54 shows that some 61% of the TRAC data exceeds the
95% bound; but, more importantly, there are a signifi
cant number of TRAC data points below the mean
value. Histograms are not prepared here, since there
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Figure 54. Temperature =is from TRAC NPP calculations during reflood.
is litde doubt that the TRAC early reflood peak is not
represented by the CCMF/SCTF/LOFr reflood data

display. The cause of this is quite simply that the initial
conditions in TRAC at the start of the early reflood pe
riod are not representative of the initial conditions at
the start of the reflood experiments. The TRAC condi
tions are strongly transient, whereas those in the ex
periment are nearly static. For the late reflood TRAC
cases, the starting point is near the minimum between

the two peaks and hence appears to correspond more
closely to the conditions of the experiments.

As a result of these considerations, it is concluded
that the late reflood TRAC results staistically corre
spond well (within a scale factor) with the experimen
tal data. Also, the early reflood TRAC results are
conservative compared to the experimental data, but
this correspondence may not be meaningful. As a re
sult, while the addition of the biases due to Forslund
Rohsenow and the others only make the TRAC results
still more conservative, the lack of validation for the
early reflood simulation makes their addition
reasonable.

4.6 Summary
In Section 4, Steps 11 through 14 of the CSAU dem
onstration application were presented. The various

processes and decisions used in the third CSAU ele
ment are shown in the process diagram of Figure 55.
The NPP calculations produced a sufficient data base
for determining a probability distribution function by
using the response surface methodology. For the se

lected plant, nodalization, input data, and range of im
portant parameters, the estimated peak cladding
temperature mean value was < 1162*F and the 95th
percentile peak cladding temperature was < 1447F,
occurring during blowdown.

The CSAU process requires accounting for addi
tional biases and uncertainties identified during the
application. When these values were combined with
the response surface results, the mean and 95th percen

tile peak cladding temperatures were < 1272*P (expe
rienced during blowdown) and < 15720F (experienced
during late reflood), respectively.

The results of the CSAU application were compared
to experimental data. These comparisons indicate that
CSAU application results provide a conservative esti
mate of the margin between the expected peak clad
ding temperature and the 10 CFR Part 50 limit, at a
high level of probability.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The NRC and its contractors and consultants have

cesses. This step quantifies key code parame
ters for sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.

developed and demonstrated a procedure to quantify
the uncertainty in calculated safety parameters with
computer codes used in ECCS analysis. The funda
mentals of the procedure are to investigate Code

A selection of a standard plant model through
evaluation of the code input model describing
the plant geometry and its ability to model the
physical phenomena. The model noding is
assessed by comparing model response with
phenomena from experimental facilities.

Scalability, Code Applicability, and Code Uncertainty
(CSAU). This report has described both the CSAU
methodology and an example application.

CSAU Methodology

Evaluation of code accuracy by comparison
of code-calculated and experimental data.
These and additional evaluations provide for
quantification of potential bias and
uncertainty.

The methodology developed is a general investiga
tion procedure that was outlined by the flow diagram

shown in Figure 1. The procedure steps are grouped
into three key eement

Determination of processes, phenomena, and
components that are sensitive to scale due to
code models. Evaluation of code capabilities,
experimental and code assessment, and ana
lytical evaluation provide a rationale for
quantifying the bias and uncertainty relatedto
code scaling.

a. RequirementsandCapabilitiesare evaluated

by:
Specifying the accident and scenario for
which the ECCS analysis, or other safety
related analysis, is to be evaluated.
Defining the plant-specific geometry and

operating conditions.
Studying the physical processes and their
importance, in ordertoprioritize and simplify

the investigation.

The assessment and ranging element thus provides
for the evaluation of key code parameters in terms of
their priority and ranges for input to the final element
of the process. The methodology addresses both
parameters that can be defined in terms of bias and dis
tribution and parameters that can only be conservative
ly bounded.

Describing the computer code and its
characte dsd

c.

Critically evaluating the code to determine its
applicability and capability to simulate the
scenario and model the physical processes
and their effect on the safety-related
variable&

Sensitivityand UncertaintyAnalysis provides
for.

Translation of the variability in the key code
parameters into individual contributions to

uncertainty in the primary safety criteria.
Combination of the individual uncertainties
into atotal uncertainty ofthe code in its simu
lation of the primary safety criteria for the

The requirements and capabilities evaluation pro
vides a statement of code applicability to provide the
numerical simulation needed for the analysis. The
evaluation also identifies and prioritizes the major
potential sources of uncertainty with respect to the
code's simulation of the primary safety criteria.

scenario and plant.
In summary, the CSAU methodology is:

"* Traceable, using a frozen code and docu
mented research,

b. Assessment andRanging of Parameters

provides fo.

"* Comprehensive, addressing experiments,
codes, assessments, plants, and scenarios,

The selection of a data set (assessment ma
trix) containing ranges of the relevant code
parameters that describe the important pro-

"• Efficient and sufficient, combining a top
down approach to define the dominant
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phenomena and a bottom-up approach to
quantify uncertainty,

"* Practical, integrating expert opinion with
research results, and

"* General, being applicable to a wide variety of
scenarios, plants, types of uncertainty
sources, and safety criteria.

Application of the CSAU
Methodology
The CSAU methodology has been demonstrated by
evaluating TRAC-PF1/MODI Version 14.3 uncer
tainty in predicting peak cladding temperature for an
LBLOCA scenario in a Westinghouse four-loop PWR.

values were evaluated from data compilations, code
calculations, and comparisons with separate- and inte
gral-effects data. In this application, separate biases
(bounding values) were added for hot channel effects,
the non-conservative application of the Forslund
Robsenow dispersed flow heat transfer correlation,
full-scale steam binding, ECC bypass effects, and dis
solved nitrogen.

The third element then produced a statement of the
total uncertainty in the primary safety criteria, using
plant sensitivity calculations over the ranges of the
variables determined in the previous element. The to
tal uncertainty was based on (a) a combined bias and
distribution of those individual contributors that were
originally cast in terms of bias and distribution and (b)
separate biases for those contributors quantified as
bounding values.

In the application, 41 potentially importn phenom
ena were identified for the blowdown period, 44 for
the refill period, and 46 for the reflood period. Evalua
tion of these phenomena for their effect on the safety
criteria reduced this set to seven highly ranked phe
nomena and components: break flow, fuel stored ener
gy and response, reactor coolant pump two-phase flow
behavior, steam binding during reflood, ECC bypass,
and effects of non-condensible gases. The manner in
which the code simulates these components and pro
cesses was determined, and a set of key code parame
ters was identified. For this application, 18 code
parameters were identified, plus one additional vari
able not modeled in the code. This process was shown
inFigure 1.

The combined peak cladding temperature uncertain
ty, arising from those contributors whose variability

Application of the second element in the process
established the assessment matrix and developed the
plant model nodalization. The matrix established is
shown in Figure 13; and the plant nodalization, con
sisting of about 250 fluid cells for the coolant loops
and 220 fluid cells for the reactor vessel, was given in
Section 3.2. A series of auxiliary calculations and
assessments using separate-effects test data reduced
the important code-related uncertainties from 18 to 10.
The variability in these parameters was determined in
terms of bias and distribution, or bounding values. Pa
rameter ranging (bias and distribution) and bounding

The application shows the motivation to move to
best-estimate analysis to be well founded, with a po
tential 95% probability safety margin in peak cladding
temperature of628-F with respect to the 2200-F safety
criteria in 10 CFR Part 50.

could be quantified by bias and distribution, had a
mean value < 1162*F and a 95th percentile upper

bound < 1447f"F.
Five additional contributors were each evaluated in
terms of bounding variability and resulting separate

bias in peak cladding temperature because of insuffi
cent data or for economic practicality. The separate
biases were conservatively combined with the above
values by algebraic addition for maximum values of
mean peak cladding temperature < 1272*F and 95th
percentile peak cladding temperature < 1572OF

Th demonstration illustrated the necessity for eva
luating uncertainty for each phase of a scenario that is
dominated by different phenomena and for providing
well-justified engineeringtechniques to quantify indi
vidual uncertainties in the primary safety criteria and
their subsequent combinations.

III
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APPENDIX A
RATIONALE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND RANKINGOF PHENOMENA

A-1

APPENDIX A
RATIONALE FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING OF PHENOMENA
This appendix documents the rationale for the identification and
ranking of phenomena (processes) in Step 3 of the CSAU methodology.

A-3

Rationale for the Identification and Ranking of Phenomena (Processes)
One of the cornerstones of the CSAU method is the identification and
ranking of phenomena that are important to the specific scenario (or set of
scenarios). The rationale for these activities follow.
Bottom-Up and Too-Down Methods
Two distinct approaches have been proposed in the past to assess a BE
code and to determine its uncertainty: bottom-up and top-down.
In the bottom-up method, each model and all the closure relations in a
code are examined and assessed in a uniform fashion. Sensitivity studies
are performed on every single model to assess its effects on calculated
results. Although this method is rigorous, it is definitely impractical in
view of the large number of calculations that would be required. It has
been estimated that for N important parameters, 2(N+1) 2 calculations would
be required to complete such a sensitivity study. A BE code such as
TRAC-PF1/MOD1 has over 175 significant parameters in the closure equations.
Consequently, the number of required sensitivity calculations would be
enormous, rendering the bottom-up approach impractical, if not impossible to
realize.
In the top-down approach, one identifies significant phenomena which
have influence on the overall results for a scenario or a distinct class of
scenarios. The capability of the code to calculate these significant
phenomena is assessed against test data. Finally, sensitivity studies are
performed on parameters and/or models which affect the significant
phenomena.
It is evident that the top-down approach has several attractive
features, for example, the reduced number of sensitivity calculations.
However, it still has important shortcomings, that is, it does not offer a
method to address the questions related to scaling and to compensating
errors among others. The CSAU method, which removes these and other
shortcomings, is described below.
The CSAU Approach
The CSAU method, like the top-down approach, assesses and examines only
a reduced number of selected parameters and closure relations. The
selection is made according to the importance that a phenomena/process
(modeled by closure relations) has in a particular scenario. It is,
therefore, imperative for both methods (CSAU and top-down), that all
important processes be identified and assessed for their relevance to the
scenario. Note that this is the same requirement a facility designer has to
meet to perform experiments relevant to LWR safety studies. However, the
CSAU method expands on the top-down approach, as heretofore applied to (or
proposed for) code uncertainty studies, in three respects:
1.

The processes are identified and ranked not only for the entire
system, but also for its components;

2.

System components are examined to determine whether or not scale
distortions (if present) have an effect on the important processes
identified and ranked above; and
A-4

3.

Closure equations that model the important processes are examined
to determine their scale-up capabilities.

The consideration of each component separately (and not only the
entire system) is predicated by the fact that the effects of scale
distortion (when present) in a component change as processes evolve and
change during the transient.
Relating components to important processes makes it possible to
identify at what stage of the transient a known distortion in a component,
say the downcomer, upper plenum, etc., can affect (distort) the results
and/or the subsequent evolution of the transient. With this information
available, questions concerned with scaling, scaling distortion, and
tuning can be addressed, as discussed in Sections 2.2.4 and 3.5 and
Appendix C.
The reason to numerically rank the processes is based on the need to
provide a systematic and consistent approach for all activities shown in
Figure 1. Furthermore, with well-defined ranking of important processes,
code capabilities, and calculated results, the prioritization of code
modeling improvements can be made very easily.
The identification and ranking of phenomena/processes is performed by
a group of experts with many years experience in:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Designing LWRs
Designing test facilities
Performing tests
Analyzing test results
Performing code calculations, and
Analyzing calculated results

Members of such a group are drawn from national laboratories, academia,
industry and the NRC. The procedure is as follows:
1.

The scenario is divided into operationally characteristic time
periods.

2.

For each time period, processes and phenomena are identified for
each component following a closed circuit throughout the system.
This is done to differentiate cause from effect.

3.

Starting with the first time period, the activities continue,
component by component, until all potentially significant
processes have been identified to the satisfaction of the group.

4.

The procedure is repeated sequentially from time period to time
period, until the end of the scenario.

Once the identification of processes has been completed, the group
proceeds to rate them. The ranking is performed for a fixed time period
starting with the first.
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The ranking scale ranges from the lowest (say 1) to the highest (say
9). Upon completion of the consensus ranking, the consistency of the
results is checked; for example, with the Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP). Reasons for considering AHP include:
o
o
o

Hierarchic structuring (representation and decomposition)
Priority discrimination (ranks elements by relative importance)
Logical structuring (elements are grouped logically and ranked
consistently)

An attractive feature of AHP, when applied to a LOCA problem, is that
the relative importance of any given process is determined only through
pairwise comparison with other processes taken one at a time. The AHP
then includes matrix arithmetic to assimilate all individual decisions in
a global conclusion. Thus, AUP combines features of the deductive
approach (that focuses on the parts, as in the bottom-up approach) with
the system approach (that concentrates on the whole system, as in the
top-down approach).
The results of these activities are summarized in Phenomena
Identification and Banking lables (PIRTs) for the particular scenario (or
set of scenarios) and NPP. Once developed, a PIRT document can be used
to:
1.

Assist uncertainty evaluations of any BE code (i.e., a PIRT is
generic and nonspecific to any particular code), and

2.

Assist scaling and design considerations of a test facility.

Thus, if used in a combined fashion, PIRTs can provide equal consistency
to analysis and experimentation.
A meeting that followed the above procedure was held in January 1987
to develop a PIRT for an LBLOCA in a PWR. The results are presented in
Reference 13, together with a detailed discussion. They are also
summarized in Table 1 of Part B, Section 2.3.
It can be concluded from the above discussion that the CSAU approach:
1.

Provides a comprehensive, physically based framework for
analyzing an accident scenario. This is essential to a
methodology that is systematic, auditable and traceable.

2.

Decomposes the scenario into elementary components and provides a
casual relationship approach. This is essential for identifying
modeling requirements and understanding the role of each
component (and therefore model) in the selected accident
scenario.

3.

Provides a hierarchical structure and priority discrimination of
processes/phenomena for a specific accident scenario. This is
essential for a code uncertainty evaluation methodology that is
not only comprehensive and systematic, but also feasible and
practical.
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APPENDIX B
OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS OF A MODEL AND CORRELATIONS
QUALITY EVALUATION (MC/QE) DOCUMENT
Models and
This appendix documents the objectives and requirements of a
Correlations Quality Evaluation Document inthe CSAU methodology.
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ObJectives and Requirements of a Model and Correlations Oualitv Evaluation
Document
Needs
The capability of a BE code to model and calculate postulated NPP
accident scenarios is provided by the field equations and by the closure
relations. The field equations provide a code with overall capabilities to
model three-dimensional flows and to account for effects of thermodynamic
non-equilibrium, unequal phase velocities, phase separation,
noncondensibles, etc. The closure relations enable a code to model and
calculate particular processes and/or limiting phenomena of interest to NPP
accident analysis.
Host, if not all, of the closure relations and models for limiting
phenomena are obtained from experiments performed in scaled-down
facilities. Furthermore, as noted in Part A, these closure relations
(correlations, parameters, etc.) are often modified, that is, tuned, to
obtain better agreement with certain test data. Tuning can easily lead to
the existence of compensating errors in a code.
Consequently, to assess whether or not a code can be applied to
calculate a postulated scenario (or a set of scenarios) for a specific NPP,
it is necessary to:
I.

Determine whether or not the closure relations are adequate to
model phenomena and processes important to the specific scenario
and NPP design,

2.

Determine whether or not the closure relations have the capability
to scale-up processes from test facilities to conditions of
interest to NPP applications,

3.

Identify closure relations which have been tuned,

4.

Determine whether or not tuning could have been affected by
potential scale distortions in the test facilities,

5.

Assess the effect of tuning on full-scale plant calculations, and

6.

Determine whether or not the code has compensating errors and, if
so, to identify scenarios for which the code may or will generate
non-conservative results.

To be able to address these items, the NRC requested that code
developers provide additional documentation and that code assessors generate
assessment reports of greater scope and depth. Specifically, the Los Alamos
National Laboratory was requested to provide a models and correlations
quality evaluation (MC/QE) document for all of its thermal-hydraulic codes,
starting with TRAC-PFI/MOD1. Similarly, the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory was requested to generate such documents for its codes, starting
with RELAPS/MOD2 and TRAC-BF1 (see References 15 through 20).
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The objectives and requirements of a MC/QE and of code assessment
reports are summarized below.
Objectives and Requirements of a MC/OE Document
The .C/QE

has three objectives:

1.

To provide information on the quality of closure equations, that
is, on correlations and models and/or other criteria used in the
code.

2.

To describe how these closure relations are coded in the program
and to assure that the descriptions in the code manual conform to
the coding.

3.

To provide a technical rationale and justification for using these
closure relations (as actually coded) in the range of interest to
NPP safety evaluations.

Consequently, for correlations, models, criteria, and constants used in
the code, the MC/QE must:
1.

Provide information on the original source, the supporting data
base, the accuracy, and the applicability to NPP conditions.

2.

Provide an assessment of effects If used outside the supporting
data base.

3.

Describe the implementation in the code (i.e., actual coding
structure).

4.

Describe any modifications required to overcome-computational
difficulties.

5.

Provide an assessment of effects due to implementation (item 3)
and/or due to modifications (item 4) on the overall code
applicability and accuracy.

Reauirements of Code Assessment Reports
To gain confidence in the predictive capability of a BE code when
applied to NPP accident scenarios, it is necessary for code assessment
reports to:
1.

Assess code capability and quantify accuracy to calculate various
parameters of interest, such as cladding temperature, inlet and
outlet flow for various components, pressure drops, liquid
inventory and distribution, temperature distributions, etc.

2.

Determine whether or not the calculated results are due to
compensating errors.
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3.

Assess whether or not the calculated results are self-consistent
and present a cohesive set of information that is technically
rational and acceptable.

4.

Assess whether or not the timing of events calculated by a code
are in agreement with experimental data.

5.

Explain any unexpected or, at first glance, strange result
calculated by the code. This is particularly important when
experimental measurements are not available to give credence to
the calculated results. In such cases, rational technical
explanations will greatly support generation of credibility and
confidence in the code.

Furthermore, whenever there is a disagreement between calculated results and
experimental data, it is necessary to:
6.

Identify and explain the cause for discrepancy, that is, to
identify and discuss the deficiency in the code (or, if necessary,
to discuss the inaccuracy of experimental measurements).

7.

Address the question of how important the code deficiency is to
overall results, that is,to parameters and issues of interest.

8.

Explain why a code deficiency may not have an important effect on
a particular scenario.

9.

Discuss what changes should be made to models and correlations to
obtain better agreement should the discrepancy (code deficiency)
have a significant impact on overall results.

With respect to code input model and sensitivity studies (if performed), it
is necessary for code assessment reports to:
10.

Provide a nodalization diagram along with a discussion of the
nodalization rationale.

11.

Specify and discuss the boundary and initial conditions, as well
as the operational conditions for the calculations.

12.

Discuss modifications to the input model (nodalization, boundary,
initial and/or operational conditions) resulting from sensitivity
studies (ifperformed).
Present and discuss results of sensitivity studies (if performed)
on closure relations or other parameters.

13.
14.

Provide guidelines for performing similar analyses.

References 18 and 20 are examples of the MC/QE documents generated to
meet the requirements listed above.
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APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF SCALE-UP CAPABILITIES OF BEST-ESTIMATE CODES

This appendix documents the rationale and techniques associated with
evaluation-of the scale-up capabilities of best estimate codes and their
supporting experimental data bases.
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EVALUATION OF SCALE-UP CAPABILITIES OF BEST-ESTIMATE CODES
N. Zuber (NRC)

and G. E. Wilson (INEL)
and
B. Boyack (LANL), R. Duffey (INEL), P. Griffith (MIT), G. Lellouche (SLI),
S. Levy (SLI), U. Rohatgi (BNL), and W. Wulff (BNL)
1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the CSAU (code scaling, applicability, and uncertainty)
procedure and its rationale for evaluating the scale-up capability of a
BE (best-estimate) code. The procedure is illustrated by applying it to
TRAC-PFI/MOD! calculations of a LBLOCA (large-break loss-of-coolant
accident) in a four-loop I (Westinghouse) PWR (pressurized water reactor).
To present the rationale and need for developing the procedure, the paper
discusses first (Section 2) the role that scaling has in nuclear reactor
safety analyses. The criteria developed to scale LOCA test facilities and
test conditions are summarized in Section 3. The CSAU procedure to evaluate
the scale-up capability of a BE code is presented in Section 4, together
with the flow diagram and prescription to be followed. An application of
this procedure to TRAC-PF1/MODl calculations of a LBLOCA in a four-loop W
PWR is illustrated in Section 5.
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2.

ROLE OF SCALING IN NPP SAFETY ANALYSES

NPP (nuclear power plant) safety analyses concerned with postulated accident
scenarios are based on an adequate experimental data base, on appropriate
models and computer code calculations, and, when appropriate, on bounding
Implicit to this approach are two premises, one pertaining to
calculations.
experiments and the other to codes; both are concerned with scaling. For
reasons discussed below, both premises must be addressed and evaluated
before a meaningful safety analysis can be performed.
2.1

Premise Related to Experiments

In nuclear reactor safety research, experimental data are use to:
1.

Develop correlations and/or models for a particular-process,

2.

Assess code capability to calculate such a process.

or

Full-scale test facilities capable of generating the experimental data of
interest are prohibitively expensive to construct and to operate.
Consequently, the majority of LOCA-related experiments have been performed
in reduced-scale separate- and integral-effects test facilities. The
premise made in following this approach is that experimental data from such
facilities are applicable and relevant to full-scale NPP conditions. This
implies that test facilities as well as the initial and boundary conditions
of experiments are properly scaled so that distortions (if and when present)
will not affect-the evolution of physical processes important to the
postulated accident scenario.
Whether a facility and the initial and boundary conditions of an experiment
are well-scaled must be evaluated for each facility and set of experiments
because such an evaluation determines whether the data can be used in NPP
safety analyses of a postulated accident.
2.2

Premise Related to Codes

The reliance on computer codes to simulate the behavior of an NPP during a
postulated accident scenario is predicated on three factors. First, it is
too costly, and for most accident scenarios not even feasible, to subject a
NPP to such an event. Second, very often one cannot directly apply results
from test facilities to a NPP; this is particularly true for some
separate-effects test data. Third, the study of various plant recovery
techniques can only be performed by computer codes.
Implicit to applications of computer codes to analyses of postulated
accident events in nuclear plants is the premise that these codes have the
capability to scale-up phenomena and processes from test facilities to
full-scale plant conditions. For reasons discussed below, this premise must
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, that is, for each postulated accident
scenario or for a set of scenarios.
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It is often stated that advanced codes are mechanistic and are based on
first principles; ipso facto, they have scale-up capability. However, as a
matter of fact, this not true, for the following three reasons.
First, because the conservation equations used in computer codes are
space-averaged and dependent on numerous empirical correlations, computer
codes are not based on first principles. Since the capability of a code to
model a particular process or phenomena is provided by particular closure
relations, the scale-up capability will depend on whether or not the
empirically determined closure relations have this capability. If test
facilities that generated the data from which the closure relations are
formulated are well scaled and the experiments are performed with
appropriately scaled initial and boundary conditions, the empirical closure
relations, and therefore a code, can be used in analyses of full-scale
NPPs. Otherwise, limitations due to scale distortions must be assessed
before meaningful safety analyses can be performed.
Second, the discretization schemes used to nodalize an NPP and perform
calculations provide computed values that are not local, but averaged over
large volumes. Consequently, these averages are functions of node size,
which may affect the evolution or the timing of a physical or chemical
process calculated by the code. Furthermore, as nodalization used to model
a nuclear plant and small-scale test facilities differs (the latter have
most often a much finer nodalization), the events calculated to occur in a
full-scale plant may differ from those observed in test facility
simulations. This problem becomes even more serious if a test facility has
scale distortions that could affect a particular process of interest.
Finally, because of compensating errors that may be present in a code, there
is no automatic assurance that a code has the capability to scale-up
processes observed in small-scale test facilities to full-scale nuclear
plants. Compensating errors are generated most often during the code
validation process. Since advanced codes have numerous parameters and
coefficients, i.e., dials, improved agreement with experimental data is
often achieved by adjusting some of these dials. This tuning process of a
code to a set of experimental data can and has introduced compensating
errors. The effect of such errors on the scale-up capability of a code
becomes even more difficult to assess if scale distortions are present in
the test facility or if the initial and boundary conditions of an experiment
are not properly scaled.
It can be concluded from this brief discussion that meaningful safety
analyses concerned with postulated accidents in NPPs require a scaling
evaluation of :
1.

Test facility design,

2.

Test initial and boundary conditions,

3.

Code closure relations (models and/or correlations), and

4.

Code assessment reports,
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because of their impact on code capabilities to model processes of interest
in the full-scale NPPs.
The two sections that follow describe how questions related to scaling have
been addressed in experiments and in the CSAU evaluation methodology.
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3.

SCALING OF LOCA TEST FACILITIES AND TEST CONDITIONS

As noted in Section 2, scaling plays an important role in safety analyses of
NPPs. To assure that the experimental investigations of LOCA phenomena are
conducted under conditions of interest and relevant to full-scale NPPs, it
was necessary to develop appropriate similarity criteria for scaling-down
thermal-hydraulic processes from full-scale plant to test facility. These
criteria were then used to dsign the facility, as well as to snecjfv test
conditions, that is, to specify the initial and boundary conditions of a
test. This section summarizes the techniques used to design and operate
LOCA-related test facilities. These are discussed in more detail in
Reference C-i.
3.1

Scaling Technigues

In a test program, scaling is a technique whereby a designer tries to
maintain geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarity between physical
processes occurring at full scale and those taking place in a scaled-down
test facility. Generally, an exact similitude cannot be achieved; see Kline
(Reference C-2).
In such a circumstance, the designer attempts to optimize
the similitude for processes of greatest interest. This may lead to
distortions of other processes of lesser importance.
The selected scaling criteria are used not only to design the facility but
also to specify test conditions. It is, therefore, imperative that all
important processes be identified and scaled, otherwise scale distortions
may alter or eliminate one or more of the significant processes, or such
distortions may Introduce spurious processes which are atypical of
full-scale plant conditions.
Consequently, the success of an experimental program rests on engineering
judgment and experience in identifying relevant processes and in selecting
appropriate criteria to scale them.
The applicability of results of water reactor safety experiments to a
full-scale NPP depends upon the scaling criteria to which test facilities
were designed. Several different scaling techniques have been employed in
the various LOCA-related experimental facilities. These techniques are
summarized by Kiang (Reference C-3) and include linear, volume, and single
and two-phase scaling criteria developed by Ishii and Kataoka (Reference
C-4). The recent report by Larson (Reference C-5) discusses in detail the
strength and weaknesses of the various scaling methods.
In what follows, we
summarize their main characteristics.
Linear Scaling
Linear scaling (Reference C-6) is a technique whereby linear dimensions of
the test facility are directly reduced by a fixed scale factor relative to
the prototype plant. This technique results in a test facility which is a
miniature replica of the prototype plant. Linear scaling has the advantage
that loop fluid transport time and acoustic wave propagation times are
reduced by the known scale factor. Thus, timing of events are directly
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scaled. However, lithear scaling has some dtstihct disadvantages.
Accelerations need to be scaled by the inverse of the time factor.
Rate-controlled phenomena (such as flashing, heat and mass transfer, and
flow regime development and transition) are also distorted in time relative
to the prototype. Additionally, linear reduction of lengths, areas, and
volumes results in a model system with very small geometric
characteristics. Thus, for systems where heat and mass transfer are
important, linear scaling cannot be easily applied, as heating surfaces
(such as heater rods or steam generator tubes) must be reduced to small
diameters.
This combination of drawbacks tends to make strict linear scaling an
unattractive candidate for scaling of integral nuclear-safety-related
facilities. Consequently, these facilities were designed and operated
according to the power-to-volume scaling discussed below.
Power-to-Volume Scaling
As LOCA scenarios are thermal-hydraulic dominated transients, the most
important consideration in deriving appropriate scaling criteria was to
preserve power and flow distributions as well as time. This led to the so
called power-to-volume scaling method conceived and developed in the LOFT
(Loss of Fluid Test) program in the early 1970s (Reference C-7). This
criterion requires the ratio of the power in the test facility divided by
the NPP power to be equal to the ratio of the test facility volume divided
by the NPP volume.
For this method of scaling, each component in the test facility is designed
with a fluid volume that has been reduced, relative to the prototype plant,
by a scale factor determined by dividing the test facility power by the
power of the prototype. As discussed by Nahavandi (Reference C-6), this
results in a facility that maintains prototypical elevations of its
components but which has components with much reduced fluid volume
diameters. With idealized volume scaling, the time scale, fluid mass and
energy distributions, velocities, accelerations, and lengths are preserved
the same in the test facility as in the prototype plant.
Thus, the volumetric heat generation rates in the core and the volumetric
heat removal rates in the steam generators will be the same as for the
prototype plant. In addition, since the time scale and the mass and energy
distributions are maintained prototypical, rate-dependent phenomena should
be accurately simulated in the test facility.
As indicated above, power-to-volume scaling has been the preferred method
for sizing an integral system for 'use :in investigating thermal-hydraulic
phenomena associated with LOCA-related transients. However, in application
of power-to-volume scaling, it is necessary to consider several scaling
effects and inherent deficiencies of the scaling criterion. In practice, it
is generally not possible to simultaneously maintain the length, elevation,
area, volume, and pressure drop relations required by strict adherence to
the criterion.
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Thus, compromises and deviations from a strict power-to-volume scaling
criterion are necessary in the construction of the test facilities. For
example, a compromise must be made in the design of loop piping
pressure drops typical of the full-scale plant. Generally, the
diameters must be oversized and horizontal lengths shortened to
correct piping hydraulic resistance (and corresponding pressure
maintaining the correctly scaled pipe fluid volume.

to obtain
pipe
provide the
drop) while

Deficiencies inherent in the power-to-volume scaling criterion, on the other
hand, cannot necessarily be designed around but must be taken into
consideration when an analysis of the test facility response is performed.
Examples of such deficiencies in power-to-volume scaled facilities include
excessive structural heat transfer and differences in flow regime
development and transition relative to the full-scale plant. The structural
heat transfer problem in the scaled facilities (especially in very small
designs) is a result of an overly large structural
surface-area-to-fluid-volume ratio,a, which can cause either excessive
heat transfer to the fluid or too large a system heat loss, depending on the
the transient type and time in the transient. The flow regime problem in
power-to-volume scaled facilities is due to the fact that flow regime
influences such things as critical flow and heat transfer characteristics,
and flow regime development and transition are affected by the pipe diameter
(Reference C-8).
Because power-to-volume scaling preserves height but reduces considerably
the diameter of fluid volumes, test facilities designed according to this
criterion have a very large length divided by diameter (L/D), that is, they
are tall and skinny. Consequently, the upper head, the plena (upper and
lower), and the downcomer are distorted. The downcomer, for example, has
not only a narrow gap but also has a very large surface-to-volume ratio.
These distortions will affec processes such as ECC (emergency core coolant)
bypass, mixing, liquid entrainment and deentrainment in the upper plenum,
liquid carry-over to the steam generators, and steam binding which are
important during the refill and reflood periods of a LBLOCA.

Ishii - Kataoka Scaling
Recently, new sets of scaling laws have been derived by Ishii and Kataoka
(Reference C-4) based on different formulations of the conservation
equations that were used in developing the techniques described above. They
used formulations for single- and two-phase flow and derived scaling
criteria more akin to classical scaling relationships.
Ishii-Kataoka scaling, which are probably the most general criteria to date,
ensures dynamic similarity for single-phase loop flow and for certain types
of two-phase flow. The height scale is the choice of the designer and can
be chosen to facilitate flow resistance matching. However, if a full-height

a. Note that this is not the case for the fuel rods in the core or the
tubes in the steam generators in power-to-volume scaled facilities.
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with the power-to-volume
model is selected, the scaling becomes identical
described above is also
scaling
linear
The
scaling described previously.
relationships result
a subset of the Ishii-Kataoka scaling.. Different
circulating single- and
whether one is considering forced or natural
two-phase systems.
Counterpart Tests
have certain advantages and
As mentioned above, all scaling criteriafacility
generally cannot simulate
disadvantages. Consequently, a single well; and some phases of the
all phases of a plant transient equally
plant behavior. The NRC
simulation may be distorted relative to expected
scaled testing and that
has long recognized the problems associated with
as scale size is reduced. To
such problems are generally more pronounced
the NRC has operated experimental
experimentally address this situation, facilities
built to different scale
facilities of various scale sizes and
systems both in the
criteria. Those facilities include thermal-hydraulic
as LOFT,
such
programs
United States and abroad. Examples include
use modified
which
of
all
Semiscale, FLECHT, FIST, MIST, UMCP, and 20/3D,
such as
systems
small
from
range
forms of volume scaling. Those programs
such as
systems
large
to
Semiscale (approximately 1/1700 scale by volume)
LOFT (approximately 1/60 scale by volume).
scaling method, one of the
To assess the merit of the power-to-volume
built to be a small version of
was
Semiscale facilities, the Hod-i system,
were run in both. Results
the LOFT facility and counterpart experiments
that, with some minor
demonstrated
of those experiments (Reference C-9)
were nearly the same.
exceptions, the response of the two facilities
adequacy of the
Therefore, these results helped confirm the
scenarios.
LBLOCA
to
power-to-volume scaling when applied
Modifications of the Power-To-Volume Scaling
approach for the overall
Power-to-volume scaling was used in a top-down
used to investigate
design of thermal-hydraulic integral testoffacilities
the Three Mile Island accident
LBLOCA scenarios. However, as a result LOCA),
this criterion had to be
and the interest in SBLOCA (small-break
in horizontal
abandoned when addressing thermal-hydraulicandphenomena
Zuber (Reference C-10) have
pipes. Taitel and Dukler (Reference C-8)
as flow regimes,
shown that thermal-hydraulic processes such
a small break in a horizontal
from
flow
counter-current flow, and critical
the power-to-volume
pipe obey Froude number scaling rather thanrecently
designed, such as
facilities
most
criterion. Consequently,
in the U.S. and others, have hot
ROSA-IV in Japan, BETHSY in France, MIST This
was done to avoid severe
legs scaled according to Froude number. processes
important to small
distortion effects on thermal-hydraulic
breaks.
scaling method (based
Thus, recent test facility designs follow ato top-down
the overall facility. This
on the power-to-volume criterion) applied level-to
address particular
method is then modified at the com2o
or to a NPP design.
thermal-hydraulic processes of interest to a scenario
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4.

CSAU PROCEDURE TO EVALUATE SCALE-UP CAPABILITIES OF BE CODES

The capability of a BE code to scale-up a particular process from a test
facility to a full-scale NPP rests primarily on the empirically determined
closure relations that model the process. Whether or not these
correlations or models have a scale-up capability depends on two factors:
one is concerned with test facility design and operation, the other with
the data matrix. Both have to be considered when quantifying code
uncertainty to calculate a postulated accident in a full-scale NPP.
Test facility design and operation must be considered to evaluate whether
or not the facility as well as the initial and boundary conditions of a
test are properly scaled so that the processes important to the scenario
are not affected by distortions.
The data matrix must be considered to evaluate whether test parameters
cover the range of interest to NPP applications.
This section presents the CSAU procedure and its rationale, developed to
address and evaluate the impact of these two factors on quantifying code
uncertainty.
4.1

Main Features of the Procedure

One of the important features of the CSAU method is that it can be used in
a systematic, comprehensive, and traceable manner to:
1.

Evaluate scale-up capabilities of a BE code when applied to a
specific accident scenario and NPP.

2.

Assess the effects of test facility scale distortions and/or of
distortions of test initial and boundary conditions on the above
capabilities.

3.

Account in the code overall uncertainty for the effects of an
inadequate data base and/or scale distortion when present in the
test facility or in the test conditions.

This is achieved by:
1.

2.

Using the MC/QE (model and vorrelations quality evaluation).
document together with code assessment reports to identify
closure relations and to evaluate their capability to scale up
the important processes listed in a PIRT (process identification
and ranking table) for the specified scenario, and
Recognizing and taking advantage of the fact that distortions do
not have the same effect throughout a transient. Some phases of
the transient are well simulated (scaled), while others may be
affected by distortions. Results that are not affected are used
directly to evaluate uncertainty, whereas those that may be
affected are subjected to further examination.
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Consequently, the CSAU procedure uses facility documentation, test
specifications, and data to classify code assessment results in two groups
according to whether or not test data for the important processes are
affected by distortions.
The prescribed steps of the procedure are discussed below, together with
their rationale.
4.2

Prescribed Procedure and Flow Diagram

The generic procedure to evaluate code scale-up capability (Step 10 of the
CSAU evaluation methodology) is shown in Figure C-i. It consists of ten
steps (numbered 10-1 through 10-10) grouped in two key elements:
Element 1--Requirements and Capabilities: which, for a specific scenario
(a) identifies the important processes that must be considered in
experiments and analyses and (b) provides information on test facility
design and operation and on code scale-up capabilities.
Element 2--Evaluation and Specification: which (a) evaluates capabilities
of tests and code to scale up the important processes to full-scale NPPs
and (b) specifies appropriate biases when required.
Figure C'1 also includes CSAU steps 1 through 5 to show how the CSAU
methodology MM and integrates information from test facility design and
operation, from scenario processes and phenomena, and from code
documentation to evaluate code scale-up capability and quantify its effect
on code uncertainty.
The ten steps of the procedure are described below.
10-1 Specify Test Facility: Experimental data used either to develop
closure relations or to assess a code are influenced by the design of a
particular facility as well as by operating conditions. It is necessary,
therefore, to specify the test facility that generated the data.
10-2 Provide Facility Documentation, Test Specification, and Results:
Test facilities are designed and operated to investigate particular
processes. To render test data from such facilities relevant to NPP
safety studies, It is necessary to assure that the facility as well as the
initial and boundary conditions of a test are properly scaled.
Consequently, it is necessary to provide documentation that discusses in
detail:
Test purpose, together with the important processes to be
1.
investigated.
2.

Similarity criteria for the important processes identified above.

3.

Similarity criteria used for test facility design, test initial
conditions, and test boundary conditions.
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(10-2
Provide
* Facility- Document
a Test Specifications
and Results

------------------.

Figure C-1.

CSAU generic procedure to evaluate code scale-up capability.
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4.

Similarity criteria that are to be preserved between tests and
full-scale NPPs.

5.

Distortions when present in the facility design and/or in
operating conditions (initial and/or boundary).

10-3 Evaluate Effects of Distortions on Important Processes: Test
facilities have scale distortions as a consequence of design compromises
that must be made. However, scale distortions (in some components) may
not have a constant effect on the evolution of a transient. Some
processes may not be affected by these distortions, while others that are
affected may not be important (or relevant) during a particular phase
(period) of the transient. Thus, some phases of a transient may be well
simulated in a facility that has distortions, while other phases can be
affected.
Consequently, the facility that provides the data used for code assessment
or for deriving closure relations must be examined to:
1.

Identify components that are well-scaled and differentiate them
from those that have distortions.

2.

Determine whether or not the important processes of a specified
scenario are affected by distortions of scale and/or initial and
boundary conditions.

3.

Identify phases of a transient that are well-simulated and
differentiate them from those that are affected by distortions.

This evaluation is based on information provided by Step 10-2 and by a
PIRT (CSAU Step 3).
10-4 S•ecify Bias: If some of the important processes (identified in a
PIRT) are affected by distortions, then a bias should be specified and
justified.
10-5 Evaluate Whether the Data Base Covers the NPP Range: If important
processes are not affected by scale distortions of a given facility, the
data base may still not be broad enough to include conditions
representative of NPP operation. Consequently, it is necessary to
evaluate whether or not the data base covers the range of interest to
NPPs. If this evaluation is affirmative, the results can be used directly
for ranging code parameters and for performing code sensitivity
calculations in CSAU Step 12.
10-6 Specify Bias: If the data base does not include NPP conditions,
then a bias should be specified and Justified.
10-7 Evaluate Scale-Up Capability of Closure Relations: For the
specified scenario ,a PIRT is used to identify and rank important
processes and plant components. The NC/QE document and code assessment
reports are then used to:
C-15

1.

Identify closure relations or correlations that model the
important processes and

2.

Evaluate scale-up capabilities of these closure relations and/or
models.

10-8 Specify Bias: If the closure relations do not have the capability
to scale-up processes important to the scenario, a bias should be
specified and Justified.
10-9 'Evaluate Whether Closure Relations Cover the NPP RanIe: Although
closure relations may have the capability to scale up the geometric
effects, the data base from which they have been derived may not include
conditions representative of NPP operation. Consequently, it is necessary
to evaluate whether or not closure relations cover the range of interest
to NPPs.
If the evaluation is affirmative, then the code can be used to perform
sensitivity calculations (CSAU Step 12).
10-10 Specify Bias: If closure relations that model the important
processes do not span NPP conditions, a bias should be specified and
Justified.
The above procedure is illustrated in the section that follows by applying
it to TRAC-PFI/MOD1 calculations of a LBLOCA in a four-loop _WPWR.
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5.

APPLICATION TO A LBLOCA

Following the procedure prescribed in Section 4, the TPG (Technical
Program Group) (a) evaluated the capability of TRAC-PFI/MOD1 to scale up
processes important to an LBLOCA scenario from test facility to full-scale
NPPs and (b) quantified the effects of scale on code uncertainty to
calculate the PCT (peak cladding temperature). This application of the
procedure is illustrated in Figure C-2 and summarized below.
5.1

Evaluation of Facilities and Data

The meeting that was convened to develop a PIRT for an LBLOCA in a PWR
(Reference C-1I) was also used to evaluate effects of scale distortions on
code assessment calculations of the same scenario.
To this end, the group proceeded to examine integral effects test
facilities used to assess capabilities of BE codes to calculate a LBLOCA
(Steps 10-1 and 10-2 of the procedure). As noted in Section 3, all of
these facilities were designed-according to the power-to-volume scaling
method, which preserves time, fluid mass and energy distributions,
velocities, accelerations, length, fuel rod diameter and pitch, and volume
and power ratios between test'facilities and the prototype plant.
Consequently, the core and. the important transient processes in the core
are well simulated. However, as length and fluid volume ratios are
preserved, the ratio of diameters (excluding the fuel rods) is not
preserved. Consequently, these facilities have upper heads, downcomers,
and plena that are considerably distorted.
After identifying the important processes and components (CSAU Step 3) and
examining the design characteristics of integral test facilities (Step
10-2), the group evaluated the effects of scale distortions on the
important processes (Step 10-3) and reached the following conclusions with
respect to the characteristic phases of an LBLOCA:
1.

BLOWDOWN PHASE--Test conditions for the available data relevant
Consequently, no
to the blowdown period are prototypical.
significant scaling effects due to distortions are to be expected
on PCT if they occur during blowdown. This conclusion was
reached based on the full-height characteristics of most of the
core heat transfer facilities, Including both the separate and
integral facilities designed to measure blowdown phenomena. A
further consideration was the prototypical thermal-hydraulic and
fluid boundary conditions used to drive the experiments.

2.

REFILL AND REFLOOD PHASES--Present facilities based on
ower-to-volume scaling have scale distortions in the upper and
ower plena, hot leg, cold leg, and downcomer. These distortions
may affect phenomena such as ECC bypass and steam binding,
Important to refill and reflood. For example, the ECC distortion
results from the hot walls in the downcomer, which have a too
large surface-area-to-fluid-volume ratio in the subscaled
facilities. Thus, the bypass may be overstated with respect to
C-17

Figure C-2.

Application of CSAU scaling procedure to TRAC-PF1/MODI
calculations of PWR LBLOCA.
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the full-scale plant response. Other scale distortions in'the
subscale facilities include three-dimensional effects in the
plena and core, none of which can be represented in an
essentially one-dimensional experimental facility. The
three-dimensional features of entrainment and deentrainment in
the upper plenum can have an effect on the carry-over of the
entrained water to the hot leg. This, in turn, affects may
amount of water delivered to the steam generators, which
result in a greater or lesser degree of steam binding and
subsequent impact on the reflood rate in the core.
in
As the important processes in the core are well simulated covered
the range
data
the
and
tests
and
power-to-volume scaled facilities
concluded
TPG
the
C-2),
Figure
in
10-5
and
of interest to NPPs (Steps 10-3
(CSAU
calculations
sensitivity
for
that core data could be used directly
Step 12).
However, as distortions of the downcomer and the plena in power-to-volume
scaled facilities affect ECC bypass, mixing, and steam binding processes,
biases had to be specified (Steps 10-4 and 10-6) to account for the are
effects of these distortions. These biases and their Justification
discussed in more detail in Sections 3 and 4 of the main body of the
report.
In
Another component identified in the PIRT as important was the pump. was
model
the
examining the available test data, the TPG concluded that
several data
based on subscale, low-pressure data. Through comparisons of that
the
bases at different scales and pressures, it was demonstrated
two-phase degradation and its uncertainty decreased with increasing scale
and pressure. Thus, a conservative bias and distribution were
established, based on one-third scale pump data, for use in performing
sensitivity calculations (CSAU Step 12). This bias and its Justification
are discussed in more detail in Sections 3 and 4 of the main body of the
report.
5.2

Evaluation of TRAC-PFI/MODI Scale-Up Capabilities

(CSAU
Using the PIRT for an LBLOCA (CSAU Step 3) and code documentation
up
scale
to
Step 5), the TPG assessed the capability of TRAC-PF1/1O01
of
10-10
through
10-7
processes important to an LBLOCA by following Steps
modeling
the procedure illustrated in Figure C-2. By comparing
in
requirements (specified in the PIRT) with code capabilities (described
scale-up
had
TRAC-PF1/HOD1
that
the code documentation), the TPG concluded
capabilities for modeling important LBLOCA processes. However, by
following the procedure, the TPG also identified processes and closure
relations that needed further attention. These were:
1.

Nitrogen effects associated with the coolant, and

2.

Critical two-phase flow through the break.

The comparison of modeling requirements and code capabilities revealed
(Step 10-7) that TRAC-PFI/MOD1 could not model the effects of dissolved
C-19

nitrogen in the coolant. Consequently, a bounding bias (discussed in
Sections 3 and 4 of the main body of the report) had to be specified (Step

10-10).

Critical two-phase flow through the break was rated in the PIRT as an
important process to a LOCA. From an evaluation of code documentation,
the TPG concluded that TRAC-PF1/MODI
had the general capability to scale
up this process to NPP geometry (Step 10-7). However, from an evaluation
of the full geometric scale portion of the data base, the TPG concluded
that the code model underpredicted the mass flow with some consistency
(Step 10-9).
In addition, the full-scale data base was limited to maximum
pressures somewhat below the prototypical value. However, further
comparison of the model with data bases having full reactor pressure
demonstrated that the bias and its uncertainty decrease with increasing
pressure. Consequently, a conservative bias and distribution were
specified and used to perform sensitivity calculations (CSAU Step 12).
The bias and distribution and their Justification are discussed further in
Sections 3 and 4 of the main body of the report.
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6.

SUMMARY

of the
This paper has presented the rationale, details and prescription
CSAU method to:
Evaluate the capability of a BE code to scale-up processes
1.
(important to a specific scenario) from reduced-scale test
facilities to full-scale ?PPs.
and/or
Assess the effects of test facility distortions
on the above
conditions
boundary
and
distortions of test initial
capability.

2.

of an
Account, in code overall uncertainty, for the effects
in
present
when
distortions
scale
inadequate data base and/or

3.

test facility or in test conditions.
information from:
To this end, the CSAU procedure Mej and integrates
1.

Test facility designs,

2.

Test initial and boundary conditions,

3.

Scenario processes and phenomena,

4.

Code closure relations (models and/or correlations), and

5.

Code assessment reports.

Specifically, the procedure:
1.

and
Uses the facility design documentation, test specifications,
to:
scenario)
specific
results together with a PIRT (for the
Identify system components which have scale distortions,
a.
b.
c.

on the evolution
Evaluate the effects of these distortions PIRT,
the
in
of the important processes listed
and
Evaluate the range of the experimental data base,

Specify a bias (when needed) with its justification.
and data to
Uses facility documentation, test specifications,
to
according
groups
two
in
classify code assessment results
are
processes
important
the
for
whether or not the test data
used
are
affected
not
are
that
affected by distortions. Results
may
which
directly to calculate uncertainty, whereas those data
examination.
further
to
be affected are subjected
together
Uses the MC/QE document and code assessment reports,
with a PIRT, to:
d.

2.

3.
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a.

Identify closure relations and evaluate their capability to
scale-up the Important processes listed in the PIRT,

b.

Evaluate the data base range of the closure relations, and

c.

Specify a bias (when needed) with its justification.

An application to TRAC-PFI/MO01 calculations of an LBLOCA in a four-loop
PWR has demonstrated that the procedure is comprehensive, systematic,
traceable, and practical.
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APPENDIX D
DETAILED LISTING OF LESSONS LEARNED

demonstration of
Significant lessons learned during the development and
Each of the entries
the CSAU evaluation methodology are given in Table D-1.
type (code assessment
has been grouped and assigned a unique identifier by
experiment/plant
(CA), code documentation (CD), code structure (CS),
These
(PM)].
modeling (EM), experimental (EX), and program management
lessons learned are
identifiers are cross-referenced in Part A, where the
source of each entry.
summarized. Table D-1 additionally lists the original
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Table D-1.

Lessons Learned

IDENTIFIER

521CLgag
CATAWIRYe CODE AGESSmEWT

CAON

CA02

Vach separate effect assesment task should include a nodaliuation study to establishing
the minimum
number of node" which will captur the dominant phenomena.

rc

early separate effects

msaessments to be meaningful, scaling and nodalitation

must be addressed.

U.S. Rohatui,
August
1997 CSAU T1P
Meeting,
S*-508-87.

Sumadry
Sinuots,

I. Cotton,
Summary

Minutes, August*
1997 ra
Mesting,

1PO

0

CA03

CA04

CRO

In reviuwing prior
TRAC-P assessment with THIF data It was not possible with eptisting documentation
to trace the conformance of the stated
calculations
with the stated teat.
Analysis of separate
effects tests should be fully
documented so that the analysis can be repeated. The documentation
should include, test
description, data accuracy, nodalization study, code version and any updates,
quantitative conclusion, recommendation fur the models and input listing.
Also, If possible, a code
modification to include any Improved model to show the offect of the recommendations
should also be
performed.

Integral teat assessments should Include runs with nodaliaotien which io
equivalent to that
which
will
be used in plant safety analysis. Thea. assessment tasks could also be used
to do sensitivity
studies of various models and input parameters on the important safety related
parameters such as
PCT. The documentation should be complete ams described with separate effects
test
(CA03).

At the conclusion of an assessment program for
a given code version, topical reports
produced which will
Integrate the results
of asesment with separate effects tests
tests am applied to specific
transients.

should be
and integral

U. S.
oahatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1997 CAU TPG
Meeting,

U.S. Rahatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1957 CSAU 1TP
Meeting,
SUW-50-917.

U.S. Rohatgl,
Summary
Minutes, August
1997 CSAU TIP
Meeting,
GEWi•-I-97.
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Table D-1.

CA06

CA•O7

C2

CA0S

C!

CA09

CAIO

11,

(continued)

with having to change
1TPG)in trying to quantify uncertainty were often confronted
Our eiperience
work. Prior assessment should
the selected procedure because the heat transfer package would not
have identified these pitfallm.

< 0.01), two-pha
regionso subcooled (
The critical flow model in the TRAC-PFI consists of three
the manual. However, these models in
I > 0.1) and transition. The model is well documented inassesn
the effect of nodalization near the
Ver-sion 14.0 have not been omsessed. There is a ne" to
break on critical flow rate.

of the transient was strongly
For the 9CTF Run 704 TRAC-PfI analysis, the calculated course
downcomr. ECC injected by the accumulator
influenced by downcover noding. With a finely-noded upper
may be either non-awlitefnt or screened
into the cold leg failed to penetrate dOnencomr. This problem
the drain line in the SCrF Run 704
in three-dimansional module. In addition to the absence of
in oue knowledge of the SCYT
analysis, the 8/0 separator noding was too coarse. Inadequacies
to model a significant component in the
failure
in
resulted
operation
and
configuration
facility
strongly effected the course of the
transient, the 81W separator drain line. The last two items 60 e after VOCREC). In summary, our
labout
transient
the
in
early
beginning
transient
calculated
correlations were able to simulate the test
ability to amsse how well the code closure models and
was limited.
were generated fronm the SCTF Run 704
Over the limited time in which useful assessment results
was too high. Details of this code
plenum
upper
the
in
ehear
interfacial
the
analysis,
TRAC-Pff
LA-20/31T!16&-15.
in
Shire
by
documented
previously
been
deficiency have

of the test. The 20 predicted core
Run 713 TRAC-PfI generally calcultes the maJor trends
Forr SC
it appears that the SCIF Run
However,
profile.
powmr
stoop
flew pattern sems consistent with the
and that adjoining
intense
too
is
bundles
high-powered
713 calculated chimney effect above the
sharpener further reduced cooling
ed bundles arm starved of coolant. The interface
moderatelol
in the starved bundles.

Summary
Minutes, July
1939 Csau TPS
Meeting,
SEW-43-08.

U.S. Rohatoig
Sumeary
Minutes, Augt
1997 TP1

"Reetingu

9.K. boyack at
al., *Analysis
Results from
the Los Alamos
20/3D Prograwm,
Water Reactor
Safety
Information
Hleetinge

October 1q97.
D.E. boyack at
"Analysis
al,
Results from
the Los Alamo
20/30 Programs*
Water Reactor
safety
Information
Pveeting,
October 19"7.
D.E. boyack et
&I., OAnalysis
Results from
the Los Alamos
20/30 Programs"
Water Reactor
safety
Information
Plevting,
October 1987.

Table D-1.

(continued)

10WIFIEIR
CAll

D~IESMzTNSURE

E

The first
application of 41fnly-noded CTiF Core III model with 18 levels failed for SCTF Run 704,
but not for Run 714. Other important findings includes muceseive care heat transfer has the
appearence of being noding sensitive, early care quench was not calculated, excessive steam
generation in the core may be modol/correlation related. In addition, too little
liquid Is carried
into upper planum early. This is related to the interface sharpener model in core which generally
retains too much liquid below the interface and allows too little
above the interface.

9.E. Boyack at
a&., * MAnalysis
Remul ts from
the Los Alamos
20/30 Program90
Water Reactor
Safety
Information
hMeting,
October 1987.

CATAGRYs CODE DOCUINTATION
Cool

In accordance with an April 1988 TiF Al, LAJA. atteamptd to find documentation of the potential
effects of convergence and time stop criteria on P"r. No documentation was found for either the
frozen or earlier
versions of the code, although it is highly probable such studios were conducted.

Summary
hinutes, June
190•
CAU TIF
heeting,
GE4--31-oS.

C002

Our experience with how the code actually selmcts hode 4 or & heat transfer versus what is stated in
the documentation highlight. the importance of the Model and Correlations Reports, and more
particularly the importance of line-by-line coding checks.

Summary
Minutes, June
1988 CAJ TiPO

a'

heating,
GEki-31'.i•.

COW

TRAC Input and Output Listings produce a large

numimr of data that

are not identified

or that

arm

identified by acronym. and mnemonics which arme not defined in the TRAC User s Guide. This practice
is not accepted In industry and makes checking of the code by hand difficult.

W. Wulff,

Summary
Minutes, Auguet

1997 CSAU TPe
Moeting,
GEid-50-97.

CD04

A code con-Aost of formulations, assumptions, constitutive relationships, flow regime maps,
interfacial area density, Interfacial a&ss transfer, interfacial momentum transfer, untrainment,
wall heat transfer, well friction, special considerations on limiting processes such as critical
flow and CCFLg conduction model, finite difference with assumptinm and method of solution, act. The
TRAC documentation hae not clearly listed assumptions and has not provided a systematic discussion
of Interfacial transfer terms. Instead, the manual has one continuous description. Furthermore, the
manual should provide a table at the outset showing the differences between the current released
version and the previous released version.

U.S. Rohatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1997 CSAU TPO
heeting,
IEEi-50-07.

W'

Table D-1.

I ,

(continued)

IDENTIFIER

ri RI

W

44

guide should say at the outset what versions they are
used in the
relationships
the constitutive
intended for. They should include the descriptions of all
the
and CCFL is inadequate a
code. The description for lower plenum entrainment (weepout)
variable could not be found. Purthermoro, there are
equations are not provided and the name list
averaging over time
such as limits,
relationships,
assumptions made In implemmmting the constitutive
between phasic balance equations, which should be
steps, and the division of mixture quantities
described.
Both the TRAC-PfIIIODI manual and user '

Cet

up the TRAC-PFi inputs or analyzing the output, there are many
During the process of setting
at the
places. The documents need a list
variable names used which are not described in the right
outest to describe these variables, for example (ESA, 4SX HRILL, HI(L.V, HRFL, H4RPV* PT, PTDABS, PAN,
PN, etc.)

C9O7

The TRAC-Pi Code Documentation has model descriptions with undefined symbols,
to find. This renders model descriptions in
of which are difficult
definition%

and with symbols the
TRAC incomplete.

U.S. Rohatai,
Summary
Minutes, August

1907 CSAU Trs

"*seting,

U.S. Rahatgi,
summary
Minutes, August
1997 C5AU TP8
Meeting,

W. Wulff,
summary
Minutes, August
19B7 C9AU TP8

""seting,

OEM-519-87.

COSS

Examples ore
The TRAC-P"I Code Documentation has a number of Incorrmct reference citations.
(Blasius) and fuel thermal conductivity
factor
references to single-phase turbulent friction
Version 11, Revision 1).

(I"ATMI(O

Summary
Minutes, August
1957 COAU TPG
!4.

CDUY

TRAC-4"I Code Documentation (p. 205)9 TRAC has six options for imposing boundary
According to the
conditions. The code document does.not explain hom boundary conditions arm implemented.
is not shown how kinematic boundary conditions, such an mixture masm or volumetric
it
Particularly,
during conditions of flow discharge by internally
flem rates, are imposed and then satisfied
and phasic densities.
computed phasic veloCities void fraction

Wlfft~

Meeting,
BEW-5*-07.

Table D-1.

CDIG

CDII

(continued)

Failure to document early code developamnt rationale leads to many problems. OC procedures must be
infosed in future codas.

In TRAC-fI,

variables such as tLT9 CMU,

C02, etc. are in the NAPELIST,

but not properly defined.

summary
Minutes, ACII
Meeting,
Jlanuary 19M8.

U.9.

Rohatgi,

Summary

Minutes,

August

19137 TPO

hoeting,
GEW-58-57.

C012

Complete documentation is

CDl3

A complete description of the message file

C01

As suggested by I. Catton, we should consider a different reactor model. Future TRAC version* should
separate the dosncomar, bottom plenum and upper plenum from the reactor core to allow different
ndalizsations in each of thee components. It should be possible to combine a multi-dimensional
downcomer (or upper plenum) with a one-dimensional reactor core. Also the code should be capable of
running a cýmplete one-dimensional model which can be stappd after a period of time and restarted
thereafter with some multi-dimensional components. A one-dimensional reactor core equipped with
slave channels might he adequate through the entire L.CA sequence and this should be checked. The
use of multi-diumnsional downcomers, bottom plenum,
nd upper plenum could be introduced only after
cooling water inJection. The neat varsion of TRAC should evaluate such options to significantly
reduce computer time.

needed for time stop control procedure in all codes.

U.8. Rohetgi,
.CC Bypass
Uncertainty
Evaluation,
March 1969 TPO
hooting

I

co

Is

neaded for vessel component in TRAC-PFI.

CATAGOMRO

U.a. Rohatgi,
ECC Bypass
Uncertainty
Evaluation,
March 1908 TPO
Meeting

CAM 8TRUCTURE

6.

a. Levy,
Summary
Minutes, August
1997 COAJ TPO
Meeting,
SEW-58-07.

4

Table D-1.

CEO2

(continued)

for oubcooled and nucleate boiling is in conflict
!RAC-PP1
The heat tranfeor correlation used in
the wall to
with experiments because the convective heat transfer coefficient hg for convection, from
wall to

from the
for convective heat transfer
ph&a is computed from Chan's correlation
the liquid
because the total
and
Docu•ment),
Cod
TRC
MME9MCR-3599
of
9i
p.
140,
Eq.
(cf.
mixture
the
wall to the coolant mixture is computed on a composite (cf. Eq. 99, p.
convective heat flux from the
of the above convective flux from the "all to the mixture, plus the
consisting
59 of NUREG/CR-3850),
the vapor according to the unlabeled equation at the top of the
to
wall
the
from
convective flux
page 83 in MJRES/C8-39-.

CS03

behavior in highly voided systems
TRAC-PFI it slowest when encountering condensatin/evaporation
to
interest
of least
transient
the
of
part
a
is
This
period.
refill
in
LBLO•A)
(acec. inJection
potential solutions
of
consideration
future
for
area
fruitful
a
be
would
This
ultimate objectives.
to resolve physical importance vs. eanomy.

i. Wulff,
Summary
Minutes, August
1987 Cam TP8
Meeting,

Summary
"Minutes,

February 1998
CSAIU TPS
Meeting,
B~E*-16--Ba.

4=

CS04

The core heat transfer
temperature results.
In the generic esnee
the correct overall

in core to give good
in TRAC-PFI is correlated with void distribution
retained in care Is much to high.
shows liquid
Unfortunately void distribution
get
one should never introduce artificAal changes in two or more phenomina to
answer.

Fummary

"Hinutes.
COAU TPS

"Meeting,

summary
CM

may have difficulty
%
TC-ePFi

in

predicting Intermediate sits

breaks.

"Minutes,

"arch

CBAU TrfI
199M
Meeting,
SEN-l6-08.

U.S. Rahatul,
CU&

approache* for
of code have the seoe met of equations but use different
The TMC and RELAP series
method without Iteration
differencing and soiving these equations. RELAPS has a semi-implicit
.finite
num rical approaches for
selecting different
There is a need to justify
while TRAC has Iterations.
saew type of codes.
the

Summary
Minutes, August
1997 TF43
Meeting,

BEN-5S-87.

Table D-1.

(continued)

CS07

Many of the PWR and BhR components are the es
and most of the codes have thi same formulation for
two-phass 4low, still
they have quite different descriptions in the input. Also, the TRAC Approach
is to have assembled components such as a steam generator or vessel whilm the RELAP5 approach is to
have
for basic components such as pipes, branch and heat structures which could be assembled
fodels
for any application. A discussion between the code developers with NRC guidoa
could have brought a
consensus about choosing between assembled components (convenience) and basic building blocks
(flenibility) or a combination. Furthermore, a guidline on the input description should also be
provided. There is a need to have a front en processor which will systeamtically take the input
information and processes It to go Into TRAC or RELUP5, as needed.

U.S. RohatgI,
Summary
Minutes, August
1907 TPO
Meeting,
SEN-S9-07.

COW

The pump model in the TPAC code is based on the INEL#*SemA•cale model and requires information on a
single phase and fully degraded two-phase homologous curves for head and torque, end degradation
multiplier through input. However, this model does not properly account for the effect of system
pressure, flow rate, speed and specific Speed which are known to influence the two-phase pump
performance. Furthermore, this model dome not account for energy transfer to the fluid In the energy
equations. The pump model can be Important In *any transients (LOLWCA and OSLOCA) end it is
Imperative that an improved model be developed. There are analytical models (VPRI) and empirical
models (M.I.T. and KWJU) available and they should be investigated for inclusion in the code.

U.S. RQhatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1907 TPG
Meeting,
GEWi-58-07.

CSOO

The TRAC-PWi output indirectly indicates the choked Junctions,
velocity or cell edge mass flow rate.

U.S. Rohatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1907 TPO
Meeting,
S•S-5.-67.

C€10

The TRAC-PFI messag file
should be stream lined. Several calculations show many mesage
failure to meet pressure criteria resulting in time step reduction or more iteration.

0

but dAes not provide critical

indicating

U.S. Rohitgi0
EcC Bypass
Uncertainty
Evaluation,
March 1980 TPO
meeting

CATAGORY& EXPERINEWTWPLANT MODELINS
EN01

NRC should establish

a set

of standard nodalizatione

for plants

for various applications.

U.S. Rahatgi,
Summary
Minutes,

August

1907 CGAU TPO
Meeting,
SEW-5•6-7.
I$
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(continued)
atInI.

EMO2

E"O1

there has been little

1always a big question. It appears that
Hodalin'tion is
are nodalized
homwver, soes consistency in how P4•R
it was done. There is,
when integral facilities
compenstion or tuning to get reaconalble results
used in plant
codes. To resolve the uncertainty question, the nodalization
out.
and a new round of asessment must be carried
frsten

or no central over how
and probably some
sseess the
are used to
.tlc, lations must be

•EM-59-7.

for over ten years.
the lowi- plenum nodalization has been the same
to note that
It was interesting
This type of noding is known
upper boundary is at the skirt.
its
The loa.or plenum nods is such that
nodalimation as
task and forced to modify their
to be non-conservative; Westinghouse was taken to
and bypass
is flio
problem
The
notice.
taking
without
an
plod
C.E. * yet many advanced code users
past the skirt.

"was

€•0
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1. Cattcon
Suinaary
Minutes, August
1987 CAU TMU
Mae ing,

I. Catton,
summary

Minutes, August
1937 SAU TPS
Meaetinge
OEM-59-07.

I. Cattone
Summary
Minutes, August
1987 CSAU TP8
meting,

somethinlg in
UPYr data neaws to indicate that
Another problem is hew to nodalizm the downcome'- four nodes provides the mcst ecomomic model.
yet
needed
be
excese of eight asimuthal nodes may

MEtW-SD-U?.

E"O0

nodalization where it is
eliminate fine
evaluation of the nodalisation is needed to
A systematic
in the lower plenum. Similar
important, like
is
it
where
kept
is
it
that
e
be
to
needed and
with the upper plenum as well.
problems may exist

not

I. Catton,
summary
"Inutes, August
1987 CSAU TPO
Meeting,

CATAgORyn ENPRIM1ENTA.
EXOI

codes.
Test data is often not analysed subsequently with
conditions* act.) is lost.

In the long term much information

I(bundry

Summeary
Minutes,
February 1995
C5W TPO

"M•eting,

VEW&-l04.
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EX02

EX03

(continued)

There In a need for

large pipe 40.7 .)

critical

flow eaperimental data.

SeSiscleN demonstrated testing done by "Cheap with lots of runsw is better than
limited runs".

EX04
i

EX05

EX&0

U.S. Rohatgi,
Summary
Minutes, August
1987 IyP
Meeting,
GEW-50-87.

eapensive with

Overall knowledge of the SCTF facility
Is good because many teats
have been conducted and have been
analyzed; hower
the thermal properties of Core III heater rods aire still
uncertain.

Downcomer ECC inJection rate
of CCTF Run 58 was uncertain due to
about possible two-phase flow in the delivery line.

oscillations.

There are questions

A significant
amount of documentation has been produced an the starting
basis for the design of
various
testing
fecilitimes but little
documentation exists
to clarify
the progression of the design
of the compromises in the systems as they matured. Unfortunately, many
of the personnel who know the

details of the reasoning for "why certain &spects of the facility design are

the way they are" are
no longer available or no longer remeamor. This is an unfortunate
situation
since the Owrong turns"
ade
in the course of a research endeavor offer
valuable Information. Furthermore, the rationale
for
and configuration
of a particular
syste
are generally a consequence of these "wrong turlns" and
other lessorm learned. This is the type of information that
should be collected and preserved in a
centralized manner to insure that
the facility
dta
can be responsibly utilized
in the future,
perhaps long after
the facility
has been shut down and decommissioned.

Summary
Miutes, March
1998 TPO
heeting

D.E. Doyack et
1l. "Analysis
Results from
the Los Alamos
20/3D Program,"
Water Reactor
safety
Information
Meeting,
October 1997.
B.F.
•oyack at
el., "Analysis
Results from
the Los Alamos
20/3D Program,"
Water Reactor
Safety
Information
Meeting,
October 1907.
"Lessons
Learned an the
Docuemetaion of
scaling Seasis,
Constraints,
and Compromises
in T/*H Facility
Design end
Testing," T.K.
Larson,

.
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(continued)
apsi 1r

I DENT IF JEft

a&M!
average quantities

EX07

list
Complete data report should be required of all tests. OC test reports only
and time histories of the variables are not listed for all tests.

EROG

to omit description of
Separate Effects Test reports are found to present test data incompletely anddata.

U.S. Rohatgi,
Bypass
sCC
Uncertainty
Evaluation,
March 1989 TP1
Meeting

N. Wuiff,
data reductions;

they ore too verbose and lack conclusions contained In

the

Summary

Minutes, August
1297 TPO
Mee-ting,
GEW-50-87.

CATABRY:s PRORAM MAAEMENT

w
P9O1

started at about the ease time, but eacth of
The development of NRC advanced codes (TRAC, RELAP-)
to check the
these codes has different code structures. It is difficult to read through the codes
to make changes. For example, R•EAP5 has bit-packing,
implementation of the models in the code and
that is more than one number stored in a veriable,. hile TRAC-PWR has a very large container array
rules fer code structure
with location of variables not fixed. NRC should have laid down some ground
the laboratories are
which could have involved through mewtings, betw•en code developers. Even today,
the developers to use' s
modifying the codes to run on different computer systems. NRC should guide
be easily transportable
standard Fortran (Fortran 77) "hich is machine independent. The code should
to various machines.

P9102

calculational data
The NRC should establish a policy for long term storage of experimental and
tapes.

P"03

and Creare have not been scheduled in
Simulations of counter part tests in FLECHT, CCTF9 SCTF, UPTF simulations and runs with different
missing
Cie.
scale
of
effect
the
show
to
manner
an Integrated
versions of the code).

U.S.
Rhatgoi,
Suemary
Minutes, August
197 TPS
Meeting,

Summary
Minutes, March
1988 TPe
Meeting

summary
Minutes, April
1999 Teo

"NMeting,

BEW-26-80.

Table D-1.

P10-4

P

(continued)

, thei NRC wants a policy whereby future changes to frozen code version
In support of all program•
terror correction or other) must have prior NRC approval.

The TRAC-PbiRA,

TAC-9W

and RELAP5 series of codes model

the same type of thermal-hydroulic.

but on

many occasions have selected different constitutive descriptions (IseEPRI-NSAC-b NUREG/CR-4292)
bi all friction,
interfacial sass transfer, etc.). As
for the ese phenomena, le.g.* flow regime map
these code development activities are taking place in different laboratories and different groups,
NRC should coordinate these development activities and should deman Justification for selecting
constitutive aodels in terms of their applicability. NRC should be mwe involved.

€•!
i--d
d•

4'

Summary
Minutes, August
1987 TPG
meetings
GEk-50-w7.

U.a. Raa•,Qi,
Summary Minutes
August 1987 TPO
Heetingg
OEM-5-O7.
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APPENDIX E

DEFINITION OF WORST-BREAK CONFIGURATION

The evaluations of calculations to determine the worst-break location
for maximum blowdown peak cladding temperature; preformed by Dr. J. Healzer
(SLI), is documented in the Appendix.
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DEFINITION OF 'WORST BREAK' CONFIGURATION
Summary

The purpose of this study has been to determine the break location and size
which results Mn the maximum peak clad temperature. Based on-a review of LOCA
calculations for a 4-loop Westinghouse PWR, both by the vendor and others, the
double-ended cold leg guillotine (DECLG) break is the worst break for both the
blowdown and reflood phases of the LOCA transient. The studies which were
reviewed indicate that the temperature peak during the blowdown phase of the
transient is the greatest for the largest break size, although detailed
sensivity studies around the-maximum break size have not been performad.
Vendor studies using.Evaluation Model assumptions indicate that the maximum
temperature peak during the reflood phase of the transient occurs when using
a break flowmultiplier around 0.8 or less. Again, detailed sensivity studies
are not available to more closely define where the peak occurs and this result
may be affected by Best Estimate mndelino
Introduction
This task Is part of a project by EG&G to perform a realistic analysis of a PVR
LOCA. The OECLG break is to be used for this study and this task Is to
confirm with available information that the DECLG break Is the worst break
configuration for the Westinghouse 4-loop PWR. The worst break Is defined
as the. break size and location which produces the maximum clad temperature
diring the transient following the break.
Information available to this study has been plant Safety Analysis Reports and
other non-proprietary vendor reports, experimential programs which simulate PWR
LOCA behavor and PWR plant calculations which have been performed by national
laboratories.
The PWR LOCA Transient
An excellent description of the sequence of events occuring during the PWR LOCA
Is provided In Sectiun 6 of Reference 1. As is described in this account of the
LOCA, the familar two temperature peak LOCA clad temperature transient can be
related to events during the transient. The blowdown temperature peak, the
first peak in the transient, is related to the stopping of the core flow and
then its reversal due to the hydrodynamic response of the primary system during
the first few seconds of the transient. The clad temperature rise, caused
mainly by redistribution of stored energy in the fuel, is turned around once
the flow is reestablished in the core. This may be partly aided by flashing of
the vessel fluid as the system pressure dropf to its saturation value during
the blowdown. Factors contributing to this first peak are the break flow, the
fuel stored energy and recirculation system behavior. The reflood peak, the
second peak during the LOCA transient, occurs later after core uncovery due
to inventory loss during the blowdown, when the core is reflooded. This peak
is driven by decay heat and factors contributing to it will be the inital
blowdown transient, the operation of the ECC systems and reflood rate of the
limiting bundle. Since it Is the hydrodynamic response of the primary system
during the cold leg break that is responsible for the degraded core heat
transfer and the blowdown peak, this first peak is unqiue to the cold leg
break. For this first peak, there is only one worst break location. Vendor
studies discussed later indicate that the blowdown temperature peak is
maximized by break area, thus the largest break is likely the limiting break.
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The reflood temperature peak is common to all break locations typically
considered in PFR LOCA calculations. However, because the cold leg break
results in degraded performance by the ECC systems which reflood the vessel
after the blowdown, this break also produces the maximum reflood temperature
peak. Even a cold break at the pump suction does not appear to be as bad as
the cold leg break at the reactor vessel. For this lecond peak, it is not
clear if the full break size produces the maximum reflood temperature peak.
Again, as will be'noted later," vendor studies indicate a smaller than full
size break is more limiting, but this is not based on best-estimate models
for the LOCA analysis. It remains yet to be seen which break area maximizes
peak clad temperature .during this phase of the transient.
Vendor Studies
As part of the safety documentation with every operating nuclear power plant,
the plant response during the design basis accident is provided. This requires
analysis to support the ch6ice of which break is the most limiting. For the 4
loop Westinghouse PWR, this supporting analysis is typically described in the
following manner (2):
"Based on the results of LOCA sensivity studies, the limiting large
break was found to be the double-ended cold leg guillotine (DECLG).
Therefore, only the DECLG break is considered in the large break ECCS
performance analysis. Calculations were performed for a range of Moody
break discharge coefficients."
Supporting the statement are the reports In references 3, 4 and S. These
sensivity studies are typically performed with the vendor's LOCA Evaluation
Model (EM) which include assumptions which conform to Apendix K requirements.
These studies consider the core power peaking determined to be the worst in
terms of peak clad temperature, the worst single failure, loss of off-site
power and maximum inital plant power accounting for uncertainties in the plant
instrumentation which measures plant power. The parameters varied include
break location, break area multiplier and whether recirculation pumps are
.tripped. Typically these studies show that the told leg break produces the
maximum peak clad temperature and the maximum area cold leg break produces the
maximum temperature during the blowdown phare of the LOCA. These LOCA cal
culation employ a break area multipliers of between 1.0 and 0.6. The clad
temperature is maximized with a multiplier of between 0.8 and 0.6 during the
reflood phase of the LOCA.
It is true that results from these studies with vendor EM will not be the same
as those obtained with the best estimate model (BEM) to be used in the M.SAU
study. However informal discussions with vendors Indicate that their own Dest
estimate calculations also confirm that the DECLG break is the most limiting
and general trends with break size are the same as with the EM. A major
difference appears to be that the temperature peak which occurs during the
reflood phase of the LOCA Is reduced by the best estimate assumptions.
Another distinction in vendor calculations is the difference between using
a break area multiplier to represent the effect of uncertainty in the break
flow and modeling the break as a split or double-ended break with partial
separation to study the effect of break size. The point being that the PWR
system response to a CLDEG break with a break area multiplier may be different
than the response to a split or partial separation of the cold leg.
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Experimential Programs
Appendix A of Reference I provides an excellent summary of both domestic
and foreign experimential facilities which have been used to study both
PWR and BVR LOCA's. Those facilities described in this report which are
capable of simulating full system response of a PWR LOCA
the
Semiscale facility, the Loss of Fluid (LOFT) facility, theInclude
Loop Slowdown
investigation (LOB!) facility, the Primarkreislaufe (PKL) test facility,
the Cylindrical Core Test (CCTF*) facility and Rosa-IV Test facility
(SBLOCA only). There are other test facilities designed to study in detail
particular parts of the LOCA transient such as the FLECHT-SEASET facility to
examine core reflood heat transfer and others. There are also test facilities
to examine the system response of a B&W PWR reactor system. Of interest to
this study are those facilities which simulate the Westinghouse 4-loop reactor.
Of the material reviewed in this study, there does not appear'to have been a
systematic experimential program in any of these full system simulation test
facilities to obtain detailed sensivity information on the effect of both break
size and location. The general acceptance that the DECLO break Is the worst
break configuration is based the ECC system design in the PWR and Its response
during a cold leg break and on present understanding of the phenomena occuring
during the LOCA, all of which indicates that the cold leg produces the greatest
peak clad temperatures.
In the test programs that were reviewed, nearly all of the large break
simulations were cold leg breaks although hot leg and pump suction breaks have
been tested to demonstrate the PWR system response to these
locations.
The LOFT series did Include a range of small and Intermediatebreak
break sizes as
well as the full OECLG break. Also, the Semiscale facility preformed hot leg
break tests, but only for smill break sizes. The first series of tests in LOBS
(1980-1982) included both a farge hot leg and pump suction breaks. Only
information from one PKL facility test (Test KSA, a full DECLG
and no
data from the Rosa-IY facility has yet been reviewed, although break)
no
large
LOCA's are planned for the Rosa-IV facility. The parameters whose effectsbreak
were
studied in these experimential programs Included operation of various safety
equipment and additional system component failures such as steam generator
tubes.
In summary, data from experimential programs do support the OECLG break
the most limiting, but there is insufficient information to determine theas
sensivity of the clad temperature peak to break size, although in a global
sense, the blowdown peak appears to be maximized by break area.
PWR Plant Calculations
References 6 and 7 provide a summary of the PWR plant LOCA simulation studies
performed for the NRC with TRAC-P. Other plant LOCA simulations are available
using other systems codes such as RELAP which may also yield Information
the
worst break configuration, however to date these have not been reviewed byon this
study. Reference 7 does mention an earlier study on the Zion plant to study
the sensivtty of the peak clad temperature to some 21 parameters belived to be
important. This study seems a likely source for information.
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In Reference 6, which describes work by LASL, cites 6 studies for Westing
house type plants. These are all large break LOCA calculations; for SNUPPS,
Sizwell, two for Zion, a Westinghouse-Italian and a Westinghouse USPWR
typical plant - all DECLG breaks. One of the Zion cases and the USPWR study
was performed with EN assumptions. Kany other predictions of tests at various
facl ities were also cited. To date reports- describing 3 of these 6 studies
has been reviewed. None of them have provided sensivity Information on break
size or location. Such sensivity information was not expected since several
of the plant calculations were performed to provide a benchmark for similar
predictions for a test facility and not necessarly to Investigate plant LOCA
sensivities.
In Reference 7, which describes studies by SNLA, only one large-break LOCA
study for a plant is described, which is for a DECLG break. This study con
centrated on the effect of system nodalization and the effect of upper head
Injection (UHI) on system response. The study did not vary break configuration.
Included in other studies discussed was a predictions of LOB1 Test Al-04R
(Ref 8),simulating a large break LOCA. As part of the preliminary calculations,
or this test, the break discharge coefficient during the saturated portion of
the blowdown was varied. Although this study is not for an actual plant, It
does illustrate the effect on peak clad temperature of a 1.0 and 0.9 discharge
coefficient during that part of the blowdown when the breakfIow was saturated.
Results from this study indicate that the blowdown temperature peak is nearly
the same for both cases. During the reflood phase, the case with the 0.9
discharge coefficient retains greater liquid inventory and refloods more
"quickly yielding lower temperature peak during this phase of the transient.
This is a different conclusion than reacher by the venddr with his EK
evaluation of the LOCA. This single data point is considered insufficient
to make a Judgement and more data will have to be reviewed.
In summary, the available plant calculation of the PWR LOCA are for the
DECLG break and do not provide information to support the worst break
configuration. Other calculations of experiments, where parameters such
as break area were varied to investigate the sensivity of the predictions
may provide limited information.
Conclusions
Based on the information available to this study, the double-ended cold-leg
guillotine break produces the maximum peak clad temperature during the blowdown
phase of the LOCA transient. This same break appears to also produce the
maxium peak. clad thuperature during the reflood phase of the LOCA transient,
although this temperature peak is likely to be break size dependent, with the
maximum veak apparenly occurina with a break area multiplier less than 1.0.
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APPENDIX F
TRAC ASSESSMENT REPORTS

This appendix documents assessments of TRAC-PF1/MOD! and prior code
versions that are pertinent to the CSAU demonstration described in Part B.
This information was provided by Dr. B. Boyack (LANL).
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TRAC-PF1/MOD1 ASSESSMENT REPORTS
An asterisk (*) indicates the assessment was performed with frozen
Version 14.3. For documents listed "to be issued," the analysis has been
completed and a draft document prepared, however a final report has not been
issued.
Cylindrical Core Test Facility
I.

. W. Cappiello, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Analysis of CCTF Combined Injection
Test Run 79," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-86-20, December 1986.

2.

B. D. Boyer and D. A. Siebe, "The Analysis of CCTF Run 58 with
TRAC-PF1/MOD1,n Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-86-19, 1986.

3.

M. Roberts, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Upper Plenum Nodalization Studies of CCTF
UPI Test C2-AA1 (Run 57)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-86-14, March 1986.

4.

B. E. Boyack, "TRAC-PF1/MODI Analysis of CCTF UPI Test C2-AA1
(Run 57)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-11,
August 1986.

5.

H. Stumpf and G. J. Wilcutt, "CCTF Run 71 TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Analysis," Los
Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-8, May 1986.

6.

M. W. Cappiello, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Analysis of CCTF No-Failure UPI Test
C2-13 (Run 72)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-86-7, July 1986.

7.

H. Stumpf, "CCTF Run 76 TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Analysis," Los Alamos National
Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-6, March 1986.

8.

H. Stumpf, "CCTF Run 78 TRAC-PF1/MODI Analysis," Los Alamos National
Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-5, February, 1986.

Slab Core Test Facility (SCTFM
1.

S. C. Harmony and B. E. Boyack, "A PoIttest Analysis of SCTF Run 703
Using TRAC-PF1/MODI," (to be issued).

2.

P. R. Shire, "TRAC-PF1/MODI Analysis of SCTF Core-III Test S3-02
(Run 713), Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-CP-88-11, 1988.

3.

B.E. Boyack and P. L. Mascheroni, "A Posttest Analysis of SCTF Run 704
Using TRAC-PF1/MODI," Los Alamos National Laboratory,.LA-CP-88-131,
1988.

4.

S.C. Harmony and B. E. Boyack, "A Posttest Analysis of SCTF Run 714
Using TRAC-PF1/MOD1," Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-CP-88-234,
1988.
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5.

M. W. Cappiello, et al, 'CCTF Core-II Upper-Plenum Injection
TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Analysis Summary," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group
N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-16, March 1987.

6.

P. R. Shire and B. E. Boyack, "Upper Plenum Studies of SCTF Run 605,"
Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-15, August
1986.

7.

J. Gilbert, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Calculation of SCTF-II Test S2-12
(Run 617)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-86-13, March 1987.

8.

J. Gilbert, NTRAC-PF1/MOD1 Calculation of SCTF-I1 Test S2-06
(Run 611),' Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-86-9,
March 1987.

9.

J. C. Lin, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Calculation of SCTF Core-IT Supply Test S2-03
(Run 608),' Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2W/3D-TN-85-13, July 1985.

10.

Y. Abe, et al, "TRAC-PFI/MODI Calculation of SCTF Core-lI Steam Supply
Test S2-05 (Run 610)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9,
LA-2D/3D-TN-85-9, July 1985.

11.

J. Gilbert, "TRAC-PF1/MOD1 Calculation of SCTF Core-I1 Test S2-SHI
(Run 604)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-85-6,
March 1985.

12.

J. Gilbert, "TRAC-PF1/MODI Calculation of SCTF Core-TI Test S2-09
(Run 614)," Los Alamos National Laboratory Group N-9, LA-2D/3D-TN-85-4,
March 1985.

Multiple-Loop Inteqral System Test (MIST)
1.

2.
3.

Facility

B. E. Boyack, "Postest Analysis of MIST Test 330302 Using
TRAC-PFI/MOD1," Los Alamos National Laboratory, LA-UR-88-1937,
June 1988.
Analysis of MIST Test 3109AA
J. L. Steiner and 0. A. Siebe, 'Posttest
Using TRAC-PFI/MOD1," (to be issued).
Analysis of MIST Test 320201
D. A. Siebe and J. L. Steiner, "Posttest Laboratory, LA-UR-88-673,
Using. TRAC-PFI/MOD1, Los Alamos National
1989.

Large-Scale Test Facility (ROSA-IV)

1.

H. J. Stumpf and F. E. Motley, "Results of TRAC Analysis of Run
ST-NC-02 from the Large-Scale Test Facility,' Los Alamos National
Laboratory, LA-CP-87-131, 1987.

2.

F. E. Motley and R. R. Schultz, "Comparison of a TRAC Calculation to
the Data from LSTF Run SB-CL-05," Los Alamos National Laboratory,
LA-UR-86-3692, 1986.
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3.
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